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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need fits within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a fire loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some significant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was flown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and eﬀorts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneﬁcial as well as enjoyable We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a diﬀerent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staﬀ
Jeﬀrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE

iii
V
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AGENDA

PRESIDING: John H. Zwald, Program Co-Chair; Chair, Tort & Insurance Practice Section, State Bar of 		
			Georgia; Beck, Zwald & Associates, LLC, Buford
			Tiffany R. Winks, Program Co-Chair, Vice Chair, Tort & Insurance Practice Section, State 		
			Bar of Georgia; Hall Booth Smith PC, Atlanta
			Nikolai “Nik” Makarenko, Jr., Program Co-Chair; Secretary, Tort & Insurance Practice 		
			Section, State Bar of Georgia; Groth and Makarenko LLC, Suwanee
			W. Dale Ellis, Jr., Program Co-Chair, Treasurer, Tort & Insurance Practice Section, State 		
			Bar of Georgia; Lynn Leonard & Associates, Atlanta
			J. Natalie Wilkes, Program Co-Chair; Past Chair, Tort & Insurance Practice Section, State 		
			Bar of Georgia; Lynn Leonard & Associates, Atlanta
		

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2018

7:30
		

REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(All Attendees must check in upon arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended.)

8:15
		

WELCOME, ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OVERVIEW OF THURSDAY SESSION
John H. Zwald

8:30
		

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CASE LAW
Paul L. Groth, Groth & Makarenko LLC, Suwanee

9:30
		
		

ETHICS: LAWYER OBLIGATIONS AND MALPRACTICE EXPOSURE
Stephen L. “Steve” Cotter, Swift Currie McGhee & Hiers LLP, Atlanta
Myrece R. Johnson, Swift Currie McGhee & Hiers LLP, Atlanta

10:30 BREAK
10:45 TIME LIMIT/POLICY LIMIT DEMANDS AND BAD FAITH—POST OCGA 9-11-67.1
		
James T. “Jim” Brieske, Gray Rust St. Amand Moffett & B rieske L LP, Atlanta
11:45 THE ART OF JURY SELECTION
		
Adam Koetter, Veritext Legal Solutions, Atlanta
12:45 RECESS
		
7:30

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2018
BREAKFAST BUFFET

8:15
		

OVERVIEW OF FRIDAY SESSION
Tiffany R. Winks

8:30
		

INSURANCE COVERAGE ISSUES AND UPDATES
Jonathan J. Kandel, Swift Currie McGhee & Hiers LLP, Atlanta

9:30
		

PROFESSIONALISM
Hon. Eric A. Richardson, Judge, Fulton County State Court, Atlanta

10:30 BREAK
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10:45 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PREMISES LAW - SLIP AND FALLS
		
Sean L. Hynes, Downey & Cleveland, LLP, Marietta
11:45 APPLICATION AND CASE EXAMPLES OF BIOMECHANICS AT TRIAL
		
Kelly B. Kennett, MOMENTUM PMV, Biomechanical Engineer, Alpharetta
12:45 RECESS
6:30- RECEPTION
7:30 Sponsored by Tort & Insurance Practice Section
		
7:30

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2018
BREAKFAST BUFFET

8:15
		

OVERVIEW OF SATURDAY SESSION
Nikolai “Nik” Makarenko, Jr.

8:30
		

CURRENT AND EMERGING TRENDS IN INSURANCE COVERAGE CASES
Duane L. Cochenour, Hall Booth Smith PC, Atlanta

9:30
		

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Mark H. Tilkin, Legislative/Regulatory Counsel, State Farm Insurance Company, Atlanta

10:30 BREAK
10:45 USE AND ABUSE OF O.C.G.A. SECTION 9-11-68: OFFERS OF SETTLEMENT
		
Michael D. St. Amand, Gray Rust S t. Amand Moffett & Brieske LLP, Atlanta
11:45 MEDIATION
		
Bianca Motley Broom, Miles Mediation & Arbitration, Atlanta
12:45 ADJOURN
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2017 & 2018
CASE LAW UP-DATE
Paul L. Groth
Groth & Makarenko, LLC
Suwanee, Ga.
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PARENTS’ CLAIM FOR MINOR’S MED EXPENSES HAS 2-YEAR SOL
Mujkic et al v Lam, 342 Ga.App. 693 (9/6/17)
Parents filed suit for for (1) medical expenses incurred while son a minor and (2) for pain
and suffering. Once son became of age, the parties agreed to voluntarily dismiss the
parents with prejudice and allow son to proceed independently. Plaintiff son then
recovered for pain and suffering in a jury trial. Trial court later barred Parents’ medical
expense claim (based on 4-year SOL for property damage) as it had been incurred by the
parents who were no longer in the suit. “[T]he existence of that personal property
interest does not transform a personal injury claim into a personal property claim. If the
only injury caused by a defendant was to a person and not that person's property, then
the 2-year statute of limitations for personal injury claims applies.”
APPORTIONMENT/ STANDING TO CHALLENGE THE APPORTIONMENT
STATUTE/RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR
Johnson Street Properties, LLC v Clure, 302 Ga. 51, (9/13/17)
P struck by a limb while on JSP properties. JSP filed notice of apportionment regarding
the negligence of landowners (whose land the tree grew on). JSP also filed MSJ
regarding its lack of knowledge and employee that maintained the land not within scope
of employment. Clure filed MSJ alleging apportionment statute was unconstitutional
and that the non-party should be dismissed for lack of causation. Trial court denied
JSP’s MSJ and granted Clure’s MSJ as to the nonparty although holding the
apportionment statute to be constitutional. Both appealed.
OCGA § 51–12–33 (c): In assessing percentages of fault, the trier of fact shall consider
the fault of all persons or entities who contributed to the alleged injury or damages,
regardless of whether the person or entity was, or could have been, named as a party to
the suit. A person is considered to have contributed to the alleged injury where that
person is shown to have breached a legal duty in the nature of a tort that is owed for
the protection of the plaintiff, the breach of which is a proximate cause of his injury.
Martin v. Six Flags Over Georgia II, L.P., 301 Ga. 323 (2017) (quoting Zaldivar v. Prickett,
297 Ga. 589, 595 (1) (2015)). “…the apportionment statute permits consideration,
generally speaking, of the ‘fault’ of a tortfeasor, notwithstanding that he may have a
meritorious affirmative defense or claim of immunity against any liability to the
plaintiff.” Zaldivar, 297 Ga. at 598.
While it is the defendant's burden to establish a rational basis for apportioning fault to a
non-party, whether the non-party contributed to the alleged injury is a question of fact
for a jury to decide. Six Flags Over Georgia II, L.P. v. Martin, 335 Ga. App. 350, 364-365
(2015). Finally, it is axiomatic that questions regarding proximate cause are undeniably a
1
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jury question and may only be determined by the courts ‘in plain and undisputed cases.
Ontario Sewing Mach. Co. v. Smith, 275 Ga. 683, 687 (2002).
Court agreed with JSP’s argument that Clure as Plaintiff lacked standing to challenge the
apportionment statute on the non-parties’ behalf. “Clure is not among the class of nonparty persons impacted by the statute. See Bell v. Austin, 278 Ga. 844, 846 (2005) (“A
party will not be heard to complain of the violation of another person's constitutional
rights.”). “As a general rule, a litigant has standing to challenge the constitutionality of a
law only if the law has an adverse impact on that litigant's own rights.” Feminist
Women's Health Center v. Burgess, 282 Ga. 433, 434 (1) (2007).
Because Clure lacked standing to bring an MSJ regarding the constitutionality of Ga's
Apportionment Statute as it applies to non-parties, trial court lacked jurisdiction over
this matter and thus erred in entering an order addressing the claim on the merits.
The Court found question of fact as to whether the employee was within scope at the
time. Employee had on/off working relationship with JSP as maintenance man on the
property. Employee held himself out as the maintenance man to other tenants.
Ct App affirmed denial of JSP’s MSJ holding that there were issues regarding knowledge
of the hazard by JSP and Clure. Reversed grant of SJ to Clure on behalf of non-party
holding that there were issues of knowledge on property owner’s behalf also.

APPEAL/DESCRETIONARY APPEAL FOR AMOUNTS UNDER $10,000
Anderson v Laureano, 342 Ga.App. 888 (9/27/17)
Court of App lacks jurisdiction over direct appeal for failure to comply with the
mandatory provision for discretionary appeal. OCGA § 5–6–35 (a) (6) provides that a
party must file an application for discretionary appeal to pursue an appeal “in all actions
for damages in which the judgment is $10,000.00 or less[.]” The statute “applies to all
judgments for $10,000 or less that arise from an action for damages.
Appeal was over atty fees and costs of $801.99 awarded to Defendant pursuant to its
OCGA 9-11-68 OJ. The fact that the order of atty fees was made at the same time the
order denying P’s Motion for new Trial did not save the appeal as the appeal was only as
to the fee awarded and not the denial of the new trial.

2
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GA DIRECT ACTION STATUTE PREEMPTED BY FED LAW FOR RISK RETENTION GROUPS
Reis et al v Ooida Risk Retention Group, Inc. S18A0505 (5/7/18)
Suit for personal injury from MVA involving a Freightliner. P sued driver, owner and
insurer pursuant to OCGA 40-1-112(c) and 40-2-140 (d)(4). Insurer was a liability risk
retention group not chartered or domiciled in Ga and created by the federal Liability
Risk Retention Act of 1986 (15 USC 3901 et. seq.) Insurer registered in Ga as foreign risk
retention group. Trial court granted SJ to Insurer on the grounds that the direct action
statutes were pre-empted. Ga Supreme Ct affirmed noting 15 USC 3902 (a)(1) provided
an exemption from any state law to Risk Retention Group that would regulate the
operation of the group. Court held the direct action statute would do so.
NEGLIGENT ENTRUSTMENT, HIRING + SUPERVISION CLAIMS VS. EMPLOYER ARE
DUPLICATIVE AND SHOULD BE DISMISSED IF EMPLOYER ADMITS SCOPE OF
EMPLOYMENT WHERE NO VALID CLAIM OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES (NO CHANGE IN LAW
AFTER APPORTIONMENT)
City of Kingsland v Grantham, 342 Ga.App. 696 (9/6/17)
P sued police officer for injuries and the City (his employer) contending City was
vicariously liable as Officer was acting in scope of employment. P also asserted
negligent training, supervision and entrustment against City. Trial Court denied City’s
MSJ (claiming negligent hiring, entrustment and supervision claims were redundant of
the respondeat superior claims). Ct App reversed.
P argued the claims should not have been dismissed as City’s liability could differ under
the apportionment statute of OCGA 51-12-33.
Prior to 2005, if an employer conceded vicarious liability under respondeat superior for
the negligence of its employee, the employer is entitled to SJ on claims for negligent
entrustment, hiring, training, and supervision, unless P has also brought a valid claim for
punitive damages against the employer for its own independent negligence. The
rationale: Since employer would be liable for employee's negligence under respondeat
superior, allowing claims for negligent entrustment, hiring, and retention would not
entitle P to a greater recovery, but would merely serve to prejudice employer. Such
prejudice could be caused by, inter alia, allowing the introduction of unfairly prejudicial
information about the employee's prior employment history. That line of cases held that
where no punitive damages are sought, a defendant employer's admission of liability
under respondeat superior establishes the liability link from the negligence of the driver,
rendering proof of negligent entrustment unnecessary and irrelevant. Claims based on
3
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respondeat superior and claims based upon negligent hiring, supervision, and retention
of an employee are derivative of the underlying tortious conduct of the employee. Thus,
where, as here, the employer has admitted respondeat superior liability and P is not
seeking punitive damages, the claims for negligent hiring, training, supervision, and
retention are merely duplicative of the respondeat superior claim.

“GARAGE BUSINESS” WAS AMBIGUOUS THEREFORE IT WAS CONSTRUED AGAINST
INSURER AND EXCLUSION DID NOT APPLY
Blue Ridge Auto Auction v Acceptance Indem. Ins. Co.,343 Ga.App. 319 (10/24/17)
Ct of App reversed grant of SJ to P. P sued Defendant insurer for failure to defend in
lawsuit arising from MVA involving P’s employee driving a car owned by P. Court found
that coverage was provided via an exception to an exclusion to the policy. The phrase
“garage business” was ambiguous in the context of this case. Because ambiguities exist
they are to be construed against the insurer.

MINISTERIAL VERSUS DISCRETIONARY ACT
Roberts et. al. v Mulkey et. al., 343 Ga. App. 685 (10/31/17)
Court of App reversed SJ to Defendant Mulkey and reversed dismissal to Mulkey and
Carroll Co Water Auth and reversed SJ to CCWA on the grounds that CCWA employee
Mulkey failed to perform the ministerial act of laying out warning cones. Court agreed
there was no law, policy or directive requiring Mulkey to deploy warning signs, however,
his supervisor’s instruction to do so was clear, definite and certain and required Mulkey
to do a simple, specific duty such that deployment of the act was ministerial. In failing
to perform the ministerial act the immunity did not apply

SPOLIATION
Sheats v The Kroger Co., 342 Ga.App. 723 (9/8/17)
Sheats injured at Krogers when glass bottle fell out of its package and struck her
foot. Sheats sued Krogers asserting claims of product liability, ordinary negligence and
res ipsa loquitur. Sheats also filed for spoliation sanctions, claiming Kroger destroyed
evidence essential to her complaint.

4
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After Sheats’ injury, Kroger’s store mgr completed a “Customer Incident Report &
Investigation Check List,” which included specific language that it was prepared in
anticipation of litigation and was work product; however, despite that language, Kroger
introduced the Incident Report during discovery. Mgr also inspected the bottles’
packaging and determined that the glue did not sufficiently stick to the bottom flap of
the package. Mgr did not find the glue issue on any other packaging and trashed the
packaging involved in Sheats’ incident. Mgr’s affidavit stated that he did not get the
impression that Sheats would file suit. Trial court denied Sheats’ spoliation motion on
the ground that she did not notify Kroger that she was contemplating litigation before
the package was disposed. Trial court then granted Kroger’s MSJ finding that there was
no evidence in the record that showed the package failure was foreseeable.
“[T]he duty to preserve relevant evidence must be viewed from the perspective of the
party with control of the evidence, and is triggered not only when litigation is pending”
but also when a defendant “knows or reasonably should know that the injured party,
the plaintiff, is in fact contemplating litigation.” Phillips v. Harmon, 297 Ga. 386
(2015). The Phillips Court set out a non-exclusive list of factors that may be considered
to determine whether a defendant “knows or reasonably should know” that the plaintiff
is contemplating litigation. The factors include the type and extent of the injury, the
extent to which fault is clear, the potential financial exposure, the course of conduct,
the frequency of similar litigation, and the defendant’s response to the injury. Ct App
held the trial court did not clearly err when it determined that litigation was not
reasonably foreseeable to Kroger, and affirmed the trial court’s wide discretion is
denying the spoliation sanctions.
PLAINTIFF EXPERT EXCLUDED
Smith et al. v Braswell, 342 Ga.App. 700 (9/7/17)
No abuse of discretion in excluding P's expert's testimony after concluding the
preponderance of the evidence weighed against the admissibility of the expert's theory
of causation; P thus failed to show causation and trial court properly granted D’s MSJ in
negligence action arising from the labor and delivery of her son.
P’s expert had not had hospital privileges since 2011 and the last time he was a full time
physician in the field was 17 years prior. He had not practiced regularly since 2003. His
theory had not been reliably tested, subjected to peer review and publication and is not
generally accepted in the scientific community as well as not being clinically diagnosed
in other patients. This lack of diagnosis in other patients weighed against the theory’s
reliability.

5
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EXPERT EXCLUDED
Cash et al v LG Electronics, Inc. et al, 342 Ga.App. 735 (9/8/17)
P claimed TV exploded, causing a house fire, which killed husband and son. Fire Dept.
determined fire started around the entertainment center but were unable to determine
the origin of the fire. P presented expert who attempted to re-create the fire’s origin.
He found the internal component in the TV’s power supply board failed due to a
manufacturing defect or mechanical damage, triggering a chain reaction that caused the
fire. LG moved to exclude expert because he admittedly had manipulated multiple steps
in his experiments in order to replicate the fire.
Ct App found no abuse in discretion in excluding P’s causation expert because there was
just “too great an analytical gap between the data and the opinion proffered. Ct App
summarized the experiments conducted by the expert, which involved attempts to
reverse engineer the cause of the fire was unreliable under Daubert since “[a]t every
step of the expert’s experiment, the results failed to trigger the next event of his
expected chain reaction unless he forced the result he desired and proceeded to the
next step.” In addition, the Court found that there was no evidence that the
circumstances the expert created in his experiment actually existed in the television on
the day of the fire. Moreover, his methodology had not been peer-reviewed. In fact, in
response to questions regarding whether his methodology had been accepted by the
scientific community, expert “baldly replied that it ‘will pass muster.’”
EXPERT WITNESS EXCLUDED
Robles et al v Yugueros et al, 343 Ga.App. 377 (11/27/17)
No error in excluding witness testimony as inadmissible. A witness called under OCGA §
9-11-30 (b)(6) – physician/co-owner of the medical group testified as to the standard of
care. Argued P failed to establish the opinion was based upon sufficient facts or data as
required by OCGA 24-7-702 (b).
OCGA § 9-11-32 (a) (2) . . . does not create a rule of evidence that allows any deposition
taken under OCGA § 9-11-30 (b) (6) to be admitted at trial in its entirety as “an
admission against interest,” but provides for the admission of the deposition when that
admission is permitted under relevant rules of evidence. And, when testifying as to the
medical standard of care, OCGA § 24-7-702 is a relevant rule of evidence.
Ct concluded Robles failed to demonstrate reversible error. As the proponent of the
expert testimony, Robles had the duty to show its admissibility. Regardless of an
expert’s experience or qualifications, the proffering party bears the burden of
presenting evidence of reliability in order to meet the standards of OCGA § 24-7-702.
6
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accord United States v. Frazier, 387 F3d 1244, 1260 (III) (A) (11th Cir. 2004) (reiterating
that the proponent of the expert opinion has the burden of showing its admissibility).[
Trial court’s role of gatekeeper under OCGA § 24-7-702 “is not extinguished simply
because deposition testimony, including expert testimony, is secured under OCGA § 911-30 (b) (6).” Yugueros, 300 Ga. at 67.
EXCLUSION OF AFFIDAVIT NOT DISCLOSED DURING DISCOVERY
Anglin v Smith A16A1405 (6/21/18)
Court granted new trial to Ps, holding trial court erred in excluding an affidavit as P did
not disclose same in pre-trial discovery. Ct App denied Motion for Reconsideration and
Supreme Ct vacated Ct App Judgment and remanded to consider in light of Resurgens,
P.C. v Elliott, 301 Ga 589 (2017) In Elliott, Sup Ct overturned Ct App decision and held
trial court abused its discretion under the disco rules by excluding witness from
testifying who was not specifically identified in the disco responses or pre-trial order.
D had served disco to P requesting names and address of all witnesses. The witness was
identified. Disco also asked if persons with medical training expressed an opinion that D
was negligent. In response P referred back to the interrogatory identifying all witnesses.
After P’s responses, witness executed affidavit indicating some negligence on D. 1 year
later, the witness was listed as witness in the pretrial order. At trial, the witness was
asked about the underlying facts regarding negligence of D. P attempted to refresh the
witness’ recollection with the affidavit. D objected as the Affidavit had not been
provided in disco. P responded that the information regarding the witness was accurate
albeit incomplete and argued the affidavit was work product and he had no duty to
disclose it. Trial court ruled the Affidavit could not come into evidence or be used to
refresh recollection as the Ps should have disclosed it and given the court the
opportunity to evaluate the work product argument.
OCGA 9-11-26(e)(2)(B) requires supplementation of discovery responses when the
response previously provided is no longer true and the circumstances are such that a
failure to amend is knowing concealment. Ct App ruled no abuse of discretion of trial
judge in excluding the affidavit. Court did not make a determination whether the
affidavit was work product as that objection was not made to the interrogatory. The
Court held that the failure to disclose was deliberate and the response to the discovery
was misleading.

7
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NEGLIGENCE
Kelly v Fann, 343 Ga.App. 351 (11/16/17)
D struck bull in the road, lost consciousness and crossed onto the oncoming lane hitting
P’s car. SJ to D affirmed. People had stopped with flashers searching for the large black
bull. D passed the parked cars but did not notice them. It was dark. D’s had low beams
on. D testified she did not see the bull until she hit it. Witnesses testified that they did
not see the bull.
“Every driver is under a duty to keep a proper lookout for potential hazards. A driver has
no right to assume that the road ahead of him is clear of traffic, and it is his duty to
maintain a diligent lookout ahead.” Hayes v. Crawford, 317 Ga. App. 75, 78 (2012).
Nevertheless, “negligence is not to be presumed, but is a matter for affirmative proof. In
the absence of some affirmative proof of negligence, we must presume performance of
duty and freedom from negligence.” Brown v. DeKalb County, 333 Ga. App. 441, 444
(2015). The fact that “an accident occurred and a plaintiff suffered injury establishes no
basis for recovery unless the plaintiff comes forward with evidence showing that the
accident was caused by the defendant’s negligence.” Id. There is no evidence that Fann
would have “had a sufficiently clear view of the bull in the highway and . . . had more
than sufficient time . . . and distance . . . to stop [her car] safely, had [she] been
sufficiently attentive to the roadway in front of [her].” Hayes, supra, 317 Ga. App. at 79.
Compare Young v. Kitchens, 228 Ga. App. 870, 872-874 (3) (1997) (reversing SJ to driver
where there was some evidence that driver could have seen and avoided striking injured
person lying in roadway). If the bull entered the highway moments before the collision,
Fann would not be liable. See Mayo v. Old Dominion Freight Lines, 302 Ga. App. 19, 22
(2009) (driver would not be liable in wrongful death action if jury found decedent had
suddenly stepped into driver’s path before being hit); Tucker v. Love, 200 Ga. App. 408,
409 (1) (1991) (plaintiff in wrongful death action not entitled to jury instruction that
defendant bus driver had duty to discover decedent in roadway where evidence showed
decedent entered street to the side of, and not in front of, moving bus); Lovell v.
Howard, 182 Ga. App. 891 (2) (1987) (finding no evidence that driver who struck horse
on road at night was not paying sufficient attention, where driver was traveling under
the speed limit with operating headlights and horse came from driver’s left moving
perpendicular to her path); Johnson v. Ellis, 179 Ga. App. 343, 345 (1986) (affirming
directed verdict to driver where evidence showed that inebriated pedestrian was
walking to the side of, not in front of, driver’s moving vehicle and there was no evidence
that pedestrian “was actually on the roadway prior to his moving into the collision”). If,
on the other hand, the bull was standing in the road in front of Fann’s car, she might be
liable. See Fountain v. Thompson, 252 Ga. 256, 257 (1984) (driver was not entitled to DV
where there was evidence that pedestrian was lying in the roadway in front of driver’s
vehicle).
As the above decisions reflect, if the evidence were in conflict about where the bull was
8
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and what it was doing at the time of the collision, SJ would not be appropriate. See
Mayo, 302 Ga. App. at 22 (wrongful death action not susceptible to SJ where the
evidence was in conflict as to whether pedestrian was standing in road or had suddenly
stepped into path of truck when hit).
NOTICE OF THE DEFECT REQUIRED
City of Saint Marys v. Reed, A180625 (6/21/18)
Denial of St Marys’ SMJ in a trip and fall on sidewalk it owned and maintained reversed.
Reed testified it was a clear day, nothing was obstructing sidewalk, and she could have
seen crack in sidewalk but did not notice it that day. Photos showed seam along 2 slabs
causing one to be about 1.5 to 2 inches taller than the other. Reed could not say for sure
whether she tripped over the raised portion of the slab, but she "just knew that her feet
hit something." She could not say the exact point on which she tripped, only that it was
at that slab.
By statute, a municipality is relieved of liability resulting from a defect in a public road or
sidewalk when it has no actual notice thereof or when such defect has not existed for a
sufficient length of time for notice thereof to be inferred. Implied or constructive notice
of a defect may be shown in a variety of ways; for example, testimony as to how long
the defect had existed prior to the accident, objective evidence that the defect had
existed over time, or evidence that other persons had also fallen as a result of the same
condition over a period of years. Notice may also be imputed to city from the
knowledge of its own agents or employees.
"The question of constructive notice ordinarily is for the jury, except in the absence of
any evidence of constructive notice that could create a fact question, and in such an
instance, the issue of negligence is a matter of law. Further, the length of time a defect
must exist in order for an inference of notice to arise is ordinarily a jury question."
Reed failed to present sufficient evidence that City had actual or constructive notice of
the defect. Similar to City of Macon v. Brown, trial court's order concluded that a fact
question existed as to whether City had actual notice of the defect based on the photos
of the defect submitted by Reed. Reed did not provide further evidence such as prior
reports to City or other evidence of when the defect first appeared or prior sightings of
the defect by herself or others.That said, trial court determined that based on the
photos of the sidewalk, "[t]he crack was so long that it arguably should have been
discovered by the City, even with a cursory sidewalk inspection program, prior to
Plaintiff's injury." Nevertheless, as in Brown, [w]hile the photographs may provide some
basis for inferring age, without context or explanation, any conclusion as to the age of
the alleged defect in the roadway would be mere speculation. The photographs only
9
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show the condition of the alleged defect in the roadway at one point in time . . . after
the accident. The trial court's analysis was based on its review of the photographs. But,
the photographs alone do not establish how long the alleged defect took to develop and
worsen, and [Reed] has not brought forth any additional evidence to contextualize or
lend support to h[er] arguments regarding the length of time this area of the [sidewalk]
had this defect.

PARKING LOT NOT CONSIDERED TO BE THE PREMISES OR APPROACHES
Boyd v. Big Lots Stores, Inc., A18A1140 (7/31/18)
After shopping, Boyd left the store, walked across sidewalk in front of the store, then
toward her car into shopping center's parking lot (common area owned and maintained
by shopping center owner) where she slipped and fell in liquid about 45 feet from the
store entrance. Trial court correctly found parking lot was not an approach to the store
premises within the meaning of OCGA § 51-3-1.
Motel Properties, Inc. v. Miller, 263 Ga. 484, 486 (1993), “an approach” per OCGA § 513-1 is that property directly contiguous, adjacent to, and touching those entryways to
premises under the control of an owner or occupier of land, through which the owner or
occupier, by express or implied invitation, has induced or led others to come upon his
premises for any lawful purpose, and through which such owner or occupier could
foresee a reasonable invitee would find it necessary or convenient to traverse while
entering or exiting in the course of the business for which the invitation was extended.
“Contiguous, adjacent to, and touching" means that property within the last few steps
taken by invitees, as opposed to "mere pedestrians," as they enter or exit the premises.
It is only within the confines of this limited approach that a duty is imposed on a
landowner or occupier to exercise ordinary care over property not within the
landowner's or occupier's control.
The extent of an “approach” depends upon the circumstances - i.e., what constitutes
the last few steps on foot is necessarily a lesser measure of proximity to the premises
that the last few steps taken in the context of a faster moving automobile." Combs
v. Atlanta Auto Auction, Inc., 287 Ga. App. 9, 15 (2007). Here, after Boyd left the store,
walked across a sidewalk in front of the store, and continued walking away from the
store into the common area parking lot to a point 45 feet from the store, she was no
longer on a contiguous approach to the store premises when she slipped and fell. Food
Lion, Inc. v. Isaac, 261 Ga. App. 311, 312-313 (2003).
Moreover, the trial court correctly found no basis to conclude that the non-contiguous
parking lot where Boyd fell qualified for the exception recognized in Motel Properties,
supra, where "under certain circumstances non-contiguous property can be deemed an
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approach because the landowner [or occupier] extended the approach to his premises
by some positive action on his part, such as constructing a sidewalk, ramp, or
other direct approach." Motel Properties, 263 Ga. at 486. Big Lots had no responsibility
to maintain the shopping center parking lot, which was a common area owned and
maintained by the shopping center owner/lessor. However, the record showed that,
shortly after Boyd fell in the parking lot and was transported by an ambulance, the Big
Lots store manager became aware of the fall and put down some "spill magic" (a
substance used by Big Lots to absorb spills in the store) over the spot in the parking lot
where she fell. The store manager said that, although the shopping center owner/lessor
was responsible for keeping the parking lot safe, "my personal belief or practice would
be if there's something that needs to be handled immediately that I can handle such as
trash in the parking lot or an area that may need to be roped off if there's something
wrong with it, we would take care of that ourselves temporarily until someone could get
there . . . [b]ut the parking lot has always been handled by the landlord." A Big Lots store
employee deposed that, if she was informed about a dangerous condition in the parking
lot, her "personal practice" and "common sense" would be to report it and then do
something about it to prevent an injury, but she said that was not required by Big Lots
policy. And another Big Lots store employee said that, if she got notice that there was a
dangerous condition in the parking lot, it was Big Lots policy for her to notify the store
management. This evidence was not sufficient to show that Big Lots extended the
approach to its store over the non-contiguous parking lot. Before finding that an owner
or occupier has extended an approach to the premises over a non-contiguous property,
"the requirement of an act reflecting a landowner's [or occupier's] positive exercise of
dominion over . . . another's property is necessary in order to avoid imposing upon
invitors an unknowable and impossible burden for maintaining an undefined
circumference of properties." Id. at 486. There was no evidence sufficient to establish
that Big Lots took any action reflecting a positive exercise of dominion over the common
area parking lot.
Boyd also contended that Big Lots had a duty under OCGA § 51-3-1 to take steps to
protect her from the hazardous condition in the parking lot, even if the parking lot was
not part of the store premises or approaches. She pointed to evidence that Big Lots
knew its store invitees used the parking lot to enter and leave the store and knew that
hazardous conditions could arise in the parking lot. And evidence showed that about 60
to 70 seconds before she slipped and fell in the parking lot, another Big Lots shopper,
who had just walked into the store from the parking lot, told a Big Lots employee that
there was a slippery substance in the parking lot that he had just slipped on and that
needed to be cleaned up. Citing to Martin v. Six Flags Over Georgia II, L.P., 301 Ga.
323 (2017), Boyd contended that, because harm to store invitees due to hazards in the
parking lot was foreseeable to Big Lots, OCGA § 51-3-1 imposed a duty on Big Lots to
take reasonable steps protect its invitees from those hazards.
In Martin, Sup Ct considered whether Six Flags could be held liable under OCGA §
51-3-1 for injuries incurred by a Six Flags invitee resulting from a third-party criminal
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attack which occurred a short distance off the Six Flags premises and approaches shortly
after the invitee had departed from Six Flags. Martin found that Six Flags had a duty
under OCGA § 51-3-1 to exercise ordinary care to keep its premises and approaches safe
to protect its invitee from the attack which subsequently occurred off the premises and
approaches. Martin, 301 Ga. at 328-332. Martin recognized Six Flags' liability for breach
of the duty on the basis that, although the physical attack occurred off the premises and
approaches, the attack was conceived and executed in part while the attackers and the
invitee were on the Six Flags premises, and the attack was reasonably foreseeable to Six
Flags. Id. at 328-332.
SNAPCHAT NOT IMMUNE TO SUIT REGARDING FAILURE TO WARN IN ITS SPEED FILTER
IN SUIT FOR PERSONAL INJURY
Maynard v Snapchat, Inc., A18A0749 (6/5/18)
Maynard injured in MVA and sued Snapchat for the at fault’s driver’s use of Snapchat’s
speed filter. Snapchat moved to dismiss on the grounds that it was immune under the
Federal Communications Decency Acr 47 USC 230. Trial court granted motion. Ct App
reversed.
P was a passenger of D driver’s car. She saw D holding her phone which showed her
speed at 80 mph. P asked her to slow but D stated she wanted to get to 100 mph to
post on Snapchat. Got to 113 mph and then began to slow when a car pulled out and
impact occurred. P sued Snapchat alleging users could "use its service in a manner that
might distract them from obeying traffic or safety laws." And that “Snapchat's Speed
Filter "encourages" dangerous speeding and that the Speed Filter "facilitated McGee's
excessive speeding[,]" which resulted in the crash.”
“Section 230 of the CDA immunizes providers of interactive computer services1 against
liability arising from content created by third parties: "No provider . . . of an interactive
computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information
provided by another information content provider." 47 USC § 230 (c) (1).” “Ultimately,
the use of the CDA is to "protect internet service providers for the display of content
created by someone else." (Citation omitted; emphasis supplied). Jones v. Dirty World
Entertainment Recordings LLC, 755 F.3d 398, 406 (II) (B) (6th Cir. 2014).”
“This Court has held that "three elements are required for § 230 (c) (1) immunity. First,
the defendant must be a provider or user of an interactive computer service. Second,
the asserted claims must treat the defendant as a publisher or speaker of [that]
information. Third, the challenged communication must be information provided by
another information content provider."
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The Court held “there was no third-party content uploaded to Snapchat at the time of
the accident and the [plaintiffs] do not seek to hold Snapchat liable for publishing a Snap
by a third-party that utilized the Speed Filter.” The plaintiff’s “seek to hold Snapchat
liable for its own conduct, principally for the creation of the Speed Filter and its failure
to warn users that the Speed Filter could encourage speeding and unsafe driving
practices.” As a result, “CDA immunity does not apply because there was no third-party
user content published.”

CHOICE OF LAW IN UM - PROCEDURAL QUESTION IS GOVERNED BY LAW OF STATE
WHERE POLICY ISSUED AND DELIVERED/ MUST OBTAIN LLR NOT GENERAL RELEASE IF
PURSUING UIM BENEFITS
Newstrom et al. v Auto-Owners Insurance Company, 343 Ga.App. 576 (11/27/17)
UM policy issued and delivered in Ga. Car garaged and principally used in Ca. As this is a
procedural matter and not a substantive one Ga law applies. Under Ga law, Ps cannot
pursue their claim as they did not sign an LLR.
MVA in Ca. Car P driving registered to her parents who lived in Ga. Dec page indicated
car’s territory was Hall Co. and was driven between 3-15 miles to work or school by a 51
yr old driver. Car purchased in Ca and driven exclusively by the daughter P. After MVA,
P signed a gen release. P then sought recovery under UIM portion of the policy.
Choice of law: In contract action, substantive matters such as validity or and
construction of the contract are governed by the substantive law of the state where the
contract was made (or is to be performed if a different state); but procedural and
remedial matters are governed by the law of Ga, the forum state. Allstate Ins. Co. v
Duncan, 218 Ga. App. 552 (1995) held that what a party injured by a John Doe driver
must do to recover under her UM policy was a procedural and remedial matter.
Here the parties not disputing the nature, construction or interpretation of the policy
but the effect of the gen release on the ability to obtain UIM benefits. Thus it is a
procedural question and therefor governed by Ga law.
To preserve UIM claim, P must take a LLR. Carter v Progressive Mountain Ins. 295 Ga
487 (2014). UM claims derivative in nature and requires P to establish legal liability
against D. She cannot do that if the party is released. Moon v Mercury Ins. Co. of Ga,
253 Ga. App. 506 (2002) Rodgers v St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 228 Ga. App. 499,
(1997)
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NO UM DUE TO FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH NOTICE PROVISION
Gloria Silva v Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Company, 344 Ga.App. 81 (11/14/17)
MVA 9/28/10. 9/21/12 Silva filed suit against the tort-feasor. She then DWOP 3/13
after settling with the liability carrier for limits under LLR and timely re-filed 9/20/13.
Amended complaint to include UM claim. Liberty Mutual asserted noncompliance of
notice provision as 1st notice of the accident was 4.5 years after the accident. Liberty’s
MSJ granted. Affirmed.
The policy provisions:
“PART E DUTIES AFTER AN ACCIDENT OR LOSS
We have no duty to provide coverage under this policy unless there has been full
compliance with the following duties:
A. We must be notified promptly of how, when and where the accident or loss
happened. Notice should also include the names and addresses of any injured persons
and of any witnesses. . . .
C. A person seeking Uninsured Motorists Coverage must also: . . . Promptly send us
copies of the legal papers if a suit is brought.
The policy further stated: "No legal action may be brought against [Liberty Mutual] until
there has been full compliance with all the terms of this policy."
Trial Court noted that Silva's only excuse for delay in notifying Liberty Mutual was her
counsel was unaware that she would need to utilize her UM coverage until later
learning that her losses exceeded the coverage still available under D’s Allstate liability
policy. But that was essentially the same excuse the Court rejected in Lankford v. State
Farm Mut. Automobile Ins. Co., 307 Ga. App. 12 (2010), and therefore under the
reasoning of that decision, Silva's over 4-year delay in providing notice to Liberty Mutual
was unexcused as a matter of law. In Burkett v. Liberty Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 278 Ga. App.
681, 683 (a) (2006) P failed to provide notice to UM carrier until 2 years after accident
and more than 1 year after a declaratory judgment had been filed. P’s policy insured to
"promptly" send carrier copies of any legal papers if a lawsuit was brought. Ct.App. held
the more than 1-year delay in providing notice to UM carrier of the declaratory
judgment action did not amount to "prompt" notice under the terms of the policy as a
matter of law, and that P therefore not entitled to UM coverage. Also, noted P had
failed to point to any "fraud, overreaching, or other reason for his delay."
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LIMIT OF LIABILITY PROVISION IN UM POLICY ALLOWING FOR SET OFF OF WC
BENEFITS RECEIVED DOES NOT REDUCE UM LIMIT FOR UNCOMPENSATED CLAIMS OF
FUTURE/PAST PAIN AND SUFFERING AND FUTURE MEDICAL EXPENSES
Georgia Farm Bureau v Rockefeller, 343 Ga.App. 36 (9/29/17)
Ct App held OCGA 33-7-11 does not allow dollar for dollar reduction of limits. Instead
held Farm Bureau is liable up to the $100,000 combined coverage limit of Rockefeller's 4
UM policies for losses sustained in accident that were not covered by his WC award or
his settlement with the other driver's insurer. Ct held that this case was analogous to
Mabry v State Farm Auto Ins. Co. 334 Ga. App. 785 (2015) where it was held that the
non-duplication clause did not bar recovery for uncompensated losses even though WC
had been received and medical expense benefits in excess of the UM policy limits. Like
Mabry, Rockefeller was only seeking uncompensated losses.
The fact that Mabry centered around the non-duplication in benefits provision and this
case centers around a “limitation of liability” provision did not warrant a different result.
The Court held that “[u]nder the UM statute, however, the effect of these provisions is
the same even though they are different in form. OCGA § 33-7-11 (i) does not provide
for a reduction in a UM policy limit based on sums received by the insured from other
sources but instead only permits the insurer to offset any amounts the insured has
received from the listed sources, including workers' compensation, against the total
amount of damages sustained by the insured. This statute says nothing about an
insurer's ability to use such amounts to reduce the coverage limit of the policy. Rather,
after the WC award and any other listed benefits are offset against the insured's total
damages, the insurer is liable for the remaining uncompensated losses, up to the UM
policy limits.
The Court further stated that the purpose of both provisions in the policy are the sameto exclude liability for losses that already have been paid.

UM – FREEDOM TO CONTRACT
Jones v. Federated Mutual Insurance Co., A18A0039 (6/13/18)
Ps injured while test-driving car owned by a dealership validly excluded from UM
coverage provided by dealership’s owner and family members by dealership’s insured.
Ct. App. upheld SJ to Federated (freedom to contract and choose tiered UM coverage)
and rejected argument that the policy contravened the UM statute (requiring express
rejection by “insureds” of UM coverage) and Ga.’s public policy.
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UM VENUE STATUTE – JOINT TORTFEASORS ONE IS JOHN DOE
Carpenter v. McMann, S17G1894 (8/2/2018)
6/15, Appellees McMann and Holton were passengers in car traveling southbound on
Interstate 75 in Bibb County. John Doe allegedly swerved into Appellees' lane, causing
Carpenter (driving car allegedly too closely behind them) to rear-end them. Doe fled the
scene, and his identity remains unknown.
Appellees sued Doe and Carpenter for negligence in Bibb County under the UM statute,
which states that "[a] motor vehicle shall be deemed to be uninsured if the owner or
operator of the motor vehicle is unknown." OCGA § 33-7-11 (b) (2). Appellees chose to
sue in Bibb County on the basis of OCGA § 33-7-11 (d) (1) of that statute, which provides
that "the residence of such 'John Doe' defendant shall be presumed to be in the county
in which the accident causing injury or damages occurred, or in the county of residence
of the plaintiff, at the election of the plaintiff in the action."
Carpenter moved to transfer venue to Crawford Co where he resides, but trial ct denied
his motion, and the Ct App affirmed. Carpenter v. McMann, 341 Ga. App. 791 (2017). On
cert, the question: Does the venue provision of the UM statute, (§ 33-7-11 (d) (1)), apply
in a suit related to an automobile collision brought against a known Ga resident and an
unknown defendant under a joint tortfeasor theory? See Ga. Const. of 1983, Art. VI, Sec.
II, Par. IV. Answered in the affirmative.

SJ TO INS CO BASED ON UNTIMELY NOTICE REVERSED AS JURY ISSUE AS TO
REASONABLE JUSTIFICATION FOR DELAY/LACK OF KNOWLEDGE RE EXTENT OF INJURY
COULD JUSTIFY DELAY
Bramley v Nationwide Affinity Insurance Company of America A180009 (5/7/18)
P injured in MVA in 8/15. P notified her insurance carrier (UM) 4/16 that she had filed
suit against tortfeasor. Nationwide moved for SJ based on untimely notice as policy
required insured to notify “immediately” after the accident. Trial court granted SJ
holding the plain meaning of “immediately” did not include waiting several months.
On appeal P alleged trial court erred in that the policy did not define “loss” and the
delay was reasonable as she was not the named insured and had never seen the policy.
She also indicated that she did not know the extent of her injuries until early 2016. P
also alleged the attorney for the tortfeasor should not have been allowed to participate
in the hearing. Ct App reversed on the ground that there was a jury question as to
whether the delay was reasonable.
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The Court held that notice provision was a condition to coverage. “A general provision
that no action will lie against the insurer unless the insured has fully complied with the
terms of the policy will suffice to create a condition precedent.”
Court held that a delay of 8 moths was not “immediately under the policy. However,
the Court must then go further to see if there is reasonable justification for the
delay. Ignorance of the extent of injuries may excuse delay and is generally a jury
question. Progressive Mountain Ins. Co. v. Bishop, 338 Ga. App. 115 (2016). As a result,
the SJ reversed.
FAILURE TO SETTLE IS A JURY QUESTION
Hughes v First Acceptance insurance Co of Ga, Inc., 343 Ga.App. 693 (11/2/17)
Grant of SJ to insurer on failure to settle claim reverse stating that questions of fact exist
as to the bad faith failure to settle. SJ to the insurer on the attorney fees and punitive
damage claim affirmed due to lack of evidence.
MVA on 8/28/08. P sustained brain injury. D had liability policy of 25K. 9/10/08, P’s atty
contacted liability carrier and stated he looked forward to working to resolve the
matter. 1/15/09 and 2/2/09, insurer sent letter to all of attys for the multiple injured
policies requesting a settlement conference. 6/2/09 P’s atty faxed letter stating that
they would like to resolve the case within policy limits and wanted to attend the
conference. A second attached letter stated the UM benefits would depend on the
amount paid to the Ps and LLR would be needed. The letter went on to state if the
insurer would like to settle for limits now it could be done and requested all of the
insurance info within 30 days. 6/10/09 Ps filed suit. 7/13/09 P sent a letter withdrawing
6/2/09 offer to settle. The company sent letter 7/20/09 stating the letters had been
mixed with medical info and overlooked. P did not participate in 9/1/09 settlement
conference. 1/18/10 insurer offered limits which was rejected.
After excess verdict, D filed bad faith action against his insurance co for negligently or in
bad faith failing to settle. Punitive damages/atty fees sought.
“An insurance company may be liable for the excess judgment entered against its
insured based on the insurer’s bad faith or negligent refusal to settle a personal claim
within the policy limits.” Cotton States Mut. Ins. Co. v. Brightman, 276 Ga. 683, 684 (1)
(2003). “In deciding whether to settle a claim within the policy limits, the insurance
company must give equal consideration to the interests of the insured.” Southern
General Ins. Co. v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 268 (1) (1992). “Judged by the standard of the
ordinarily prudent insurer, the insurer is negligent in failing to settle if the ordinarily
prudent insurer would consider choosing to try the case created an unreasonable risk.”
Cotton States, supra at 685 (1). As for bad faith, “general rule is that the issue of an
insurer’s bad faith depends on whether the insurance company acted reasonably in
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responding to a settlement offer.” But whether the basis for imposing tort liability on
the insurer is phrased in terms of bad faith or negligence, an insurer may be liable for
damages for failing to settle for the policy limits if, but only if, such ordinarily prudent
insurer would consider that choosing to try the case rather than accept an offer to settle
within the policy limits would be taking an unreasonable risk that the insured would be
subjected to a judgment in excess of the policy limits. This is generally a jury issue
requiring consideration of all the relevant circumstances including the insurer’s
knowledge of facts relevant to liability and damages on the claim; the insurer’s diligence
in conducting a reasonable investigation to discover the relevant facts; and the terms of
the settlement offer and any response by the insurer.

ENFORCEMENT OF SETTLEMENT VACATED AS AFFIDAVIT CREATED JURY QUESTION
/WHEN NO EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON MOTION TO ENFORCE SETTLEMENT STANDARD
OF REVIEW IS NO EVIDENCE THAT WOULD CREATE QUESTION OF FACT
Francis v Chavis, A18A0317 (5/8/18)
Grant of D’s Motion to Enforce Settlement reversed. P driving employer’s vehicle when
rear-ended. D admitted liability for causing accident. P filed suit and D filed motion to
enforce settlement. In support an affidavit from insurance adjuster for D’s carrier
submitted averring P had agreed to settle for $3433.00 which equaled her expenses at
that time plus $1000 in pain and suffering. In addition, WC lien would be paid from the
proceeds. P agreed she and husband would sign and date release. Same day the
adjuster sent a release and cover letter confirming the settlement agreement.
P averred she did speak to adjuster but denied agreeing to the terms after reviewing the
confirming letter. Trial court granted Motion holding the Affidavit together with the
correspondence was enough to establish an enforceable oral settlement agreement.
Trial Court acknowledged the “’principle that “[t]he law favors compromise, and when
parties have entered into a definite, certain, and unambiguous agreement to settle, it
should be enforced.’ Johnson v. DeKalb County, 314 Ga. App. 790, 793 (1), (2012).
“’Under Ga law, an agreement alleged to be in settlement and compromise of a pending
lawsuit must meet the same requisites of formation and enforceability as any other
contract.” S. Medical Corp. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 216 Ga. App. 289, 291 (2), 454 S.E.2d
180 (1995). “In this regard, it is well settled that an agreement between two parties will
occur only when the minds of the parties meet at the same time, upon the same subject
matter, and in the same sense.” Id. Thus, “[a]bsent [a] mutual agreement, there is no
enforceable contract as between the parties.” Anderson v. Benton, 295 Ga. App. 851,
854 (1) (2009)”
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On Appeal the Court stated the standard of review on Motion to Enforce Settlement
ruling when no hearing is the same as SJ-to prevail there must be no evidence sufficient
to create a jury issue on whether settlement was reached. Tillman v. Mejabi, 331 Ga.
App. 415, (2015); Brooks v. Ironstone Bank, 314 Ga. App. 879, 881 (2012). The Court
held that as there was no evidentiary hearing, under the standard of review for SJ the
opposing affidavit of the P was enough to create a question of fact for the jury. Further
the Court held that there was an issue of fact as to whether the letter was an offer
instead or a confirming letter.
PREVIOUS SETTLEMENT IN PI CASE FOR ALL CLAIMS PREVENTED RECOVERY OF
ECONOMIC DAMAGES IN A WRONGFUL DEATH SUIT/ NON-ECONOMIC DAMAGES
WAS STILL AT ISSUE
Bibbs v Toyota Motor Corp. et al, S18Q0075 (6/18/18)
The Supreme Ct certified 2 questions:
Are the damages that may be recovered in a wrongful death action brought by survivors
limited by a settlement entered into by decedent’s guardian in a previous personal
injury suit settling all claims that were or could have been asserted in that suit? If so
what components of the wrongful death damages are barred?
Answer Yes. Damages recoverable or recovered in an earlier personal injury lawsuit
cannot be recovered again in a wrongful death suit.
In this case the wrongful death claim is derivative of the personal injury claim. This was
fully settled and Defendant was released from all damages. This included all personal
injury claims and damages from the accident. Decedent cannot now again recover for
full value of life. Although the wrongful death claim is not mentioned in the release
such recovery is limited by the release as she released any claim.
The full measure of the Plaintiff’s economic damages were recoverable at the time of
the personal injury settlement. The non-economic damages are a different matter. The
court could not say as a matter of law that there was no difference between living in a
permanent coma and not living at all.
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TRIAL COURT HAD DISCRETION TO ACCEPT ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AFTER
ERRONEOUS REJECTION OF DEFENDANT'S E-FILED DOCUMENTS
Barbour v. Sangha et al., A18A0294 (5/30/18)
Appeal from denial of P’s motion for Default judgment after answer was rejected by
Fayette Co. State Court e-filing system. Trial court denied motion, also found the motion
lacked substantial justification such that an award of attorney fees under OCGA § 9-1514 (b) was warranted.
“[D]efault judgment is a drastic sanction that should be invoked only in extreme
situations. Whenever possible, cases should be decided on their merits, for default
judgment is not favored in law.” Thomas v. Brown, 308 Ga. App. 514, 517 (3) (2011).
5/31/16, P filed med mal suit and served D 6/2/16. 7/5/16, D’s counsel efiled Answer,
JTD, MTD/Brief and RFOR and received acknowledgment of the filings from Peach Court
e-filing system the same day. D’s counsel also served P's counsel with the filings via U. S.
Mail and mailed courtesy copies to the judge's chambers. 7/6/16, clerk's office sent an
email to D’s counsel's registered e-filer, Victoria Lockard, that the filings had been
rejected because “the signatures of the docs do not match the credentials of the filer.”
Lockard did not see this email.
7/12/16, Trial court's staff atty sent email to both sides confirming receipt of D’s MTD,
but also stating Clerk's office had not received the filings and asking D to refile the
motion. Later that day, staff atty also noted via email that Clerk had not received D’s
answer. D’s atty then learned Clerk had rejected the filings because the signatures on
some of the documents (by Lori Cohen) did not match Lockard's credentials. Although
D's answer was one of the docs rejected, no such mismatch occurred on that document,
which was signed by Lockard herself. D’s atty refiled the answer, MTD, and the
remaining docs previously filed w/corrected signature lines that same day. 7/15/16, D’s
atty Jessica Odom contacted Clerk to confirm acceptance of the refiled pleadings and to
inquire about costs associated with opening any presumed default under OCGA § 9-1155 (a). An officer worker told Odom that the docket showed an answer filed on 7/12 and
that it was therefore not necessary for D to pay any costs.
8/ 8/16, after the 15-day open default period had expired, P filed motion for entry of
default judgment. After a hearing at which the trial court noted that the relevant facts
were not in dispute, court entered order finding D's answer “timely filed and properly
signed by the registered filer” and the answer had been rejected “solely due to the
purported protocol of the PeachCourt e-filing system and the actions of the Clerk of
Court.” Citing Uniform Sup Ct Rule 36.16 (F), which grants a court the power to “enter
appropriate relief” in cases in which “electronic filing or service is prevented or delayed
because of a failure of the electronic filing system,” trial court instructed Clerk to mark
D's answer as filed and docketed nunc pro tunc as of 7/5/16. Trial court also found that
P’s “hyper-technical” motion for default judgment “lacked substantial justification and
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unnecessarily expanded the proceedings, causing undue expense” to D, such that an
award of reasonable atty fees was appropriate under OCGA § 9-15-14 (b).
P argued that the trial court erred in ordering D's answer docketed and filed as of
7/5/16 and thus in denying motion for default judgment. Ct. App. disagreed.
A trial court has broad discretion to correct clerical errors including a clerk's failure to
mark a document as filed on the date that document is actually delivered to the
clerk. Forsyth v. Hale, 166 Ga. App. 340, 343 (1983); see also Gibbs v. Spencer Industries,
244 Ga. 450, 450-451(1979) (the proper date of a filing is an issue for the trial court to
resolve). This case concerns the application of this discretion in the context of USCR
36.16, which provides in relevant part:
(C) Signatures. An electronically filed document is deemed signed by the registered filer
submitting the document as well as by any other person who has authorized signature
by the filer. By electronically filing the document, the filer verifies that the signatures
are authentic.
(D) Time of filing. An electronic document is presumed filed upon its receipt by the
electronic filing service provider, which provider must automatically confirm the fact,
date and time of receipt to the filer. Absent evidence of such confirmation, there is no
presumption of filing.
...
(F) System or user filing errors. If electronic filing or service is prevented or delayed
because of a failure of the electronic filing system, a court will enter appropriate relief
such as the allowance of filings nunc pro tunc or the provisions of extensions to
respond.
Here, D's answer was signed and filed by the registered filer, with the result that it was
“presumed filed upon its receipt,” as confirmed by PeachCourt e-filing system. USCR
36.16 (D). Trial court thus had evidence for its conclusion that when the e-filing system
rejected the entire batch of documents, including the properly executed and filed
answer, a “system or user filing error,” including a “failure of the electronic filing
system,” occurred such that the court was authorized, if not required, to “enter
appropriate relief such as the allowance of [the filing] nunc pro tunc.” It being
undisputed that D's answer was properly signed and e-filed on 7/5/16, and that the
PeachCourt system rejected the filing because of mismatched signatures on the other
documents also submitted on that date, trial court did not abuse its discretion when it
ordered answer docketed as of that date. See Lavan v. Philips, 184 Ga. App. 573, 574
(1987) (reversing trial court's rejection of a filing when the clerk's endorsement “did not
reflect the actual filing date” such that “the trial court should have ruled [a] complaint
timely filed”).
3. Because the trial court did not err in ordering D's answer filed as of 7/5/16, the case
never went into default. See Rainier Holdings v. Tatum, 275 Ga. App. 878, 879 (1)
(2005) (when defect in a corporate D's answer was cured by the filing of a 2nd answer by
a licensed attorney, the 2nd answer related back such that the trial court erred in
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entering a default judgment against that D). Because the case never went into default,
trial court was not required to reach the question whether default should have been
opened under OCGA § 9-11-55 (a).
4. P also asserted trial court erred when it concluded that his motion for default
judgment lacked substantial justification and unnecessarily expanded the proceedings
such that P was entitled to reasonable atty fees under OCGA § 9-15-14 (b). Although P
complained that D should have filed a separate motion for fees under OCGA § 9-15-14, a
trial court is entitled to consider the issue “upon its own motion.” Mize v. Regions Bank,
265 Ga. App. 635, 636 (2) (2004), citing OCGA § 9-15-14 (b). Here, based on the
evidence, but after argument limited to the motions for default judgment and to open
default, trial court reached the conclusion that P's motion for default judgment “lacked
substantial justification.” The record showed, however, that the issue of atty fees was
never mentioned or argued at the hearing. The trial court thus erred when it considered
the issue of liability under OCGA § 9-15-14 (b) “without providing notice that it was
considering an award under that Code section or a hearing on that issue.” Wall v.
Thurman, 283 Ga. 533, 534 (3) (2008); see also Evers v. Evers, 277 Ga. 132, 132 (1)
(2003) (a party opposing a motion for attorney fees under OCGA § 9-15-14 (b) must be
afforded an “oral hearing,” including “an opportunity to confront and challenge
testimony as to the need for, and value of, legal services”).
Therefore fees under OCGA § 9-15-14 (b) vacated and remanded for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion, including an evidentiary hearing as to both Barbour's
liability under that statute and the reasonableness of the fees spent on defending
against the motion for default judgment.
SJ VACATED AS TRIAL COURT DID NOT RULE ON MOTION TO AMEND TO ADD PARTY
Findley v City of Atlanta, A18A0446 (5/8/18)
Pro se P sued Atlanta for injury due to negligent construction of a utility pole and guy
wire. P amended Complaint 4 times in the ensuing months. D filed MSJ due to a bar of
the claims due to sovereign immunity. P in response filed a 5th amendment to the
complaint adding Ga Power. Court set down the SJ for hearing 3.5 months after the
Motion to add party was filed but declined to hear or rule on that motion. Trial court
granted SJ to D and denied reconsideration and motion to vacate SJ.
Ct App reversed holding that the trial court erred in not ruling on the Motion to Amend
Complaint to Add party prior to ruling on the SJ motion. OCGA 9-11-15(a) allows
amendment as a matter of course and without leave of court before entry of pre-trial
order. Supreme Ct has held the right to amend is broad.
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When adding a party OCGA 9-11-15 must be read in conjunction with OCGA 9-11-21
which requires order of the court to drop or add a party. Such is at the trial courts
discretion. As the Motion to Amend was not considered the SJ is vacated.

ATTORNEY FEES AWARDED FOR HAVING TO GAIN PROTECTIVE ORDER REGARDING
POST JUDGMENT DISCOVERY
Workman et al v RL BB ACQ I-GA CVL, LLC et al, S17G1485 (5/21/18)
Cert granted to consider 2 questions: whether atty fees and costs are available under
OCGA § 9-15-14 for conduct that occurs during the course of post-judgment discovery
(Yes), and whether an entity is barred from seeking sanctions under OCGA § 9-11-37 by
failing to request sanctions at the time it sought and obtained a protective order under
OCGA § 9-11-26. (No).
Post Judgment discovery served regarding assets. Discovery also served on a bank
regarding accounts. Ds sought and obtained a protective order that limited the
discovery obtained from the bank. 6 weeks later, Workman, a former D filed a motion
seeking costs, atty fees and sanctions per OCGA 9-15-14, 9-11-26 and 9-11-37. Trial
court granted the motion for atty fees and cost incurred in filing the protective order.
Ct App reversed holding that 9-15-14 fees only speaks to conduct in the lawsuit which
concludes at judgment and therefore does not apply to post judgment proceedings. In
addition, OCGA 9-15-14 was not applicable as the bank was a non-party and the statute
only applied to parties. Regarding 9-11-37 Ct App questioned the fact that D did not
attempt to get fees in the Protective order and that trial court needed to determine if it
was waived.
Supreme Ct reversed holding that the plain meaning of the word “civil action” in OCGA
9-15-14 included post judgment proceedings. Ct App was correct that OCGA 9-15-14
only applied to parties and was not available to a former D as it was now non-party. The
Court upheld the award under OCGA 9-11-26 and 9-11-37.

DENIAL OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW OF ADMISSIONS UPHELD
Burton v. ECI Mgmt Co., A18A065 6/27/18
Denial of motion to withdraw admissions affirmed.
9/29/15, Burton requested that her apt. stove be repaired. Same day, maintenance
employee made repairs. After repairs were complete, Burton turned on stove and few
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mins later, Burton opened stove door and cloud of smoke billowed out. Burton reported
the smoke to apt management. The maintenance employee returned and found that a
piece of rubber had fallen off his wire cutters into the broiler area of the stove and had
caused the smoke.
6/23/16, Burton filed complaint vs ECI claiming maintenance employee had left pair of
pliers in broiler area and that she had suffered damages from inhaling the smoke. ECI
answered and, on 8/17/16, served Burton with discovery requests including requests
that she admit she had no evidence that ECI had actual or constructive knowledge of the
alleged pliers in the stove, that she had no evidence that ECI had superior knowledge of
the alleged hazardous condition, and that she had seen the pliers in the broiler area of
the stove prior to the smoking stove incident. Burton did not respond to the discovery
requests. 10/5/16, ECI notified Burton in writing that her disco responses were overdue;
requested that she provide responses by 10/15; and indicated that it would file a
motion seeking all available remedies if the responses were not received by that date.
Burton did not submit her responses to the discovery requests until 10/21/16.
1/17/17, ECI filed MSJ on the basis that Burton was deemed to have admitted, due to
her failure to timely respond to the RFAs, that ECI had no actual or constructive
knowledge of the alleged hazardous condition, that ECI had no superior knowledge of
the alleged hazard, and that she herself had seen the alleged pliers in the broiler area of
the stove prior to the smoke incident. 2/24/17, Burton filed a motion to withdraw or
amend her deemed admissions. After a hearing, trial court entered an order on 6/9/17,
denying Burton's motion to withdraw her admissions and granting ECI's MSJ.
Because Burton did not respond or object to ECI's requests for admissions within 30
days after service, the subject matter of each request was deemed admitted under
OCGA § 9-11-36 (a) (2). See Ikomoni v. Executive Asset Managment, 309 Ga. App. 81, 83
(1) (2011). "[M]atters deemed admitted under this statute become solemn admissions
in judicio and are conclusive as a matter of law on the matters stated and cannot be
contradicted by other evidence unless the admissions are withdrawn or amended on
formal motion." Fulton County v. SOCO Contracting Co., 343 Ga. App. 889, 896 (2017).
Per OCGA § 9-11-36 (b), trial court is vested with broad discretion to permit withdrawal
of an admission made by reason of the failure to make a timely response to the request.
On appellate review, trial court's ruling on this issue may be reversed only upon a
showing of abuse of discretion. A trial court may permit withdrawal of admissions if
both: (1) the presentation of the merits of the action will be subserved by the
withdrawal; and (2) the party who obtained the admission fails to satisfy the court that
withdrawal will prejudice him in maintaining his action or defense on the merits. In
order to show that the presentation of the merits would be subserved by the
withdrawal, [movant must] establish that the admitted requests either could have been
refuted on trial of the issues by admissible evidence having a modicum of credibility or
that the admitted requests were incredible on their face; and that the denials being
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tendered to the court with the motion to withdraw had not been offered solely for
purposes of delay. Parham v. Weldon, 333 Ga. App. 744, 746 (1) (2015); "If the movant
satisfies the court on the 1st prong, the burden is on the respondent to satisfy the 2nd
prong. Both prongs must be established, pursuant to the standard provided in OCGA §
9-11-36 (b)."
Here, trial court denied Burton's motion to withdraw admissions by finding both that
she had failed to satisfy the 1st prong and that ECI had shown under the second prong
that it would be prejudiced by withdrawal. Ct of App found the trial court erroneously
concluded that Burton had not satisfied the 1st prong, but no error in the finding that ECI
showed prejudice under the 2nd prong.
(a) Credible evidence refuting admissions.
With regard to the 1st prong, Burton asserts that an incident investigation report made
by ECI, which stated that the maintenance worker found a piece of rubber or plastic
from his tool in the broiler after the incident, is credible evidence refuting her
admissions that she had no evidence that ECI had superior knowledge of the alleged
hazard and that she had seen the alleged pliers in the boiler area of the stove prior to
the incident. But the report was made after the incident and merely states a finding as
to the cause of the smoke; it does not indicate any prior knowledge of ECI that the tool
piece had fallen into the broiler, nor does it address Burton's own knowledge of the
hazard prior to using the stove. Thus, no abuse its discretion in finding that the incident
report did not refute Burton's admission.
Burton also pointed to her own affidavit, in which she swore that after the maintenance
worker told her the repairs were finished, she turned on the oven to preheat it and did
not inspect the broiler area of the oven, since she had no immediate intentions of using
it. (Although Burton cited this affidavit testimony in support of her motion to withdraw
admissions, trial court failed to address it in its order or make any findings as to the
credibility of such evidence.) See Bailey v. Chase Third Century Leasing Co., 211 Ga. App.
60, 61-62 (1) (1993) (trial court abused its discretion by denying a motion to withdraw
admissions in the face of a sworn affidavit that cast doubt on the veracity of the
admissions). If credible, such evidence casts doubt on the admission concerning
Burton's knowledge of the hazard, thus, it cannot be said that Burton's affidavit was per
se incredible. Thus, the trial court erred in concluding that there was a complete
absence of admissible evidence having a modicum of reliability. . . [and] the trial court
abused its discretion in denying Burton's motion on this ground."
(b) Prejudice.
As for 2nd prong - whether ECI would be prejudiced by allowing withdrawal of Burton's
admissions - trial court found that Burton had waited until after the discovery period
was closed to file her motion to withdraw. The court further found that ECI had shown
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that in reliance on Burton's admissions, it had not pursued certain discovery procedures,
such as taking depositions, retaining experts, and conducting an independent medical
examination. The court thus concluded that because Burton "did not move to withdraw
her admissions until after the discovery period had closed and [ECI's] ability to alter or
amend its defense strategy through employing additional discovery techniques was
foreclosed[,]" ECI would be prejudiced by withdrawal like the defendant in Marlowe
v. Lott, 212 Ga. App. 679 ((1994).
In that case, trial court's denial of motion to withdraw admissions was upheld on
the basis that even if the court had applied the wrong standard on the 1st prong, the
court had properly found on the 2nd prong that "the defendant [had] relied on the
admissions to his detriment by not completing discovery and being precluded from
doing so" since the discovery period had closed. Based on trial court's similar findings in
the instant case, it could not be said that the court abused its discretion in determining
ECI had satisfied its burden of showing that the defense would be prejudiced by
allowing withdrawal.

TREATING DR’S FINANCIAL INTEREST ADMISSIBLE
Stephens v. Castano-Castano, A18A0100 (5/29/19)
Castano filed a MIL to exclude any reference or suggestion that she was referred to Dr.
Chappuis, (who performed neck sx), by her atty or that her atty assisted in securing
funding for the treatment. Stephens objected, noting that the jury was entitled to
consider Dr. Chappuis' financial interest in the case and potential bias, interest, or
partisanship. Following oral argument, trial court granted Castano's motion, noting that
the atty referral was not relevant, and that Dr. Chappuis would be entitled to collect on
the amounts owed regardless of the outcome of the case, and that the lien on the
lawsuit was merely security on the debt.
At trial, Stephens made an offer of proof to introduce testimony and evidence regarding
Dr. Chappuis' financial interest and potential bias in the case. The jury awarded
$700,000 against Stephens.
Stephens sought to introduce evidence at trial that Dr. Chappuis had a lien on any
recovery and that this constituted a financial interest in the outcome. Trial court
excluded the evidence because it was "unconvinced by D's argument that because P's
treatment provider has a lien on the lawsuit proceeds that he is biased due to a financial
interest in the case." Trial court found that the "lien" was "merely a security on P's debt
owed to the physician," and that the physician would be "entitled to collect on the debt
regardless of the outcome of the case." Stephens argued that the lien was relevant
because regardless of whether the amount was equally due and owing without it, the
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Dr. was more likely to be paid the full amount owed if Castano was awarded damages in
the suit. In response, Castano argued that the evidence was prohibited by the collateral
source rule and should not been admitted under Rule 403.
Ct. App: Stephens should have been allowed to question Chappuis regarding his
financial interest in the case.
"Cross-examination is the principal means by which the believability of a witness and
the truth of his testimony are tested. A party is entitled to a thorough and sifting crossexamination of the witnesses against him." Bowen v. State, 252 Ga. App. 382, 382-383
(556 SE2d 252) (2001). See also Postell v. Hankla, 317 Ga. App. 86, 90 (2) (2012). "As a
general principle, the jury is entitled to consider a witness's financial interest in a
case." Postell, 317 Ga. App. at 90 (2).
"The collateral source rule, stated simply, is that the receipt of benefits or mitigation of
loss from sources other than the defendant will not operate to diminish the plaintiff's
recovery of damages." Polito v. Holland, 258 Ga. 54, 55 (3) 1988). Thus, the "collateral
source rule permits an injured party to recover damages from a defendant
notwithstanding that the plaintiff received compensation from other sources." Bennett
v. Haley, 132 Ga. App. 512, 522 (16) (1974). The underlying rationale for this rule is that
"a tortfeasor is not allowed to benefit by its wrongful conduct or to mitigate its liability
by collateral sources provided by others." Kelley v. Purcell, 301 Ga. App. 88, 91 (2009).
Because of this rule, "evidence of collateral benefits is not generally material." Polito,
258 Ga. at 56 (3).
Here, however, there was no "receipt of benefit or mitigation of loss" from other
sources. Castano still owed the full costs of her treatment and her obligation had not
been reduced. The evidence sought to be introduced by Stephens was not payment of
Castano's medical bill by some third party, nor did it show a write-off, waiver, or
reduction of the bill, as might lead a jury to reduce improperly a plaintiff's award of
damages. Rather, Stephens simply sought to introduce evidence that Chappuis entered
into an arrangement whereby he would be paid from the proceeds of Castano's
recovery. Thus, excluding this evidence did not serve the underlying rationale of the
collateral source rule. See, e.g., Rangel v. Anderson, 202 F. Supp. 3d 1361, 1372-1373 (II)
(S.D. Ga. 2016).
Furthermore, Chappuis' financial interest in the outcome was highly relevant to the
issue of his credibility and potential bias, he had become an investor of sorts in the
lawsuit. If Castano received a large verdict amount, then he had a near certain chance of
fully and quickly recovering the costs of the treatment provided at no initial cost. On the
other hand, if Castano did not recover at trial, Chappuis' chances of being fully
reimbursed were more doubtful. Thus, the expert witness had a financial motivation to
testify favorably for Castano, and the probative value of this testimony outweighed its
prejudicial effect. See Lloyd v. State, 40 Ga. App. 230, 231 (1929) ("The intent or motive
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of a witness is a legitimate subject of inquiry, and the fact that a witness, in his
connection with any pending litigation, is influenced by financial considerations may
affect his credit and diminish the weight of his testimony." Consequently, the jury
should have considered the relationship between Castano and Chappuis when assessing
the credibility of that physician's testimony. See OCGA § 24-6-622 ("The state of a
witness's feelings towards the parties and the witness's relationship to the parties may
always be proved for the consideration of the jury."); Chrysler Group, LLC v. Walden, No.
S17G0832, 2018 WL 1323992, at *7 (Ga. 3/15/18) (evidence of a witness's
compensation package from defendant company made existence of bias in favor of that
defendant more probable).
Lastly, Stephens argued that he should have been permitted to inquire into Castano's
referral to Chappuis by her atty because that information was relevant to the witness's
credibility and bias. Trial court relied on Waits v. Hardy, 214 Ga. 495 (1958) in
concluding that the information was not relevant. Under the facts of this case, Ct. App.
did not find that the trial court abused its discretion in excluding this evidence.
In Waits, Ga. Supreme Ct held no abuse in discretion when trial ct opted not to instruct
the jury that comments by defense counsel that the plaintiff did not visit a doctor until
told to do so by his atty and that the action was a "trumped-up lawsuit" were improper
and should be disregarded. Instead, trial ct instructed the jury that the lawyers'
contentions were not evidence and should not be considered as such. In so holding, the
Supreme Ct agreed that the comments did not charge plaintiff's counsel with "being a
party to a fraudulently framed-up lawsuit." Supreme Ct went on to state that
mentioning that the plaintiff in a personal injury suit did not go to a doctor until his
lawyer sent him does not charge the lawyer with wrongful conduct. On the contrary, it
would seem that a lawyer in accepting employment in a personal injury case would
logically tell his client to be examined by a doctor before he proceeds with the case, so
that he may know whether his client has suffered any injury or damage; otherwise, he
might have a case of clear liability where there is no injury or damage sustained.
While Waits did not address the instant issue — that is, whether a referral to a physician
by plaintiff's counsel affects that physician's credibility and bias — Ct. App. agreed that,
under the facts of this case, trial court did not abuse its discretion by excluding evidence
of Castano's referral to Dr. Chappuis by her attorney as irrelevant. Relevant evidence is
that "which logically tends to prove or to disprove any material fact which is at issue in
the case, and every act or circumstance serving to elucidate or throw light upon a
material issue or issues is relevant . . . . [W]here the relevancy or competency of
evidence is doubtful, it should be admitted and its weight left to the determination of
the jury." Pound v. Medney, 176 Ga. App. 756, 759 (1) ( (1985). Relevant evidence may
also be admitted to support an inference of bias. See Chrysler Group, LLC, 339 Ga. App.
at 743 (5).
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Bias is a term used in the common law of evidence to describe the relationship between
a party and a witness which might lead the witness to slant, unconsciously or otherwise,
his testimony in favor of or against a party. Bias may be induced by a witness' like,
dislike, or fear of a party, or by the witness' self-interest. Proof of bias is almost always
relevant because the jury, as finder of fact and weigher of credibility, has historically
been entitled to assess all evidence which might bear on the accuracy and truth of a
witness' testimony.
Ct. App. did not find the attorney referral to Dr. Chappuis, standing alone, to be
sufficient to affect Chappuis' credibility or to show bias. At most, there is a suggestion of
unseemliness which creates a danger of unfair prejudice and confusion of the issues
before the jury.
PHYSICAL PRECEDENT ONLY. COURT OF APPEALS RULE 33.2 (a)
In the second appeal of the case, Waits v. Hardy, 214 Ga. 495 ( (1958), the
Supreme Court of Georgia considered the admission of certain hearsay evidence — that
is, testimony that the plaintiff was referred to the doctor by her lawyer. In determining
that the hearsay evidence was not so harmful as to necessitate a new trial, the Supreme
Court held, without explanation, that "who referred the plaintiff to the doctor was in
effect immaterial." Id. at 495. While this Court appreciates those arguments advanced in
the amicus brief, we do not take this to mean that an attorney referral to a physician
will always be irrelevant in every circumstance and is therefore inadmissible evidence.
[7].

LITIGATION FUNDING COMPANIES
Bowden v. The Medical Center, Inc., 297 Ga. 285 (2015). where a lawsuit involves a
question as to the validity of a hospital lien for charges for a patient’s care, the patient
challenging the reasonableness of the charges is entitled to discover information
relating to the amounts the medical provider charged other patients for similar care.
Bowden, who was uninsured, treated at The Medical Center for injuries sustained in
MVA. The Medical Center billed Bowden $21,409.59 for treatment and filed a hospital
lien for the same amount. After litigation ensued, Bowden filed a cross-claim against
The Medical Center alleging “…her bill of $21,409.59 was grossly excessive and did not
reflect the reasonable value in the community of her treatment.”
Bowden sought to discover information relating to how much The Medical Center
charged other patients for similar treatment during the same time period. The Medical
Center objected and refused to provide the information, but the trial court granted
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Bowden’s motion to compel the information. Ct App reversed, agreeing with The
Medical Center that the information sought was not relevant to Bowden’s claims.
Ga Supreme Ct reversed, holding that “the discovery Bowden sought may have some
relevance to the reasonableness of [The Medical Center’s] charges for her care, and
thus, assuming no other objections to her various requests are made and
sustained…Bowden is entitled to see what the information and documents show and
whether they support her claims and defenses.” The Court emphasized that its ruling
only applies to the discovery, rather than the admissibility, of the amounts medical
providers charge other patients for similar care. It reasoned that the concept of
“relevance,” in the discovery context, has been broadly construed to mean “matter that
is relevant to anything that is or may become an issue in the litigation.”
The Court’s decision opened the door for a lien defendant to challenge the validity of a
hospital lien. This decision raises a few interesting questions in the context of personal
injury cases. Can an insurer and/or a defendant in a personal injury case now challenge
the reasonableness of the plaintiff’s medical bills, especially when the plaintiff is
uninsured? Will this lead to the amounts charged for other patients’ treatment being
admissible at trial rather than only being discoverable? Since medical providers have
contracts with insurers under which they routinely accept a heavily-discounted
percentage of the billed amount, will it be easier to argue that the actual billed amount
is not reasonable? It will be interesting to see if the Court expands its ruling when these
kinds of issues are inevitably presented for the Court’s consideration.
Injury Finances procedure. What it does is (1) negotiate with a healthcare
provider for a set rate for services, (2) pay the healthcare provider that amount so that
the patient can receive that service, and (3) send an inflated bill to the third-party
tortfeasor’s auto insurance carrier for payment. Should the tortfeasor’s auto insurer not
pay that inflated bill, the patient, through counsel, sues the tortfeasor and presents the
inflated bill to the jury and collects the inflated amount. Injury finance is then
reimbursed this inflated amount and the added profit resulting from the inflated bill
enables Injury Finance to sustain its business model. It must, of course, inflate its bills
significantly enough to offset for the numerous times the patient does not prevail at
trial. What Injury Finance does not do is simply finance medical treatment and simply
loan money to injured persons so that they can receive treatment. They do not act as a
bank, but act as investors in lawsuits, maintaining an interest in the outcome of the suit
so that they can be reimbursed in excess in the amount they paid to the healthcare
provider.
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The Tripartite Relationship
An insurance defense attorney (hereinafter “Defense Counsel”) may jointly represent the
interests of two clients (the liability insurance company and the insured) where (and only where)
the scope of that joint representation furthers the common interests of both clients. Both the
insurer and the insured share the interests of effectively defending, defeating, or at least
deflating, covered claims made against the insured. This joint representation for a common
purpose creates a tripartite relationship, with Defense Counsel, the insurer and the insured being
equal participants. However, the duties and obligations owed by and to the various parties in the
tripartite relationship differ dramatically. For example, the relationship between the insurer and
the insured is contractual, based on the terms of the insurance policy. Compare this to the
fiduciary relationship between Defense Counsel and the insured, which is governed by the laws
of Georgia and the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct. The interaction between Defense
Counsel and the insurer, while also an attorney-client relationship, has additional layers of
complexity, in part arising out of the insurer’s payment of Defense Counsel’s bills.
The purpose of this Paper is to discuss typical scenarios which arise in the representation
of an insured pursuant to an agreement with the insurer, and provide practical suggestions for
handling these situations. The secondary sources cited in this Paper provide an in-depth
evaluation of these issues, competing views and competing case law.

How to Navigate the Tripartite Relationship
Who is the Client?
When Defense Counsel is presented with a new case from an insurer client, the first
question which must be answered is “who is the client?” The overwhelming number of states
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recognize both the insured and the insurer are considered the clients. 1 Indeed, the Georgia State
Bar and Georgia courts have recognized that the insurer is also a client. 2 This also appears to be
the majority rule throughout the country. 3 The answer to this question guides the manner in
which Defense Counsel must conduct himself or herself throughout the course of the
representation, and the duties owed to both the insurer and the insured.
Impermissible Representation
The second question that must be answered is “is the joint representation impermissible
for some reason?” While it is clear that the joint representation of an insurer and an insured is
generally allowed, there are certain unique situations where joint representation is not allowed
and should not be undertaken. Rule 1.7 Conflict of Interest - General Rule, discussed below in
detail, can work to limit joint representation and, in certain circumstances, make it
impermissible. Professor Silver, a leading scholar on the tripartite relationship, describes the
impermissible conflict as follows:
[i]f there is a substantial possibility that the carrier would have the incentive and
opportunity to utilize control of the defense to the policyholder’s detriment, that
constitutes a conflict, precluding a lawyer from allowing the carrier to exercise
control. 4

1

International Association of Defense Counsel; Special Committee on Professional
Responsibility (2003), p. 13.
2
Evans & Berry, Georgia General Liability Insurance (2010), pp. 217-18 and Underwriters Ins.
Co. v. Atlanta Gas Light Co., 248 F.R.D. 663, 671 (N.D. Ga. 2008 referencing “payment of a fee
is commonly the test of employment”).
3
See Douglas Richmond, Insurance Ethics Defense, pp. 2-3 for string citation to state law cases
affirming the “dual client doctrine.”
4
Barker & Silver, Professional Responsibilities of Insurance Defense Counsel, Chapter 6 –
Policyholder’s Rights to Independent Counsel, Section 6.02, p. (emphasis added). See also
Section 6.04(1)(b) for a detailed discussion of situations which do and do not create
impermissible conflicts.
2
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This comports with Rule 1.7(a), which prohibits representation if there is a significant risk that
the lawyer’s own interests or the lawyer’s duties to another client, a former client, or a third
person will materially and adversely affect the representation of the client.
These types of conflicts arise in certain coverage situations, although not every coverage
question or reservation of rights letter will create an impermissible conflict. There is a lack of
substantive Georgia cases or opinions which would provide guidance in this area.
While generally all agree that if irreconcilable conflicts of interest exist amongst the
clients, independent counsel is required to be funded by a carrier (see comment regarding Bar
Rule 1.7), there are divergent approaches to how that can be accomplished. These range from
the extreme (rejecting the insurer’s proffered defense) to the more common (Cumis counsel per
California law to various forms of aspirational conduct).
Duty of Loyalty, Communication and Confidential Information
After it has been determined that both the insurer and the insured can be represented
jointly, the real work begins. As with any other client, Defense Counsel owes the insured a duty
of loyalty. See Comment 1 to Rule 1.7 (“[l]oyalty and independent judgment are essential
elements in the lawyer’s relationship to a client.”). In the tripartite relationship, the common
interest of the clients is the DEFENSE of the claim. The limitation of the scope of representation
to DEFENSE only is appropriate and necessary, after full consultation with the client. This is
consistent with Rule 1.2(c) – Scope of Representation which expressly provides:
[a] lawyer may limit the scope and objectives of the representation if the
limitation is reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed
consent.
Early and complete communication to all concerned regarding the limited scope of
representation, whether it be limited by carrier control or just defense-only responsibilities, is

3
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critical to managing potential conflicts down the road. Another recommended strategy for
avoiding or reducing irreconcilable conflicts which may arise is the early, complete disclosure of
the limited scope of representation and all that this entails on a continuing basis. 5 The disclosure
of this information can be made through an introductory letter to the client or a candid
face-to-face discussion with the client, which fully lays out the scope, parameters and limitations
of the representation of the insured.
As the case progresses, ALL communications regarding the material aspects of the
defense should be fully communicated to ALL clients. Given the joint interests of the clients, as
well as implied authorization to share information by reason of the insured’s initial contracting
with the carrier to procure the policy, complete information sharing is generally permitted. 6 An
exception might be the retention of a Specially Retained Expert Consultant by counsel, as
damaging opinions by such an expert might be discovered by the adverse party through a client
deposition or discovery request and used to the client’s detriment in the case. Georgia Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.6(a) requires:
A lawyer shall maintain in confidence all information gained in the professional
relationship with a client . . . or would likely be detrimental to the client, unless
the client consents after consultation…
The authors do not believe Defense Counsel has the right to withhold relevant defense
information from the carrier. However, Rule 1.6(a) requires the other client’s permission to share
confidential information – what if that client instructs counsel not to share? Defense Counsel’s
option, where the individual client refuses to consent to disclosure of potentially adverse, yet

5
6

See Sadd, Dolder & Johnson, Insurance Bad Faith - The Law in Georgia, pp. 96-98.
See Appleman’s on Insurance, Section 16.04 (7)(b).
4
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relevant, information to the carrier client, is to withdraw. 7 Under those circumstances, Defense
Counsel can no longer engage in a completely common mission of defense.

Common Problems Which Arise in the Tripartite Relationship
Problems can arise when Defense Counsel is tempted to depart from the common defense
undertaking or if the clients develop differing interests and attempt to lobby defense counsel to
their side. Rule 1.7 Conflict of Interest - General Rule provides some guidance in this area:
(a)

(c)

A lawyer shall not represent or continue to represent a client if there is a
significant risk that the lawyer’s own interests or the lawyer’s duties to
another client, a former client, or a third person will materially and
adversely affect the representation of the client, except as permitted in (b).
...
Client consent is not permissible if the representation:
...
(2)
includes the assertion of a claim by one client against another
client represented by the lawyer in the same or substantially related
proceeding; or
(3)
involves circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that the
lawyer will be able to provide adequate representation to one or
more of the affected clients.

The Georgia Bar has few Formal Advisory Opinions in the area. 8 Subsection (c) comes into play
in many situations, including where disagreements BETWEEN the joint clients exist regarding
coverage, manner of defense, or otherwise, as discussed in more detail below.
Insurer Control of the Litigation and the Duty to Exercise Independent Professional
Judgment
In almost all cases where Defense Counsel is retained by an insurer to represent an
insured, along with a retention letter comes the dreaded billing guidelines. Many insurers,

7

See Douglas Richmond, Insurance Ethics Defense, pp. 26.
Georgia Bar Formal Advisory Opinion No. 05-7 (subrogation concurrent representation on
liquidated personal injury claim permissible where only the most sophisticated of insured could
intelligently waive such a conflict).
Georgia Bar Formal Advisory Opinion 05-11 (most difficult to both defend and, in an
independent matter, seek subrogation against the same client).
8

5
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through these guidelines, require pre-approval for even the most mundane of defense-related
tasks. Failure to obtain pre-approval can result in Defense Counsel not getting paid for tasks that
were necessary for the defense of the insured. How then, should Defense Counsel comply both
with the guidelines set forth by the insurer and Rule 2.1 –Advisor, which states that:
[i]n representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional
judgment and render candid advice. 9
This type of conflict most commonly occurs when Defense Counsel makes a recommendation to
the insurer regarding a proposed plan of action, which the insurer refuses to approve. Where the
recommended strategy or action is critical to the defense and Defense Counsel believes the
insured would be harmed by failing to perform that act, a conflict of interest can arise. This is
most critical in cases where there is potential for excess exposure.
The American Bar Association’s Formal Opinion 01-421, Ethical Obligations of a
Lawyer Working Under Insurance Company Guidelines and Other Restrictions, would require
Defense Counsel to first ask the insurer to reconsider the refusal. 10 If the insurer stands firm in its
rejection of the suggested course of action, Defense Counsel must then inform the insured of
his/her recommendation and the insurer’s refusal and seek the insured’s consent to proceed as
directed by the insurer. This would necessarily require a discussion of the risks and benefits of
each proposed course of action. If the insured does not consent, the ABA recommends Defense
Counsel withdraw from the matter as he/she cannot adequately represent the interests of both
parties.

9

See Barker & Silver, Professional Responsibilities of Insurance Defense Counsel, Chapter 11 –
Adjuster Involvement in Defense Planning and Decision Making, for a detailed discussion of this
topic.
10
See American Bar Association’s Formal Opinion 01-421, Ethical Obligations of a Lawyer
Working Under Insurance Company Guidelines and Other Restrictions, at pp. 5-6.
6
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While this ABA Formal Opinion is not binding, the principle laid out therein dovetails
with the comments to Rule 1.7 Conflict of Interest - General Rule, including Comment 2, as
follows:
Loyalty to a client is impaired when a lawyer cannot consider, recommend or
carry out an appropriate course of action for the client because of the lawyer’s
other competing responsibilities or interests. The conflict in effect forecloses
alternatives that would otherwise be available to the client. Paragraph (a)
addresses such situations. A possible conflict does not itself preclude the
representation. The critical questions are the likelihood that a conflict will
eventuate and, if it does, whether it will materially interfere with the lawyer’s
independent professional judgment in considering alternatives or foreclose
courses of action that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the client.
Consideration should be given to whether the client wishes to accommodate the
other interest involved.
See also Rule 1.8(f). When presented with this situation, Defense Counsel should evaluate
whether the proposed action or strategy is material to the defense of the insured and, if it is, take
the appropriate steps to inform the insured of the insurer’s decision and advise of the risks.
Extra-Contractual Liability and Settlement
Settlement negotiations can often cause problems for Defense Counsel in the tripartite
relationship. Georgia Bar Formal Advisory Opinion 86-4 unquestionably requires Defense
Counsel inform the insured, as well as the insurer, of “any offer of settlement.” Failing to do so,
especially where the demand is a policy-limit demand, can create legal malpractice problems, in
addition to ethical problems.
More importantly, Formal Advisory Opinion 86-4 also requires a lawyer inform the
insured of:
the potential liability of the insurer for a bad faith refusal to accept any reasonable
offer within the policy limits.
This ethical obligation can create tension between Defense Counsel’s two clients, and often
between Defense Counsel and the insurer. There is also a duty owed to advise a client who is in

7
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need of legal advice. Often it may be best, where there are issues of coverage and/or excess
exposure, for Defense Counsel not to be involved in settlement evaluation, recommendation, and
even negotiation, as the interests or risk tolerances of the clients may not completely coincide. 11
Sometimes withdrawal is required when conflicts between the clients cannot be reconciled and,
hence, the limited defense function cannot be advanced under Georgia Rule of Professional
Conduct Rule 1.16 (a)(1).
Both State Bar’s Advisory Opinion and a plaintiffs’ insurance commentator 12 cite, with
approval, a finding that Defense Counsel who declined to follow his doctor client’s express
instructions not to settle was responsible to his client for settling a claim. 13 After all, the
applicable rules regarding counsel’s obligations are established by the courts, not insurance
companies. 14 On the other hand, defense counsel who elected not to offer the authority given can
be held responsible for the consequences of an excess verdict.
Spotting Coverage Issues and Responding to Coverage Questions from the Insured or
the Insurer
During the defense of a case, there are many matters that could give rise to separate
disputes amongst the clients, wherein Defense Counsel could not properly advise either or both.
This most commonly arises in the tripartite relationship with respect to coverage issues. So what,
if anything, is the Defense Counsel’s obligation to know about insurance coverage questions
and/or to mention it to anyone? The answer to this question implicates several Bar Rules. Rule
1.4 – Communication provides:
11

See Pryor & Silver, Defense Lawyers’ Professional Responsibilities: Part I – Excess Exposure
Cases, 78 Tex. L. Rev. 599, 651 (2000) and Pryor & Silver, Defense Lawyers’ Professional
Responsibilities: Part II – Contested Coverage Cases, 15 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 29, 90 (2001).
12
Sadd, Dolder & Johnson, Insurance Bad Faith - The Law in Georgia (2011).
13
See also Mutuelles Unies v. Kroll & Linstrom, 957 F.2d 707 (9th Cir. 1992) (Defense Counsel
liable for failure to offer more).
14
Mead Corp. v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 107 Ga. App. 167, 171 (1962).
8
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A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the
client to make informed decisions regarding the representation, shall keep the
client reasonably informed about the status of matters and shall promptly comply
with reasonable requests for information.
This and other rules may well require that counsel who does “spot” a coverage issue or concern
inform the insured that such exists and advise the insured to obtain counsel to evaluate and
pursue same. A common example would be a case with the potential for, but lack of coverage
for, punitive damages. Like with other potential quarrels between the joint clients, the clients
should work these matters out on their own and/or with other counsel and/or seek the ruling of
another court regarding their bilateral dispute. Declaratory judgment proceedings can be properly
used for more than coverage vel non.
These rules are also implicated when Defense Counsel learns of facts during the course of
litigation which could implicate coverage issues, and the question of what to do with that
information can cause problems. Comment [g] to Section 51 of the Restatement of Law
Governing Lawyers states:
a lawyer designated by an insurer to defend an insured owes a duty of care to the
insurer with respect to matters as to which the interests of the insurer and the
insured are not in conflict…however, such a duty does not arises when it would
significantly impair, in the circumstances of the representation, the lawyer’s
performance of obligations to the insured 15
Defense Counsel’s safest course of action is to obtain the informed consent of the insured before
sharing any facts which may jeopardize coverage. If a coverage-jeopardizing fact is material to
the case, it is critical to discuss with the insured the role of the cooperation clause and a potential
breach thereof, and perhaps the clients’ need for coverage counsel.
In any of these scenarios, Defense Counsel should identify the potential coverage issues,
advise the clients to seek counsel on any perceived coverage issues and not counsel either client
15

Restat 3d of the Law Governing Lawyers, § 51, Duty of Care to Certain Nonclients.
9
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regarding those issues. As the coverage issues unfold, Defense Counsel should not only continue
proper joint communication, but should also seek and obtain the consent and direction of both
clients regarding defense action to be taken. At times, this could require withdrawal if the carrier
persists a course of action (which it may be entitled to take under its contract) to avoid
coverage. 16 An example of where the trail might split and then end for Defense Counsel is when
the carrier wants to implement a strategy of pursuing the insured’s loyal and valued
subcontractors with whom the insured is still in a business relationship.
Defense Within Limits Insurance Policies
Certain types of professional liability policies will erode the total amount of available
policy limits through the payment of attorney fees and expenses of defense counsel. While this
type of policy does not create a per se conflict of interest, it is important for Defense Counsel to
be aware of this policy provision and openly communicate with both the insurer and the insured
as to the total defense costs. This type of communication is especially important in a case with a
risk of excess exposure, as the risk of excess exposure increases as the defense costs increase.

Solutions and Best Practices
There are several tools and tips, in addition to those discussed above, that can assist
Defense Counsel in handling the issues that exists in the tripartite relationship.
The first is the limitation of the scope of the representation to only the defense of the
claim, and informed consent of the insured to the limited representation. Once the limited scope
is established, Defense Counsel should keep within the defined and limited scope and not consult
with the insurer or the insured on issues that come up outside of that scope.

16

See Meadowbrook, Inc. v. Tower Insurance Co., 559 N.W.2d 411 (Minn.1997).
10
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The second is the need to keep all parties reasonably informed of all material
developments. Communication between Defense Counsel and both clients is a critical and
required piece of the puzzle, and many conflicts can be waived or avoided altogether with
accurate reporting and discussion with both the insurer and the insured.
The third practice tip to keep in mind is that the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct
should trump billing guidelines. Hence, it is sometimes necessary to “Just Do It” and later try to
get fully compensated.
The fourth, which is the least favorable, is withdrawal. As the discussion above makes
clear, when an impermissible conflict arises, Defense Counsel can no longer continue to
represent the interests of both the insurer and the insured and must withdraw. While this is a
remedy saved only for extreme situations, it is a tool that must be remembered and utilized when
appropriate to protect the interests of each party to the relationship.

CONCLUSION
Navigation of the modern tripartite relationship is possible with vigilance and a full
understanding of the applicable Rules of Professional Conduct, as well as a recognition of the
potential pitfalls. Reference to the Rules, comments and any associated Advisory Opinions is
recommended. It is critical to understand that each scenario is unique and must be examined on
its own to determine how the Rules of Professional Conduct apply to Defense Counsel. There is
not a “one size fits all” answer to the majority of ethical questions that could arise in the context
of the tripartite relationship. Appendix A to this Paper contains certain reference materials that
can guide the decision-making in these situations.

11
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Appendix A
Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct
•

Rule 1.2

Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority Between Client and
Lawyer

•

Rule 1.4

Communication

•

Rule 1.6

Confidentiality of Information

•

Rule 1.7

Conflict of Interest: General Rule

•

Rule 1.8

Conflict of Interest: Prohibited Transactions

•

Rule 1.16

Declining or Terminating Representation

•

Rule 2.1

Advisor

Georgia Formal Advisory Opinions
•

State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 05-7

•

State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 05-11

•

State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 86-4
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RULE 1.2 SCOPE OF REPRESENTATION AND ALLOCATION OF AUTHORITY BETWEEN CLIENT AND LAWYER

(a) Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions concerning the scope and
objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the means by which
they are to be pursued. A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is impliedly authorized to carry
out the representation. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision whether to settle a matter. In a criminal case , the
lawyer shall abide by the client's decision, after consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to
waive jury trial and whether the client will testify.
(b) A lawyer's representation of a client, including representation by appointment, does not constitute an
endorsement of the client's political, economic, social or moral views or activities.
(c) A lawyer may limit the scope and objectives of the representation if the limitation is reasonable under the
circumstances and the client gives informed consent.
(d) A la wyer shall not counsel a client to engage in conduct that the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent, nor
knowingly assist a client in such conduct, but a lawyer may discuss the legal consequences of any proposed
course of conduct with a client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good faith effort to determine the
validity, scope, meaning or application of the law.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer
[1] Paragraph (a) confers upon the client the ultimate authority to determine the purposes to be served by legal
representation, within the limits imposed by law and the lawyer's professional obligations. The decisions specified in
paragraph (a), such as whether to settle a civil matter, must also be made by the client. See Rule 1.4(a)(1) for the
lawyer's duty to communicate with the client about such decisions. With respect to the means by which the client's
objectives are to be pursued, the lawyer shall consult with the client as required by Rule 1.4(a)(2) and may take such
action as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.
[2] On occasion, however, a lawyer and a client may disagree about the means to be used to accomplish the client's
objectives. Clients normally defer to the special knowledge and skill of their lawyer with respect to the means to be used
to accomplish their objectives, particularly with respect to technical, legal and tactical matters. Conversely, lawyers
usually defer to the client regarding such questions as the expense to be incurred and concern for third persons who
might be adversely affected. Because of the varied nature of the matters about which a lawyer and client might disagree
and because the actions in question may implicate the interests of a tribunal or other persons, this Rule does not
prescribe how such disagreements are to be resolved. Other law, however, may be applicable and should be consulted
by the lawyer. The lawyer should also consult with the client and seek a mutually acceptable resolution of the
disagreement. If such efforts are unavailing and the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement with the client, the lawyer
may withdraw from the representation. See Rule 1.16(b)(4). Conversely, the client may resolve the disagreement by
discharging the lawyer. See Rule 1.16(a)(3).
https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule50
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[3] At the outset of a representation, the client may authorize the lawyer to take specific action on the client's behalf
without further consultation. Absent a material change in circumstances and subject to Rule 1.4, a lawyer may rely on
such an advance authorization. The client may, however, revoke such authority at any time.
[4] In a case in which the client appears to be suffering from diminished capacity, the lawyer's duty to abide by the
client's decisions is to be guided by reference to Rule 1.14.
Independence from Client's Views or Activities
[5] Legal representation should not be denied to people who are unable to afford legal services, or whose cause is
controversial or the subject of popular disapproval. By the same token, representing a client does not constitute approval
of the client's views or activities.
Agreements Limiting Scope of Representation
[6] The scope of services to be provided by a lawyer may be limited by agreement with the client or by the terms under
which the lawyer's services are made available to the client. When a lawyer has been retained by an insurer to represent
an insured, for example, the representation may be limited to matters related to the insurance coverage. A limited
representation may be appropriate because the client has limited objectives for the representation. In addition, the terms
upon which representation is undertaken may exclude specific means that might otherwise be used to accomplish the
client's objectives. Such limitations may exclude actions that the client thinks are too costly or that the lawyer regards as
repugnant or imprudent.
[7] Although this Rule affords the lawyer and the client substantial latitude to limit the representation, the limitation must
be reasonable under the circumstances. If, for example, a client's objective is limited to securing general information
about the law the client needs in order to handle a common and typically uncomplicated legal problem, the lawyer and
client may agree that the lawyer's services will be limited to a brief telephone consultation. Such a limitation, however,
would not be reasonable if the time allotted was not sufficient to yield advice upon which the client could rely. Although
an agreement for a limited representation does not exempt a lawyer from the duty to provide competent representation,
the limitation is a factor to be considered when determining the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation
reasonably necessary for the representation. See Rule 1.1.
[8] All agreements concerning a lawyer's representation of a client must accord with the Rules of Professional Conduct
and other law. See, e.g., Rules 1.1, 1.8 and 5.6.
Criminal, Fraudulent and Prohibited Transactions
[9] Paragraph (d) prohibits a lawyer from knowingly counseling or assisting a client to commit a crime or fraud. This
prohibition, however, does not preclude the lawyer from giving an honest opinion about the actual consequences that
appear likely to result from a client's conduct. Nor does the fact that a client uses advice in a course of action that is
criminal or fraudulent of itself make a lawyer a party to the course of action. There is a critical distinction between
presenting an analysis of legal aspects of questionable conduct and recommending the means by which a crime or fraud
might be committed with impunity.
[10] When the client's course of action has already begun and is continuing, the lawyer's responsibility is especially
delicate. The lawyer is required to avoid assisting the client, for example, by drafting or delivering documents that the
lawyer knows are fraudulent or by suggesting how the wrongdoing might be concealed. A lawyer may not continue
assisting a client in conduct that the lawyer originally supposed was legally proper but then discovers is criminal or
fraudulent. The lawyer must, therefore, withdraw from the representation of the client in the matter. See Rule 1.16(a). In
https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule50
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some cases, withdrawal alone might be insufficient. It may be necessary for the lawyer to give notice of the fact of
withdrawal and to disaffirm any opinion, document, affirmation or the like. See Rule 4.1.
[11] Where the client is a fiduciary, the lawyer may be charged with special obligations in dealings with a beneficiary.
[12] Paragraph (d) applies whether or not the defrauded party is a party to the transaction. Hence, a lawyer must not
participate in a transaction to effectuate criminal or fraudulent voidance of tax liability. Paragraph (d) does not preclude
undertaking a criminal defense incident to a general retainer for legal services to a lawful enterprise . The last clause of
paragraph (d) recognizes that determining the validity or interpretation of a statute or regulation may require a course of
action involving disobedience of the statute or regulation or of the interpretation placed upon it by governmental
authorities.
[13] If a lawyer comes to know or reasonably should know that a client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of
Professional Conduct or other law or if the lawyer intends to act contrary to the client's instructions, the lawyer must
consult with the client regarding the limitat ions on the lawyer's conduct. See Rule 1.4(a)(5).

https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule50
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RULE 1.4 COMMUNICATION

(a) A lawyer shall:
(1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client's informed
consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(h), is required by these Rules;
(2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's objectives are to be
accomplished;
(3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter;
(4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and
(5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer's conduct when the lawyer knows that
the client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law.
(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed
decisions regarding the representation.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is a public reprimand.
Comment
[1] Reasonable communication between the lawyer and the client is necessary for the client effectively to participate in
the representation.
Communicating with Client
[2] If these Rules require that a particular decision about the representation be made by the client, paragraph (a)(1)
requires that the lawyer promptly consult with and secure the client's informed consent prior to taking action unless prior
discussions with the client have resolved what action the client wants the lawyer to take. For example, a lawyer who
receives from opposing counsel an offer of settlement in a civil controversy or a proffered plea bargain in a criminal case
must promptly inform the client of its substance unless the client has pr eviously indicated that the proposal will be
acceptable or unacceptable or has authorized the lawyer to accept or to reject the offer. See Rule 1.2(a).
[3] Paragraph (a)(2) requires the lawyer to reasonably consult with the client about the means to be used to accomplish
the client's objectives. In some situations - depending on both the importance of the action under consideration and the
feasibility of consulting with the client - this duty will require consultation prior to taking action. In other circumstances,
such as during a trial when an immediate decis ion must be made, the exigency of the situation may require the lawyer to
act without prior consultation. In such cases the lawyer must nonetheless act reasonably to inform the client of actions the
lawyer has taken on the client's behalf. Additionally, paragraph (a)(3) requires that the lawyer keep the client reasonably
informed about the status of the matter, such as significant developments affecting the timing or the substance of the
representation.
[4] A lawyer's regular communication with clients will minimize the occasions on which a client will need to request
information concerning the representation. When a client makes a reasonable request for information, however,
paragraph (a)(4) requires prompt compliance with the request, or if a prompt response is not feasible, that the lawyer, or
a member of the lawyer's staff, acknowledge receipt of the request and advise the client when a response may be
https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule54
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expected. Client telephone calls should be promptly returned or acknowledged. The timeliness of a lawyer's
communication must be judged by all the controlling factors. "Prompt" communication with the client does not equate to
"instant" communication with the client and is sufficient if reasonable under the relevant circumstances.
Explaining Matters
[5] The client should have sufficient information to participate intelligently in decisions concerning the objectives of the
representation and the means by which they are to be pursued, to the extent the client is willing and able to do so.
Adequacy of communication depends in part on the kind of advice or assistance that is involved. For example, where
there is time to explain a proposal made in a negotiation, the lawyer should review all important provisions with the client
before proceeding to an agreement. In litigation a lawyer should explain the general strategy and prospects of success
and ordinarily should consult the client on tactics that are likely to result in significant expense or to injure or coerce
others. On the other hand, a lawyer ordinarily will not be expected to describe trial or negotiation strategy in detail. The
guiding principle is tha t the lawyer should fulfill reasonable client expectations for information consistent with the duty to
act in the client's best interests, and the client's overall requirements as to the character of representation. In certain
circumstances, such as when a lawyer asks a client to consent to a representation affected by a conflict of interest, the
client must give informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(h).
[6] Ordinarily, the information to be provided is that appropriate for a client who is a comprehending and responsible
adult. However, fully informing the client according to this standard may be impracticable, for example, where the client
is a child or suffers from diminished capacity. See Rule 1.14. When the client is an organization or group, it is often
impossible or inappropriate to inform every one of its members about its legal affairs; ordinarily, the lawyer should
address communications to the appropriate officials of the organization. See Rule 1.13. Where many routine matters are
involved, a system of limited or occasional reporting may be arranged with the client.
Withholding Information
[7] In some circumstances, a lawyer may be justified in delaying transmission of information when the client would be
likely to react imprudently to an immediate communication. Thus, a lawyer might withhold a psychiatric diagnosis of a
client when the examining psychiatrist indicates that disclosure would harm the client. A lawyer may not withhold
information to serve the lawyer's own interest or convenience or the interests or convenience of another person. Rules or
court orders governing litigation may provide that information supplied to a lawyer ma y not be disclosed to the client.
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RULE 1.6 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION

(a) A lawyer shall maintain in confidence all information gained in the professional relationship with a client,
including information which the client has requested to be held inviolate or the disclosure of which would be
embarrassing or would likely be detrimental to the client, unless the client gives informed consent, except for
disclosures that are impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, or are required by these Rules or
other law, or by order of the Court.
(b)
(1) A lawyer ma y reveal information covered by paragraph (a) which the lawyer reasonably believes
necessary:
(i) to avoid or prevent harm or substantial financial loss to another as a result of client criminal
conduct or third party criminal conduct clearly in violation of the law;
(ii) to prevent serious injury or death not otherwise covered by subparagraph (i) above;
(iii) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and
the client, to establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim against the lawyer bas ed upon
conduct in which the client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any proceeding concerning
the lawyer's representation of the client;
(iv) to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these Rules.
(2) In a situation described in paragraph (b) (1), if the client has acted at the time the lawyer learns of the
threat of harm or loss to a victim, use or disclosure is permissible only if the harm or loss has not yet
occurred.
(3) Before using or disclosing information pursuant to paragraph (b) (1) (i) or (ii), if feasible, the lawyer
must make a good faith effort to persuade the client either not to act or, if the client has already acted, to
warn the victim.
(c) The lawyer may, where the law does not otherwise require, reveal information to which the duty of
confidentiality does not apply under paragraph (b) without being subjected to disciplinary proceedings.
(d) The lawyer shall reveal information under paragraph (b) as the applicable law requires.
(e) The duty of confidentiality shall continue after the client-lawyer relationship has terminated.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
[1] The lawyer is part of a judicial system charged with upholding the law. One of the lawyer's functions is to advise
clients so that they avoid any violation of the law in the proper exercise of their rights.
[2] The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate confidential information of the client not only
facilitates the full development of facts essential to proper representation of the client but also encourages people to seek
early legal assistance.
[3] Almost without exception, clients come to lawyers in order to determine what their rights are and what is, in the maze
of laws and regulations, deemed to be legal and correct. The common law recognizes that the client's confidences must
be protected from disclosure. Based upon experience, lawyers know that almost all clients follow the advice given, and
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the law is upheld.
[4] A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer relationship is that the lawyer maintain confidentiality of information
relating to the representation. The client is thereby encouraged to communicate fully and frankly with the lawyer even as
to embarrassing or legally damaging subject matter.
[4A] Information gained in the professional relationship includes information gained from a person (prospective client)
who discusses the possibility of forming a client-lawyer relationship with respect to a matter. Even when no client-lawyer
relationship ensues, the restrictions and exceptions of these Rules as to use or revelation of the information apply, e.g.
Rules 1.9 and 1.10.
[5] The principle of confidentiality is given effect in two related bodies of law, the attorney-client privilege (which includes
the work product doctrine) in the law of evidence and the rule of confidentiality established in professional ethics. The
attorney-client privilege applies in judicial and other proceedings in which a lawyer may be called as a witness or
otherwise required to produce evidence concerning a client. The rule of client-lawyer confidentiality applies in situations
other than those where evidence is sought from the lawyer through compulsion of law. Rule 1.6 applies not merely to
matters communicated in confidence by the client but also to all information gained in the professional relationship,
whatever its source. A lawyer may not disclose such information except as authorized or required by the Rules of
Professional Conduct or other law. See also Scope. The requirement of maintaining confidentiality of information gained
in the professiona l relationship applies to government lawyers who may disagree with the client's policy goals.
Authorized Disclosure
[6] A lawyer is impliedly authorized to make disclosures about a client when appropriate in carrying out the
representation, except to the extent that the client's instructions or special circumstances limit that authority. In litigation,
for example, a lawyer may disclose information by admitting a fact that cannot properly be disputed, or in negotiation by
making a disclosure that facilitates a satisfactory conclusion.
[ 7] Lawyers in a firm may, in the course of the firm's practice, disclose to each other information relating to a client of the
firm, unless the client has instructed that particular information be confined to specified lawyers.
[7A] A lawyer's confidentiality obligations do not preclude a lawyer from securing confidential legal advice about the
lawyer's personal responsibility to comply with these Rules. In most situations, disclosing information to secure such
advice will be impliedly authorized for the lawyer to carry out the representation. Eve n when the disclosure is not
impliedly authorized paragraph (b)(1)(iv) permits such disclosure because of the importance of a lawyer's compliance
with the Rules of Professional Conduct.
Disclosure Adverse to Client
[8] The confidentiality rule is subject to limited exceptions. In becoming privy to information about a client, a lawyer may
foresee that the client intends serious harm to another person. The public is better protected if full and open
communication by the client is encouraged than if it is inhibited.
[9] Several situations must be distinguished. First, the lawyer may not knowingly assist a client in conduct that is criminal
or fraudulent. See Rule 1.2(d). Similarly, a lawyer has a duty under Rule 3.3(a)(4) not to use false evidence.
[10] Second, the lawyer may have been innocently involved in past conduct by the client that was criminal or fraudulent.
In such a situation the lawyer has not violated Rule 1.2(d), because to "knowingly assist" criminal or fraudulent conduct
requires knowing that the conduct is of that character.
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[11] Third, the lawyer may learn that a client intends prospective conduct that is criminal and likely to result in death or
substantial bodily harm. As stated in paragraph (b)(1), the lawyer has professional discretion to reveal information in
order to prevent such consequences. The lawyer may make a disclosure in order to prevent death or serious bodily
injury which the lawyer reasonably believes will occur. It is very difficult for a lawyer to "know" when such a heinous
purpose will actually be carried out, for the client may have a change of mind.
[12] The law yer's exercise of discretion requires consideration of such factors as the nature of the lawyer's relationship
with the client and with those who might be injured by the client, the lawyer's own involvement in the transaction and
factors that may extenuate the conduct in question. Where practical, the lawyer should seek to persuade the client to
take suitable action. In any case, a disclosure adverse to the client's interest should be no greater than the lawyer
reasonably believes necessary to the purpose. A lawyer's decision not to take preventive action permitted by paragraph
(b)(1) does not violate this Rule.
Withdrawal
[13] If the lawyer's services will be used by the client in materially furthering a course of criminal or fraudulent conduct,
the lawyer must withdraw, as stated in Rule 1.16(a)(1).
[14] After withdrawal the lawyer is required to refrain from making disclosure of the client's confidences, except as
otherwise provided in Rule 1.6. Neither this rule nor Rule 1.8(b) nor Rule 1.16(d) prevents the lawyer from giving notice
of the fact of withdrawal, and the lawyer may also withdra w or disaffirm any opinion, document, affirmation, or the like.
[15] Where the client is an organization, the lawyer may be in doubt whether contemplated conduct will actually be
carried out by the organization. Where necessary to guide conduct in connection with this Rule, the lawyer may make
inquiry within the organization as indicated in Rule 1.13(b).
Dispute Concerning a Lawyer's Conduct
[16] Where a legal claim or disciplinary charge alleges complicity of the lawyer in a client's conduct or other misconduct
of the lawyer involving representat ion of the client, the lawyer may respond to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes
necessary to establish a defense. The same is true with respect to a claim involving the conduct or representation of a
former client. The lawyer's right to respond arises when an assertion of such complicity has been made. Paragraph (b)(1)
(iii) does not require the lawyer to await the commencement of an action or proceeding that charges such complicity, so
that the defense may be established by responding directly to a third party who has made such an assertion. The right to
defend, of course, applies where a proceeding has been commenced. Where practicable and not prejudicial to the
lawyer's ability to establish the defense, the lawyer should advise the client of the third party's assertion and request that
the client respond appropriately. In any event, disclosure should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes is
necessary to vindicate innocence, the disclosure should be made in a manner which limits access to the information to the
tribunal or other persons having a need to know it, and appropriate protective orders or other arra ngements should be
sought by the lawyer to the fullest extent practicable.
[17] If the lawyer is charged with wrongdoing in which the client's conduct is implicated, the rule of confidentiality should
not prevent the lawyer from defending against the charge. Such a charge can arise in a civil, criminal or professional
disciplinary proceeding, and can be based on a wrong allegedly committed by the lawyer against the client, or on a
wrong alleged by a third person; for example, a person claiming to have been defrauded by the lawyer and client acting
together. A lawyer entitled to a fee is permitted by paragraph (b)(1)(iii) to prove the services rendered in an action to
collect it. This aspect of the rule expresses the principle that the beneficiary of a fiduciary relationship may not exploit it to
the detriment of the fiduciary. As stated above, the lawyer must make every effort practicable to avoid unnecessary
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disclosure of information relating to a representation, to limit disclosure to those having the need to know it, and to obtain
protective orders or make other arrangements minimizing the risk of disclosure.
Disclosures Otherwise Required or Authorized
[18] The attorney-client privilege is differently defined in various jurisdictions. If a lawyer is called as a witness to give
testimony concerning a client, absent waiver by the client, paragraph (a) requires the lawyer to invoke the privilege when
it is applicable. The lawyer must comply with the final orders of a court or other tribunal of competent jurisdiction
requiring the lawyer to give information about the c lient.
[19] The Rules of Professional Conduct in various circumstances permit or require a lawyer to disclose information
relating to the representation. See Rules 2.2, 2.3, 3.3 and 4.1. In addition to these provisions, a lawyer may be obligated
or permitted by other provisions of law to give information about a client. Whether another provision of law supersedes
Rule 1.6 is a matter of interpretation beyond the scope of these Rules, but a presumption should exist against such a
supersession.
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RULE 1.7 CONFLICT OF INTEREST: GENERAL RULE

(a) A lawyer shall not represent or continue to represent a client if there is a significant risk that the lawyer's own
interests or the lawyer's duties to another client, a former client, or a third person will materially and adversely
affect the representation of the client, except as permitted in (b).
(b) If client informed consent is permissible a lawyer may represent a client notwithstanding a significant risk of
material and adverse effect if each affected client or former client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing, to
the representation after:
(1) consultation with the lawyer, pursuant to Rule 1.0(c);
(2) having received in writing reasonable and adequate information about the material risks of and
reasonable available alternatives to the representation, and
(3) having been given the opportunity to consult with independent counsel.
(c) Client informed consent is not permissible if the representation:
(1) is prohibited by law or these Rules;
(2) includes the assertion of a claim by one client against another client represented by the lawyer in the
same or substantially related proceeding; or
(3) involves circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer will be able to provide adequate
representation to one or more of the affected clients.
(d) Though otherwise subject to the provisions of this Rule, a part-time prosecutor who engages in the private
practice of law may represent a private client adverse to the state or other political subdivision that the lawyer
represents as a part-time prosecutor, except with regar d to matters for which the part-time prosecutor had or has
prosecutorial authority or responsibility.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
Loyalty to a Client
[1] Loyalty and independent judgment are essential elements in the lawyer's relationship to a client. If an impermissible
conflict of interest exists before representation is undertaken the representation should be declined. The lawyer should
adopt reasonable procedures, appropriate for the size and type of firm and practice, to determine in both litigation and
non-litigation matters the parties and issues involved and to determine whether there are actual or potential conflicts of
interest.
[2] Loyalty to a client is impaired when a lawyer cannot consider, recommend or carry out an appropriate course of
action for the client because of the lawyer's other competing responsibilities or interests. The conflict in effect forecloses
alternatives that would otherwise be available to the client. Paragraph (a) addresses such situations. A possible conflict
does not itself preclude the representation. The critic al questions are the likelihood that a conflict will eventuate and, if it
does, whether it will materially interfere with the lawyer's independent professional judgment in considering alternatives or
foreclose courses of action that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the client. Consideration should be given to
whether the client wishes to accommodate the other interest involved.
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[3] If an impermissible conflict arises after representation has been undertaken, the lawyer should withdraw from the
representation. See Rule 1.16. Where more than one client is involved and the lawyer withdraws because a conflict
arises after representation, whether the lawyer may continue to represent any of the clients is determined by Rule 1.9. As
to whether a client-lawyer relationship exists or, having once been established, is continuing, see Comment 4 to Rule 1.3
and Scope.
[4] As a general proposition, loyalty to a client prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse to that client without
that client's informed consent. Thus, a lawyer ordinarily may not act as advocate against a person the lawyer represents
in some other matter, even if it is wholly unrelated. Paragraph (d) states an exception to that general rule. A part-time
prosecutor does not automatically have a conflict of interest in representing a private client who is adverse to the state or
other political subdivision (such as a city or county) that the lawyer represents as a part-time prosecutor, although it is
possible that in a particular case, the part-time prosecutor could have a conflict of interest under paragraph (a).
Simultaneous representation in unrelated matters of clients whose interests are only generally adverse, such as competing
economic enterprises, does not require informed consent of the respective clients.
Consultation and Informed Consent
[5] A client may give informed consent to representation notwithstanding a conflict. However, when a disinterested
lawyer would conclude that the client should not agree to the representation under the circumstances, the lawyer involved
cannot properly ask for such agreement or provide representation on the bas is of the client's informed consent. When
more than one client is involved, the question of conflict must be resolved as to each client. Moreover, there may be
circumstances where it is impossible to make the disclosure necessary to obtain informed consent. For example, when
the lawyer represents different clients in related matters and one of the clients refuses to give informed consent to the
disclosure necessary to permit the other client to make an informed decision, the lawyer cannot properly ask the latter to
give informed consent. If informed consent is withdrawn, the lawyer should consult Rule 1.9 and Rule 1.16.
[5A] Paragraph (b) requires the lawyer to obtain the informed consent of the client, confirmed in writing. Such a writing
may consist of a document executed by the client or one that the lawyer promptly records and transmits to the client
following an oral consent. See Rule 1.0(b). See also Rule 1.0(s) (writing includes electronic transmission). If it is not
feasible to obtain or transmit the writing at the time the client gives informed consent, then the lawyer must obtain or
transmit it within a rea sonable time thereafter. See Rule 1.0(b). The requirement of a writing does not supplant the need
in most cases for the lawyer to talk with the client, to explain the risks and advantages, if any, of representation burdened
with a conflict of interest, as well as reasonably available alternatives, and to afford the client a reasonable opportunity to
consider the risks and alternatives and to raise questions and concerns. Rather, the writing is required in order to impress
upon clients the seriousness of the decision the client is being asked to make and to avoid disputes or a mbiguities that
might later occur in the absence of a writing.
Lawyer's Interests
[6] The lawyer's personal or economic interests should not be permitted to have an adverse effect on representation of a
client. See Rules 1.1 and 1.5. If the propriety of a lawyer's own conduct in a transaction is in serious question, it may be
difficult or impossible for the lawyer to give a client objective advice. A lawyer may not allow related business interests
to affect representation, for example, by referring clients to an enterprise in which the lawyer has an undisclosed interest.
Conflicts in Litigation
[7] Paragraph (c)(2) prohibits representation of opposing parties in the same or a similar proceeding including
simultaneous representation of parties whose interests may conflict, such as co-plaintiffs or co-defendants. An
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impermissible conflict may exist by reason of substantial discrepancy in the parties' testimony, incompatibility in positions
in relation to an opposing party or the fact that there are substantially different possibilities of settlement of the claims or
liabilities in question. Such conflicts can arise in criminal cases as well as civil. The potential for conflict of interest in
representing multiple defendants in a criminal case is so grave that ordinarily a lawyer should decline to represent more
than one codefendant. On the other hand, common representation of persons having similar interests is proper if the risk
of adverse effect is minimal, the requirements of pa ragraph (b) are met, and consent is not prohibited by paragraph (c).
[8] Ordinarily, a lawyer may not act as advocate against a client the lawyer represents in some other matter, even if the
other matter is wholly unrelated. However, there are circumstances in which a lawyer may act as advocate against a
client. For example, a lawyer representing an enterprise with diverse operations may accept employment as an advocate
against the enterprise in an unrelated matter if doing so will not adversely affect the lawyer's relationship with t he
enterprise or conduct of the suit and if both clients give informed consent as required by paragraph (b). By the same
token, government lawyers in some circumstances may represent government employees in proceedings in which a
government entity is the opposing party. The propriety of concurrent representation can depend on the nature of the
litigation. For example, a suit charging fraud entails conflict to a degree not involved in a suit for a declaratory judgment
concerning statutory interpretation.
[9] A lawyer may represent parties having antagonistic positions on a legal question that has arisen in different cases,
unless representation of either client would be adversely affected. Thus, it is ordinarily not improper to assert such
positions in cases while they are pending in different trial courts, but it may be improper to do so should one or more of
the cases reach the appellate court.
Interest of Person Paying for a Lawyer's Service
[10] A lawyer may be paid from a source other than the client, if the client is informed of that fact and gives informed
consent and the arrangement does not compromise the lawyer's duty of loyalty to the client. See Rule 1.8(f). For
example, when an insurer and its insured have conflicting interests in a matter arising from a liability insurance agreement,
and the insurer is required to provide special counsel for the insured, the arrangement should assure the special counsel's
professional independence. So also, when a corporation and its directors or employees are involved in a controversy in
which they have conflicting interests, the corporation may provide funds for separate legal representation of the directors
or employees, if the clients give informed consent and the arrangement ensures the lawyer's professional independence.
Non-litigation Conflicts
[11] Conflicts of interest in contexts other than litigation sometimes may be difficult to assess. Relevant factors in
determining whether there is potential for material and adverse effect include the duration and extent of the lawyer's
relationship with the client or clients involved, the functions being performed by the lawyer, the likelihood that actual
conflict will arise and the likely prejudice to the client from the conflict if it does arise.
[12] In a negotiation common representation is permissible where the clients are generally aligned in interest even though
there is some difference of interest among them.
[13] Conflict questions may also arise in estate planning and estate administration. A lawyer may be called upon to
prepare wills for several family members, such as husband and wife, and, depending upon the circumstances, a conflict
of interest may arise. In estate administration the identity of the client may be unclear under the law of a particular
jurisdiction. Under one view, the client is the fiduciary; under another view the client is the estate or trust, including its
beneficiaries. The lawyer should make clear the relationship to the parties involved.
[14] A lawyer for a corporation or other organization who is also a member of its board of directors should determine
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whether the responsibilities of the two roles may conflict. The lawyer may be called on to advise the corporation in
matters involving actions of the directors. Consideration should be given to the frequency with which such situations may
arise, the potential intensity of the conflict, the effect of the lawyer's resignation from the board and the possibility of the
corporation's obtaining legal advice from another lawyer in such situations. If there is material risk that the dual role will
compromise the lawyer's independence of professional judgment, the lawyer should not serve as a director.
Conflict Charged by an Opposing Party
[15] Resolving questions of conflict of interest is primarily the responsibility of the lawyer undertaking the representation.
In litigation, a court may raise the question when there is reason to infer that the lawyer has neglected the responsibility.
In a criminal case, inquiry by the court is generally required when a lawyer represents multiple defendants. Where the
conflict is such as clearly to call into question the fair or efficient administration of justice, opposing counsel may properly
raise the question. Such an objection should be viewed with caution, however, for it can be misused as a technique of
harassment. See Scope.
[16] For the purposes of 1.7 (d), part-time prosecutors include but are not limited to part-time solicitors-general, parttime assistant solicitors-general, part-time probate court prosecutors, part-time magistrate court prosecutors, part-time
municipal court prosecutors, special assistant attorneys general, part-time juvenile court prosecutors and prosecutors pro
tem.
[17] Pragmatic considerations require that the rules treat a lawyer serving as a part-time prosecutor differently. See
Thompson v. State, 254 Ga. 393, 396-397 (1985).
Special Considerations in Common Representation
[18] As to the duty of confidentiality, continued common representation will almost certainly be inadequate if one client
asks the lawyer not to disclose to the other client information relevant to the common representation. This is so because
the lawyer has an equal duty of loyalty to each client, and each client has the right to be informed of anything bearing on
the representation that might affect that client's interests and the right to expect that the lawyer will use that information to
that client's benefit. See Rule 1.4. The lawyer should, at the outset of the common representation and as part of the
process of obtaining each client's informed consent, advise each client that information will be shared and that the lawyer
will have to withdraw if one client decides that some matter material to the representation should be kept from the other.
In limited circumstances, it may be appropriate for the lawyer to proceed with the representation when the clients have
agreed, after being properly informed, that the lawyer will keep certa in information confidential. For example, the lawyer
may reasonably conclude that failure to disclose one client's trade secrets to another client will not adversely affect
representation involving a joint venture between the clients and agree to keep that information confidential with the
informed consent of both clients.
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RULE 1.8 CONFLICT OF INTEREST: PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS

(a) A lawyer shall neither enter into a business transaction with a client if the client expects the lawyer to exercise
the lawyer's professional judgment therein for the protection of the client, nor shall the lawyer knowingly acquire
an ownership, possessory, security or other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless:
(1) the transaction and terms on which the lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to the client
and are fully disclose d and transmitted in writing to the client in a manner which can be reasonably
understood by the client;
(2) the client is advised in writing of the desirability of seeking and is given a reasonable opportunity to
seek the advice of independent counsel in the transaction; and
(3) the client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client, to the essential terms of the
transaction and the lawyer's role in the transaction, including whether the lawyer is representing the client in
the transaction.
(b) A lawyer shall not use information gained in the professional relationship with a client to the disadvantage of
the client unless the client gives informed consent, except as permitted or required by these Rules.
(c) A lawyer shall not prepare an instrument giving the lawyer or a person related to the lawyer as parent,
grandparent, child, grandchild, sibling, or spouse any substantial gift from a client, including a testamentary gift,
except where the client is related to the donee.
(d) Prior to the conclusion of representation of a client, a lawyer shall not make or negotia te an agreement giving
the lawyer literary or media rights to a portrayal or account based in substantial part on information relating to the
representation.
(e) A lawyer shall not provide financial assistance to a client in connection with pending or contemplated litigation,
except that:
(1) a lawyer may advance court costs and expenses of litigation, the repayment of which may be
contingent on the outcome of the matter; or
(2) a lawyer representing a client unable to pay court costs and expenses of litigation may pay those costs
and expenses on be half of the client.
(f) A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other than the client unless:
(1) the client gives informed consent;
(2) there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional judgment or with the clientlawyer relationship; and
(3) information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by Rule 1.6.
(g) A lawyer who represents two or more clients shall not participate in making an aggregate settlement of the
claims for or against the clients , nor in a criminal case an aggregated agreement as to guilty or nolo contendere
pleas, unless each client gives informed consent, in a writing signed by the client. The lawyers disclosure shall
include the existence and nature of all claims or pleas involved and of the participation of each person in the
settlement.
(h) A lawyer shall not make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer's liability to a client for malpractice
unless permitted by law and the client is independently represented in making the agreement, or settle a claim for
such liability with an unrepresented client or former client without first advising that person in writing that
independent representation is appropriate in connection therewith.
(i) A lawyer related to another lawyer as parent, grandparent, child, grandchild, sibling or spouse shall not
represent a client in a representation directly adverse to a person whom the lawyer has actual knowledge is
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represented by the other lawyer unless his or her client gives informed consent regarding the relationship. The
disqualification stated in this paragraph is personal and is not imputed to members of firms with whom the lawyers
are associated.
(j) A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action or subject matter of litigation the lawyer
is conducting for a client, except that the lawyer may:
(1) acquire a lien granted by law to secure the lawyer's fees or expenses as long as the exercise of the lien
is not prejudicial to the client with respect to the subject of the representation; and
(2) contract with a client for a reasonable c ontingent fee in a civil case, except as prohibited by Rule 1.5.
The maximum penalty for a violation of Rule 1.8(b) is disbarment. The maximum penalty for a violation of Rule 1.8(a)
and 1.8(c)-(j) is a public reprimand.
Comment
Transactions Between Client and Lawyer
[1A] As a general principle, all transactions between client and lawyer should be fair and reasonable to the client. The
client should be fully informed of the true nature of the lawyer's interest or lack of interest in all aspects of the transaction.
In such transactions a review by independent counsel on behalf of the client is often advisable. Furthermore, a lawyer
may not exploit information relating to the representation to the client's disadvantage. For example, a lawyer who has
learned that the client is investing in specific real estate may not, without the client's informed consent, seek to acquire
nearby property where doing so would adversely affect the client's plan for investment. Paragraph (a) does not,
however, apply to standard commercial transactions between the lawyer and the client for products or services that the
client generally markets to others, for example, banking or brokerage services, medical services, products manufactured
or distributed by the client, and utilities' services. In such transactions, the lawyer has no advantage in dealing with the
client, and the restrictions in paragraph (a) are unnecessary and impracticable.
Use of Information to the Disadvantage of the Client
[1B] It is a general rule that an attorney will not be permitted to make use of knowledge, or information, acquired by the
attorney through the professional relationship with the client, or in the conduct of the client's business, to the disadvantage
of the client. Paragraph (b) follows this general rule and provides that the client may waive this prohibition. However, if
the waiver is conditional, the duty is on the attorney to comply with the condition.
Gifts from Clients
[2] A lawyer may accept a gift from a client, if the transaction meets general standards of fairness. For example, a simple
gift such as a present given at a holiday or as a token of appreciation is permitted. If effectuation of a substantial gift
requires preparing a legal instrument such as a will or conveyance, however, the client should have the objective advice
that another lawyer can provide. Paragraph (c) recognizes an exception where the client is a relative of the donee or the
gift is not substantial.
Literary Rights
[3] An agreement by which a lawyer acquires literary or media rights concerning the subject of the representation creates
a conflict between the interest of the client and the personal interest of the lawyer. Measures suitable in the representation
of the client may detract from the publication value of an account of the representation. Paragraph (d) does not prohibit a
lawyer representing a client in a transaction concerning literary property from agreeing that the lawyer's fee shall consist
of a share in ownership in the property, if the arrangement conforms to Rule 1.5 and paragraph (j) of this Rule.
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Financial Assistance to Clients
[4] Paragraph (e) eliminates the former requirement that the client remain ultimately liable for financial assistance
provided by the lawyer. It further limits permitted assistance to court costs and expenses directly related to litigation.
Accordingly, permitted expenses would include expenses of investigation, medical diagnostic work connected with the
matter under litigation and treatment necessary for the diagnosis, and the costs of obtaining and presenting evidence.
Permitted expenses would not include living expenses or medical expenses other than those listed above.
Payment for a Lawyer's Services from One Other Than The Client
[5] Lawyers are frequently asked to represent a client under circumstances in which a third person will compensate the
lawyer, in whole or in part. The third person might be a relative or friend, an indemnitor (such as a liability insurance
company) or a co-client (such as a corporation sued along with one or more of its employees). Because third-party
payers frequently have interests that differ from t hose of the client, including interests in minimizing the amount spent on
the representation and in learning how the representation is progressing, lawyers are prohibited from accepting or
continuing such representations unless the lawyer determines that there will be no interference with the lawyer's
independent professional judgment and there is informed consent from the client. See also Rule 5.4(c) (prohibiting
interference with a lawyer's professional judgment by one who recommends, employs or pays the lawyer to render legal
services for another).
Settlement of Aggregated Claims
[6] Paragraph (g) requires informed consent. This requirement is not met by a blanket consent prior to settlement that the
majority decision will rule.
Agreements to Limit Liability
[7] A lawyer may not condition an agreement to withdraw or the return of a client's documents on the client's release of
claims. However, this paragraph is not intended to apply to customary qualifications and limitations in opinions and
memoranda.
[8] A lawyer should not seek prospectively, by contract or other means, t o limit the lawyer's individual liability to a client
for the lawyer's malpractice. A lawyer who handles the affairs of a client properly has no need to attempt to limit liability
for the lawyer's professional activities and one who does not handle the affairs of clients properly should not be permitted
to do so. A lawyer may, however, practice law as a partner, member, or shareholder of a limited liability partnership,
professional association, limited liability company, or professional corporation.
Family Relationships Between Lawyers
[9] Paragraph (i) applies to related lawyers who are in different firms. Related lawyers in the same firm are governed by
Rules 1.7, 1.9, and 1.10.
Acquisition of Interest in Litigation
[10] Paragraph (j) states the traditional general rule that lawyers are prohibited from acquiring a proprietary interest in
litigation. This general rule, which has its basis in the common law prohibition of champerty and maintenance, is subject
to specific exceptions developed in decisional law and continued in these Rules, such as the exception for reasonable
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contingent fees set forth in Rule 1.5 and the exception for lawyer's fees and for certain advances of costs of litigation set
forth in paragraph (e).
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RULE 1.16 DECLINING OR TERMINATING REPRESENTATION

(a) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where representation has
commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a client if:
(1) the representation will result in violation of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct or other law;
(2) the lawyer's physical or mental condition materially impairs the lawyer's ability to represent the client; or
(3) the lawyer is discharged.
(b) except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer may withdraw from representing a client if withdrawal can be
accomplished without material adverse effect on the interests of the client, or if:
(1) the client persists in a course of action involving the lawyer's services that the lawyer reasonably
believes is criminal or fraudulent;
(2) the client has used the lawyer's services to perpetrate a crime or fraud;
(3) the client insists upon pursuing an objective that the lawyer considers repugnant or imprudent;
(4) the client fails substantially to fulfill an obligation t o the lawyer regarding the lawyer's services and has
been given reasonable warning that the lawyer will withdraw unless the obligation is fulfilled;
(5) the representation will result in an unreasonable financial burden on the lawyer or has been rendered
unreasonably difficult by the client; or
(6) other good cause for withdrawal exists.
(c) When a lawyer withdraws it shall be done in compliance with applicable laws and rules. When ordered to do
so by a tribunal, a lawyer shall continue representation notwithstanding good cause for terminating the
representation.
(d) Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent reasonably practicable to protect a
client's interests, such as giving reasonable notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel,
surrendering papers and property to which the client is entitled and refunding any advance payment of fee that has
not been earned.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is a public reprimand.
Comment
[1] A lawyer should not accept representation in a matter unless it can be performe d competently, promptly, without
improper conflict of interest and to completion. But see Rule 1.2(c): Scope of Representation.
Mandatory Withdrawal
[2] A lawyer ordinarily must decline or withdraw from representation if the client demands that the lawyer engage in
conduct that is illegal or violates the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct or other law. The lawyer is not obliged to
decline or withdraw simply because the client suggests such a course of conduct; a client may make such a suggestion in
the hope that a lawyer will not be constrained by a professional obligation.
[3] When a lawyer has been appointed to represent a client, withdrawal ordinarily requires approval of the appointing
authority. See also Rule 6.2: Accepting Appointments. Difficulty may be encountered if withdrawal is based on the
client's demand that the lawyer engage in unprofessional conduct. The court may wish an explanation for the withdrawal,
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while the lawyer may be bound to keep confidential the facts that would constitute such an explanation. The lawyer's
statement that professional considerations require termination of the representation ordinarily should be accepted as
sufficient.
Discharge
[4] A client has a right to discharge a lawyer at any time, with or without cause, subject to liability for payment for the
lawyer's services. Where future dispute about the withdrawal may be anticipated, it may be advisable to prepare a
written statement reciting the circumstances.
[5] Whether a client can discharge appointed counsel may depend on applicable law. To the extent possible, the lawyer
s hould give the client an explanation of the consequences. These consequences may include a decision by the appointing
authority that appointment of successor counsel is unjustified, thus requiring the client to be self-represented.
[6] If the client is mentally incompetent, the client may lack the legal capacity to discharge the lawyer, and in any event
the discharge may be seriously adverse to the client's interests. The lawyer should make special effort to help the client
consider the consequences and, in an extreme case, may initiate pr oceedings for a conservatorship or similar protection
of the client. See Rule 1.14: Client under a Disability.
Optional Withdrawal
[7] The lawyer has the option to withdraw if it can be accomplished without material adverse effect on the client's
interests. Withdrawal is also justified if the client persists in a course of action that the lawyer reasonably believes is
criminal or fraudulent, for a lawyer is not required to be associated with such conduct even if the lawyer does not further
it. Withdrawal is also permitted if the lawyer's service s were misused in the past even if that would materially prejudice
the client. The lawyer also may withdraw where the client insists on a repugnant or imprudent objective. The lawyer's
statement that professional considerations require termination of the representation ordinarily should be accepted as
sufficient.
[8] A lawyer may withdraw if the client refuses to abide by the terms of an agreement relating to the representation, such
as an agreement concerning fees or court costs or an agreement limiting the objectives of the repre sentation.
Assisting the Client upon Withdrawal
[9] Even if the lawyer has been unfairly discharged by the client, a lawyer must take all reasonable steps to mitigate the
consequences to the client.
[10] Whether or not a lawyer for an organization may under certain unusual circumstances have a legal obligation to the
organization after withdrawing or being discharged by the organization's highest authority is beyond the scope of these
Rules.
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RULE 2.1 ADVISOR

In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent professional judgment and render candid advice. A lawyer
should not be deterred from giving candid advice by the prospect that the advice will be unpalatable to the client.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
Scope of Advice
[1] A client is entitled to straightforward advice expressing the lawyer's honest assessment. Legal advice often involves
unpleasant facts and alternatives that a client may be disinclined to confront. In presenting advice, a lawyer endeavors to
sustain the client's morale and may put advice in as acceptable a form as honesty permits. However, a lawyer should not
be deterred from giving candid advice by the prospect that the advice will be unpalatable to the client.
[2] In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social
and political factors that may be relevant to the client's situation. Advice couched in narrowly legal terms may be of little
value to a client, especially where practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, are predominant.
Purely technical legal advice, therefore, can sometimes be inadequate. It is proper for a lawyer to refer to relevant moral
and ethical considerations in giving advice.
[3] A client may expressly or impliedly ask the lawyer for purely technical advice. When such a request is made by a
client experienced in legal matters, the lawyer may accept it at face value. When such a request is made by a client
inexperienced in legal matters, however, the lawyer's responsibility as advisor may include indicating that more may be
involved than strictly legal considerations.
[4] Matters that go beyond strictly legal questions may also be in the domain of another profession. Family matters can
involve problems within the professional competence of psychiatry, clinical psychology or social work; business matters
can involve problems within the competence of the accounting profession or of financial specialists. Where consultation
with a professional in another field is itself something a competent lawyer would recommend, the lawyer should make
such a recommendation. At the same time, a lawyer's advice at its best often consists of recommending a course of
action in the face of conflicting recommendations of experts.
Offering Advice
[5] In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until asked by the client. However, when a lawyer knows that a
client proposes a course of action that is likely to result in substantial adverse legal consequences to the client, duty to the
client under Rule 1.4: Communication may require that the lawyer act if the client's course of action is related to the
representation. A lawyer ordinarily has no duty to initiate investigation of a client's affairs or to give advice that the client
has indicated is unwanted, but a lawyer may initiate advice to a client when doing so appears to be in the client's interest.
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Formal Advisory Opinion No. 05-7
STATE BAR OF GEORGIA
FORMAL ADVISORY OPINION NO. 05-7
Approved And Issued On November 26, 2007 Pursuant To Bar Rule 4-403
By Order Of The Supreme Court Of Georgia Thereby Replacing FAO No. 93-2
Supreme Court Docket No. S08U0023
Rule 1.7 is recited in this opinion; however, Rule 1.7 was amended on November 3, 2011, and now indicates that
consent to representation of two clients with potentially conflicting interests must be “informed” and “confirmed in
writing,” and be preceded by a separate writing that also advises the clients of “reasonably available alternatives” to the
representation. The amendment does not impact the analysis or conclusion reached in this opinion.
QUESTION PRESENTED:
Ethical considerations of an attorney representing an insurance company on a subrogation claim and simultaneously
representing the insured.
SUMMARY ANSWER:
A lawyer representing an insurance company on a subrogation claim should not undertake the simultaneous
representation of the insured on related claims, unless it is reasonably likely that the lawyer will be able to provide
adequate representation to both clients, and only if both the insurance company and the insured have consented to the
representation after consultation with the lawyer, have received in writing reasonable and adequate information about the
material risks of the representation, and have been given the opportunity to consult with the independent counsel. Rule
1.7, Conflict of Interest: General Rule.
OPINION:
This inquiry addresses several questions as to ethical propriety and possible conflicts between the representation of
the client, the insurance company, and its insured.
Hypothetical Fact Situation
The insurance company makes a payment to its insured under a provision of an insurance policy which provides that
such payment is contingent upon the transfer and assignment of subrogation of the insured's rights to a third party for
recovery with respect to such payment.
Question 1: May the attorney institute suit against the tortfeasor in the insured's name without getting the insured's
permission?
Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 1.2(a), a lawyer may not institute a legal proceeding without obtaining proper
authorization from his client. The ordinary provision in an insurance policy giving the insurance company the right of
subrogation does not give the lawyer the right to institute a lawsuit in the name of the insured without specific authority
from the insured. The normal subrogation agreements, trust agreements or loan receipts which are executed at the time
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of the payment by the insurer usually give the insurance company the right to pursue the claim in the insured's name and
depending upon the language may grant proper authorization from the insured to proceed in such fashion. Appropriate
authorization to bring the suit in the insured's name should be obtained and the insured should be kept advised with
respect to developments in the case.
Question 2: Does the attorney represent both the insured and the insurance company, and, if so, would he then
have a duty to inform the insured of his potential causes of action such as for diminution of value and personal
injury?
The insurance policy does not create an attorney/client relationship betwee n the lawyer and the insured. If the lawyer
undertakes to represent the insured, the lawyer has duties to the insured, which must be respected with respect to
advising the insured as to other potential causes of action such as diminution of value and personal injury. Rule 1.7(b);
see also, Comment 10 (assuring independence of counsel) and Comment 12 (common representations permissible even
with some differences in interests).
Question 3: Is there a conflict of interest in representing the insured as to other potential causes of action?
In most inst ances no problem would be presented with representing the insured as to his deductible, diminution of
value, etc. Generally an insurance company retains the right to compromise the claim, which would reasonably result in a
pro-rata payment to the insurance carrier and the insured. The attorney representing the insured must be cautious to
avoid taking any action, which would preclude the insured from any recovery to which the insured might otherwise be
entitled. Rule 1.7, Conflict of Interest: General Rule, (b); see also, Comment 10 (assuring independence of counsel) and
Comment 12 (common representations permissible even with some differences in interest.) to Rule 1.7.
A much more difficult problem is presented in the event an attorney attempts to represent both an insurance
company's subrogation interest in property damage and an insured's personal injury claim. In most cases the possibility
of settlement must be considered. Any aggregate settlement would necessarily have to be allocated between the
liquidated damages of the subrogated property loss and the unliquidated damages of the personal injury claim. Any
aggregate settlement would require each client's consent after consultation, and this requirement cannot be met by
blanket consent prior to settlement negotiations. Rule 1.8(g); see also Comment 6 to Rule 1.8. Only the most
sophisticated of insureds could intelligently waive such a conflict, and therefore in almost all cases an attorney would be
precluded from representing both the insurer and the insured in such cases.
In conclusion, a lawyer representing an insurance company on a subrogation claim should not undertake the
simultaneous representation of the insured on related claims, unless it is reasonably likely that the lawyer will be able to
provide adequate representation to both clients, and only if both the insurance company and the insured have consented
to the representation after consultation with the lawyer, have received in writing reasonable and adequate information
about the material risks of the representation, and have been given the opportunity to consult with independent counsel.
Rule 1.7(a) and (b).
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Formal Advisory Opinion No. 05-11
STATE BAR OF GEORGIA
FORMAL ADVISORY OPINION NO. 05-11
Approved and Issued On September 22, 2008 Pursuant to Bar Rule 4-403
By Order Of The Supreme Court of Georgia Thereby Replacing FAO No. 99-1
Supreme Court Docket No. S06U1854
Rule 1.7 is recited in this opinion; however, Rule 1.7 was amended on November 3, 2011, and now indicates that
consent to representation of two clients with potentially conflicting interests must be “informed” and “confirmed in
writing,” and be preceded by a separate writing that also advises the clients of “reasonably available alternatives” to the
representation. The amendment does not impact the analysis or conclusion reached in this opinion.
COMPLETE TEXT FROM THE ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF GEORGIA
PER CURIAM.
We granted a petition for discretionary review brought by the State Bar of Georgia asking this Court to adopt an
opinion of the Formal Advisory Opinion Board ("Board") and retract an earlier version of the Formal Advisory Opinion
("FAO"). At issue is Proposed Opinion 05-11, which is a re-drafted version of FAO 99-1.1 Both opinions address the
ethical propriety of an attorney defending a client pursuant to an insurance contract when the attorney simultaneously
represents a company in an unrelated matter and that company claims a subrogation right in any recovery against the
defendant client. Having examined FAO 99-1 in light of the issuance of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct, we
agree that the new Rules require a different result than that reached in FAO 99-1 and that Proposed Opinion 05-11
should be adopted and FAO 99-1 retracted.
In FAO 99-1, issued on May 27, 1999, the Board applied Standards 30, 35 and 36 and Ethical Considerations 5-14
and 5-15 to the question presented and concluded
an attorney may not simultaneously represent clients that have directly adverse interests in litigation that is the subject
matter of either one of the representations. Whether or not this is the case ... depends upon the nature of the
represent ation of the insurance company.
If it is, in fact, the insurance company that is the true client in the unrelated matter, then the interests of the
simultaneously represented clients in the litigation against the insured client are directly adverse even though the insurance
company is not a party to the litigation and the representations are unrelated. The consent by the clients provided for in
Standard 37 is not available in these circumstances because it is not obvious that the attorney can adequately represent
the interests of eac h client. This is true because adequate representation includes a requirement of an appearance of
trustworthiness that is inconsistent with the conflict of interest between these simultaneously represented clients.
If, however, as is far more typically the case, it is not the insurance company that is the true client in the unrelated
matter, but an insured of the insurance company, then there is no simultaneous representation of directly adverse interests
in litigation and these Standards do not apply. Instead, the attorney may have a personal interest conflict under Standard
30 in that the attorney has a financial interest in maintaining a good business relationship with the insurance company. This
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personal interest conflict may be consented to by the insured client after full disclosure of the potential conflict and careful
consideration. The Standard 37 limitation on consent to conflicts does not apply to Standard 30 conflicts. Such consent,
however, should not be sought by an attorney when the attorney believes that the representation of the insured will be
adversely affected by his or her personal interest in maintaining a good business relationship with the insurance company
for to do so would be to violate the attorney's general obligation of zealous representation to the insured client.
In its 2006 re-examination of the question presented in FAO 99-1, the Board applied Rule 1.7 of the Rules of
Profess ional Conduct and Comment 8 thereto and concluded that the attorney's representation of the insured would be
an impermissible conflict of interest under Rule 1.7(a) if the insurance company is the client in the unrelated matter, and
that consent of both clients would not be available to cure the impermissible conflict because the conflict necessarily
"involves circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer will be able to provide adequate representation to
one or more of the affected clients." Rule 1.7(c)(3). This was the same result as was reached when Standards 35 and 36
were applied in FAO 99-1, though Proposed Opinion 05-11 clarifies that the attorney's successful representation of the
insured client would reduce or eliminate the potential subrogation claim of the insurance company client, making
advocacy on behalf of one client in these circumstances advocacy against a simultaneously represented client.
In addressing the far more typical case of the client in the unrelated matter being an insured of the insurance company
rather than the insurance company itself, the Board in Proposed Opinion 05-11 again echoed FAO 99-1 in its finding
that there would be no impermissible advocacy against a simultaneous representation client, but the attorney might have a
conflict with the attorney's own interests under Rule 1.7(a), since the attorney would have a financial interest in
maintaining a good business relationship with the non-client insurance company. In a departure from FAO 99-1, the
Board in Proposed Opinion 05-11 opines that "the likelihood that the representation [of the insured] will be harmed by
this financial interest makes this a r isky situation for the attorney," noting that while Rule 1.7(b) permits the personal
conflict to be cured by consent of all affected clients under some circumstances, consent is not available to cure the
conflict if the conflict triggers Rule 1.7(c)(3), i.e., the conflict "involves circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that
the lawyer [would] be able to provide adequate representation to one or more of the affected clients." Thus, Proposed
Opinion 05-11 corrects an error in FAO 99-1, which had required only the consent of the insured client to the personal
intere st conflict, and replaces the "warning" contained in FAO 99-1 ("No attorney, however, should seek such consent
[to an attorney's personal interest conflict] if he or she believes that his or her business interest will, in fact, adversely
affect the quality of the representation with the insured client") with the ethical requirement of Rule 1.7(c).
Inasmuch as FAO 99-1 no longer provides the most current ethical guidance to the members of the State Bar of
Georgia since it is not based on the current ethical rules, and Proposed Opinion 05-11 interprets the current ethical rules,
clarifies a point made in FAO 99-1, corrects an error in FAO 99-1, and recognizes the conversion of the warning
contained in FAO 99-1 into an ethical requirement, we conclude that it is appropriate to adopt Proposed Opinion 05-11
and retract FAO 99-1.2
Formal Advisory Opinion 05-11 approved. All the Justices concur.
1-With the issuance of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct, the Standards of Conduct were replaced and the
Canons of Ethics, including Ethical Considerations and Directory Rules, were deleted. At the request of the Office of
General Couns el of the State Bar of Georgia, the Board undertook a review of the FAOs issued by this Court that were
based on the Standards of Conduct and Canons of Ethics to determine the impact, if any, of the issuance of the Georgia
Rules of Professional Conduct.
2-Our approval of FAO 05-11 makes it "binding on all members of the State Bar [of Georgia]." Rule 4-403(e) of the
Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct.
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FORMAL ADVISORY OPINION NO. 05-11
QUESTION PRESENTED:
May an attorney ethically defend a client pursuant to an insurance contract when the attorney simultaneously
represents, in an unrelated matter, the insurance company with a subrogation right in any recovery against the defendant
client?
SUMMARY ANSWER:
In this hypothetical, the attorney's successful representation of the insured would reduce or eliminate the potential
subrogation claim of the insurance company that is a client of the same attorney in an unrelated matter. Thus, essentia lly,
advocacy on behalf of one client in these circumstances constitutes advocacy against a simultaneously represented client.
"Ordinarily, a lawyer may not act as an advocate against a client the lawyer represents in some other matter, even if the
other matter is wholly unrelated." See, Rule 1.7, Comment 8. This is true because adequate representation of any client
includes a requirement of an appearance of trustworthiness that is inconsistent with advocacy against that client.
Thus, if the insurance company, as opposed to an insured of that company, is in fact the client of the attorney in the
unrelated matter, then this representation would be an impermissible conflict of interest under Rule 1.7(a) and consent of
both clients, as sometimes permitted under Rule 1.7 to cure an impermissible conflict, would not be available. See, Rule
1.7(c)(3).
If, however, as is far more typically the case, it is not the insurance company that is the client in the unrelated matter,
but an insured of the insurance company, then there is no advocacy against a simultaneous representation client and the
repre sentation is not prohibited for that reason. Instead, in such circumstances, the attorney may have a conflict with the
attorney's own interests under Rule 1.7 (a) in that the attorney has a financial interest in maintaining a good business
relationship with the non-client insurance company. The likelihood that the representation will be harmed by this financial
interest makes this a risky situation for the attorney. Nevertheless, under some circumstances the rules permit this
personal interest conflict to be cured by consent of all affe cted clients after compliance with the requirements for consent
found in Rule 1.7(b). Consent would not be available to cure the conflict, however, if the conflict "involves circumstances
rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer [would] be able to provide adequate representation to one or more of the
affect clients." See, Rule 1.7(c). The question this asks is not the subjective one of whether or not the attorney thinks he
or she will be able to provide adequate representation despite the conflict, but whether others would reasonably view the
situation as such. The attorney makes this determination at his or her own peril.
OPINION:
Correspondent asks whether an attorney may ethically defend a client pursuant to an insurance contract when the
attorney simultaneously represents, in an unrelated matter, the insurance company with a subrogation right in any
recovery against the defendant client. In this hypothetical, the attorney's successful representation of the insured would
reduce or eliminate the potential subrogation claim of the insurance company that is a client of the same attor ney in an
unrelated matter.
This situation is governed by Rule 1.7, which provides:
(a) A lawyer shall not represent or continue to represent a client if there is a significant risk that the lawyer's own
interests or the lawyer's duties to another client, a former client, or a third person will materially and adversely affect the
representation of the client, except as permitted in (b).
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(b) If client consent is permissible a lawyer may represent a client notwithstanding a significant risk of material and
adverse effect if each affected or former client consents, preferably in writing, to the representation after:

and

(1) consultation with the lawyer;
(2) having received in writing reasonable and adequate information about the material risks of the representation;
(3) having been given the opportunity to consult with independent counsel.

(c) Client consent is not permissible if the representation:
(1) is prohibited by law or these rules;
(2) includes the assertion of a claim by one client against another client represented by the law yer in the same or
substantially related proceeding; or
(3) involves circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer will be able to provide adequate
representation to one or more of the affected clients.
If the representation of the insurance company in the unrelated matter is, in fact, representation of the insurance
company, and not representation of an insured of the company, then we get additional assistance in interpreting Rule 1.7
from Comment 8 which states that: "Ordinarily, a lawyer may not act as an advocate against a client the lawyer
represents in some other matter, even if the other matter is wholly unrelated." This is true because adequate
representation of any client includes a requirement of an appearance of trustworthiness that is inconsistent with advocacy
against that client. This prohibition is not because Georgia lawyers are not sufficiently trustworthy to act professionally in
these circumstances by providing independent professional judgment for each client unfettered by the interests of the
other client. It is, instead, a reflection of the reality that reasonable client concerns with the appearance created by such
conflicts could, by themselves, adversely affect the quality of the representation.
Thus, in this situation there is an impermissible conflict of interest between simultaneously represented clients under
Rule 1.7(a) and consent to cure this conflict is not available under Rule 1.7(c) because it necessarily "involves
circumstances rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer will be able to provide adequate representation to one or
more of the affected c lients." See, generally, ABA/BNA LAWYERS MANUAL ON PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
51:104-105 and cases and advisory opinions cited therein. See, also, ABA Comm. on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility, Informal Op. 1495 (1982) (lawyer may not accept employment adverse to existing client even in
unrelated matter; prohibition applies even when present client employs most lawyers in immediate geographical area,
thereby making it difficult for adversary to retain equivalent counsel).
If, however, as is far more typically the case, it is not the insurance company tha t is the client in the unrelated matter,
but an insured of the insurance company, then there is no advocacy against a simultaneous representation client and the
representation is not prohibited for that reason. Instead, in such circumstances, the attorney may have a conflict with the
attorney's own interests under Rule 1.7 (a) in that the attorney has a financial interest in maintaining a good business
relationship with the non-client insurance company. The likelihood that the representation will be harmed by this financial
interest makes this a risky situation for the attorney. Nevertheless, under some circumstances the rules permit this
personal interest conflict to be cured by consent of all affected clients after compliance with the requirements for consent
found in Rule 1.7(b). Consent would not be available to cure the conflict, however, if the conflict "involves circumstances
rendering it reasonably unlikely that the lawyer [would] be able to provide adequate representation to one or more of the
affect clients." See, Rule 1.7(c). The question this asks is not the subjective one of whether or not the attorney thinks he
or she will be able to provide adequate representation despite the conflict, but whether others would reasonably view the
situation as such. The attorney makes this determination at his or her own peril.
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Formal Advisory Opinion No. 86-4
State Bar of Georgia
Issued by the Supreme Court of Georgia
On December 17, 1987
Formal Advisory Opinion No 86-4
This opinion relies on both Directory Rules and Standards of Conduct that bear upon matters addressed by Rule 4.2.
For an explanation regarding the addition of headnotes to the opinion, click here.
Ethical Propriety of the Plaintiff's Attorney in a Personal Injury Case Writing a Letter to the Insured
Defendant Which May Contain Legal Advice.
It is ethically improper for the plaintiff's attorney in a personal injury case to write a letter to the insured defendant
which contains legal advice. The plaintiff's lawyer can properly write a letter to the attorney for the insured and the
insurer making an offer of settlement. The letter may properly request the lawyer to provide this information to the
insured as well as the insurer. If t he plaintiff's lawyer needs information as to the name of the insured's insurer, he or she
may properly write the insured requesting this information. But the contents of the letter shall be limited to a request for
the necessary information. The plaintiff's attorney may not render legal advice to the insured.
It is ethically improper for the plaintiff's attorney in a personal injury case to write a letter to the insured defendant which
may contain legal advice. The problem is raised by letter to insureds notifying them of the potential liability of their
insurers for failure to settle within policy limits.
It is important first to state the applicable rules of law. An insurer is normally liable only for any judgment within the policy
limits. The insured is normally liable for any judgment in excess of the policy limits. An insurer has a good faith duty to the
insured, however, to settle a claim within the policy limits under the "equal consideration" rule. National Emblem
Insurance Co. v. Pritchard, 140 Ga. App. 350, 231 S.E. 2d 126 (1976); United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co. v.
Evans, 116 Ga. App. 93, 156 S.E. 2d 809, aff'd, 223 Ga. 789, 158 S.E. 2d 243(1967). The failure of the insurer to
fulfill this good faith duty may cause the insurer to be liable for any excess judgment. State Farm Insurance Co. v. Smoot,
381 F.2d331 (5th Cir. 1967).
These legal rules make apparent the reason a plaintiff's attorney may wish to write the insured directly. The letter will lay
the basis for seeking recovery against the insurer for the portion of a judgment rendered in excess of the policy limits.
Attorneys for plaintiffs may also perceive an advantage in having the insurer know that the insured is fully aware of his or
her rights. That is, the communication with the insured is a helpful pressure tactic.
Such a letter is impermissible, regardless of whether it is sent before or after the insured is represented by counsel. A
lawyer is precluded from contacting a person represented by a lawyer as to matters relevant to the representation
without the written consent of that person's lawyer. Ga. Code of Professional Responsibility, DR 7-104(A)(1), Standard
47. Georgia Advisory Opinion No. 10 (July 18,1969), held that such contact with an insured defendant is not improper
if undertaken before the defendant is re presented by a lawyer and before an action is filed. Opinion 10, however, was
https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule463
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written prior to the adoption of our current Code of Professional Responsibility and Standards of Conduct and was
based upon former Bar Rule 3-109 which is very similar to our current DR 7-104(A)(1) and Standard 47. Apparently
there was no counterpart to DR 7-104(A)(2) and Standard 49, which now prohibit a lawyer from giving legal advice to
a person who is not represented by a lawyer, other than the advice to secure counsel, whenever the interests of the
recipient are or may be in conflict with the interests of the lawyer's client.
Advisory Opinion No. 10 was implicitly overruled upon the adoption of DR 7-104(A)(2) and Standard 48, and is now
expressly overruled to the extent it conflicts with that Standar d. Under Standard 48, a plaintiff's attorney may
communicate with the unrepresented potential defendant, but is precluded from rendering legal advice.
This is consistent with ABA Informal Opinion 1034 (May 30, 1968); which held that advising the insured of the effect of
the insurer's refusal to settle within policy limits constitutes "legal advice." The ABA then quotes an earlier opinion, which
involved a complaint about two collection letters, but the language is nonetheless relevant and applicable.
The adroit wording of the questioned paragraphs avoids any direct statement or advice as to what the final results of
seeking the threatened remedies will be, and no lawyer would be likely to be misled by it. In each case, however, the
overall effect upon lay recipients of such letters probably will be, and probably was intended by the writer to be, that
they had better "pay up or else." Rather than state simply that if payment is not made as demanded, his clients will pursue
all legal remedies available to them to enforce payment, the writer chooses to describe in legal terms the collection suits
that will be filed and then to threate n, in addition, the proceedings [which will be pursued]. The only purpose of
threatening such additional proceedings, which would have no direct connection with actions to collect debts, appears to
have been to coerce and frighten the alleged debtors. ABA Informal Opinion 1034 at 219 citing ABA Informal Opinion
734.
Under Standard 48, a lawyer may communicate by letter with an adverse unrepresented person informing him of a
demand on his insurance carrier and that suit will be filed if the demand is not met by a certain date, and that he should
seek counsel, but no more. Under Standard 47, no communication with a represented adverse party is written consent
without permission of adverse counsel.
It is obvious that the letter to the insured is meant for the insurer. It is equally obvious that the insured has a right to
information not only as to his own legal rights, but also the legal duties of the insurer to him. It is not, however, obvious
that the plaintiff's attorney is the proper person to inform the insured of these rights and duties. The appropriate attorney
for this purpose is the insured's attorney. The problem here, of course, is that the attorney for the insured is also the
attorney for the insurer. And given the context of the representation, it seems clear that the insurer would prefer that the
insured not be made aware of its duty to settle theclaim in good faith.
The lawyer representing the insured and the insurer thus faces an apparent dilemma. But the dilemma is only apparent.
He or she represents the insured as a client and has a duty to keep the insured fully informed by virtue of the rules of
ethics. See Proposed Georgia Rules and Disciplinary Standards of Conduct, Rule 1.4; Rogers v. Robson, Masters,
Rya n, Brumund & Belom, 81 Ill. 2d 201, 40 Ill. Dec. 816, 407 N.E. 2d 47 (1980). The lawyer for the insurer has a
duty to inform the insured not only of any offer of settlement; See Proposed Georgia Rules and Disciplinary Standards of
Professional Conduct, Rule 1.2(c), but also of the potential liability of the insurer for a bad faith refusal to accept any
reasonable offer within the policy limits. Id. Rule 1.4(b).
To recognize that the plaintiff's lawyer has a right to communicate directly with the insured as to his or her rights would
create new problems. Apart from the rules of ethics, to recognize that the plaintiff's lawyer has a right so to advise the
insured may well create a duty on the part of the lawyer to do so. For if the lawyer can advise the adversary client for the
purpose of laying a predicate for the insurer's liability for an excess judgment, but fails to do so, he or she may be liable
to the client for malpractice.
https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule463
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The plaintiff's lawyer can properly write a letter to the attorney for the insured and the insurer making the offer of
settlement. The letter may properly request the lawyer to provide this information to the insured as well as the insurer.
The failure of the insured's lawyer to do so would be breach of the lawyer's duty to keep the client informed and may
well subject the lawyer to liability.
If the plaintiff's lawyer needs information as to the name of the insured's insurer, he or she may properly write the insured
requesting this information. But the contents of the letter shall be limited to no more than a demand, a request for the
necessary information and a suggestion to seek counsel. The plaintiff's attorney may not render legal advice to the
insured. Ga. Code of Professional Responsibility, DR 7-104(A)(2) and Standard 48.

https://www.gabar.org/Handbook/index.cfm#handbook/rule463
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Since the enactment of O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1, Insurance Professionals and counsel

prosecuting and defending personal injury claims have seen a dramatic increase of the use
of Holt time limited policy limited demands to either settle a stubborn case or to “set up” an

insurance company for bad faith failure to settle a case against its insured within policy
limits. In particular, The Supreme Court decision of Grange Mutual Casualty Company

Insurance v. Woodard 300 Ga. 848, 797. S.E. 2d 814 (2017) and 11th Circuit of Court of

Appeals Grange decision, (861 F. 3d 1224 – June 30, 2017) produced a new flood of policy
limits demands requiring that an insurer perform certain acts, especially as to the delivery

of settlement funds within a set deadline to accept a policy limits demand to enter into a

binding settlement to protect their insureds. The resulting increase of these Grange styled
demands have caused, claims professionals to seek the advice of insurance defense and bad

faith counsel in evaluating and responding to time limited demands. Furthermore, these

decisions have resulted in the use of O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 time demands in all types of cases

without regard to policy limits, liability and/or whether or not the demand relates to a presuit automobile liability claim.
I.

Introduction to Time Demands

This paper is an updated version of a 2014 presentation was originally directed

towards educating claims professionals on how to handle policy limits time demands
submitted under Southern General v. Holt, 262 Ga. 267, 416 S.E.2d 274 (1992). This

presentation will address the applicable law concerning negligent bad faith failure to settle
within policy limits claims, the new types of time limited demands that are typically seen by

defense counsel and insurance carriers, strategies for responding to demands and insurance

carriers, and the effect, of the passage of O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 and the Grange decisions on
2
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clarifying or providing guidance to all counsel and claims professionals on how to draft and
properly respond to policy limits time demands.
II.

The Applicable Law - Background

The most common and most disastrous example of an insurance company’s liability

for bad faith arises when the insurance company fails to take advantage of a reasonable

opportunity to settle a claim against its insured within policy limits. Under the majority of

insurance policies, the insurer controls the decision whether to settle, and protect its insured

against a potential excess judgment. Because liability insurers have exclusive control over
the decision to settle, Georgia courts hold that the insurer has a duty to make settlement
decisions non-negligently and in good faith. This good faith duty first established, and well

discussed in three separate, but related federal court decisions issued by the 5th Circuit Court

of Appeals applying Georgia law from 1962 to 1967. See, Smoot v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins.

Co., 299 F.2d 525 (5th Cir. 1962); 337 F.2d 223 (5th Cir. 1964); and 381 F2d. 331 (5th Cir.
1967).

From the “Smoot trilogy,” the insurer’s duty to settle when presented with a

reasonable opportunity began to be tested by the use of time limited settlement demands.

United States Fidelity Guar. Co. v. Evans, 116 Ga. App. 93, 156 S.E. 2d 809 (1967), first

discussed the equal consideration rule as a standard by which an insurance company’s

decision not to settle a claim within its policy limits against its insured would be measured.
The Evans court held, “As a professional in the defense of suits, the insurer must use a degree

of skill commensurate with such professional standards. As the champion of the insured, the

insurer must consider as paramount his interests, rather than its own, and may not gamble

with his funds.” The court also stated that the insurer must accord the interest of its insured
3
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with the same faithful consideration as it gives its own interest. Evans, 116 Ga. App.93 at p.
96 – 97.

In Southern General v. Holt, supra, the Georgia Supreme Court further described the

equal consideration rule. “In deciding whether to settle a claim within the policy limits,
the insurance company must give equal consideration to the interests of its insured.

The jury generally must decide whether the insurer, in view of the existing
circumstances, has accorded the insured “the same faithful consideration it gives its
own interest.” In Cotton States v. Brightman, 276 Ga. at 683, 580 S.E. 2d 519 (2003), the
Supreme Court held that an insurer is negligent in failing to settle, if the ordinarily prudent
insurer would consider that a decision to try the case created an unreasonable risk.

Smoot, Holt, Evans and Brightman, established the standards under which an insured

may recover for the insurer’s decision to fail to settle within limits. If the insurer failed to

give equal consideration to the interests of the insured; failed to accord its insured the same
faithful consideration it accords its own interests; refused to settle because of any arbitrary

or capricious belief that the insured was not liable; or capriciously refused to entertain a

settlement offer with no regard given to the position of the insured, an insurer may be

negligent in failing to settle, and be held to have acted unreasonably. See, Insurance Bad

Faith: The Law in Georgia, 2nd Ed., James Sadd, Richard Dolder and Samantha Johnson,
(2013), p. 60.

The most common failure to settle within policy limits arises from the insurer’s

rejection of a time limited policy limits demand. The “Holt Demand” is a written offer by

which an attorney for the claimant demands a settlement at or below policy limits, and states

that they will file suit to obtain an excess judgment against the insured if a demand is not
4
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met within a specific time period. In addition to restating the equal consideration rule, the

Supreme Court of Georgia established several important statements of law when deciding
Holt. An insurance company does not act in bad faith solely because it fails to accept a

settlement offer within the deadline set by the injured person’s attorney. Whether an insurer
acted reasonably in not paying a demand depended upon the circumstances of each case.

The Holt court cited three specific factors in determining whether or not an insurer

was reasonable in deciding whether or not to accept a policy limits demand. The Holt court

stated that the strength of the liability case against the insured, the risk to the insured of an
excess judgment, and the damages the claimant may ultimately recover under applicable law

must be considered when deciding whether to settle when presented with a time demand.

Last, the Supreme Court stated that nothing in the Holt decision was intended to

establish a rule that means a plaintiff’s attorney under similar circumstances, could set up

an insurer for excess judgment merely by offering to settle within the policy limits, and by

imposing an unreasonably short time within which the offer would remain open. Despite
this language, the time limited Holt demand and prior to the enactment of O.C.G.A. § 9-1167.1 served as the blue print to set up an insurer for excess verdicts.

Holt litigation centered upon whether or not an insurer accepted a settlement or

made a counter offer, rejecting the time limited demand. The appellate courts look to the

basic law of contract formation to determine whether an enforceable settlement exists. In

short, the Georgia courts hold that a claimant’s attorney making an offer may condition the

terms under which the offer may be accepted. Failure to accept the offer in strict compliance
with the terms set forth in the demand, or an acceptance that purports to vary a single term
is deemed a rejection. Any counter offer is a rejection of the initial offer. See, Herring v.
5
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Dunning, 213 Ga. App. 695, 446 S.E.2d 199 (1994); Fortner v. Grange Mut. Ins. Co., 286 Ga.
189, 686 S.E.2d 93 (2009); Frickey v. Jones, 280 Ga. 573, 630 S.E.2d 374 (2006).

Frickey involved the very common situation when the insurer accepts the demand,

but conditions the payment of policy limits on the satisfaction of medical provider liens. The
Court ruled that no settlement agreement had been made, because the insurer purported to

accept the offer on the condition that all liens be resolved. The Georgia Supreme Court

deemed this acceptance to be a counter offer and a rejection of the demand. This decision
led to the common practice of time limited demands being conditioned upon releases

containing no indemnification language or lien protection for the insurer or insured. See
also, McReynolds v. Krebs, 290 Ga. 850, 725 S.E.2d 584 (2012).
III.

O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 and the Grange v. Woodard decisions

In response to the dramatic increase in the use of policy limits time demands, and the

uncertainty of the law created by appellate decisions, the Georgia legislature in 2013 passed

a new pre-suit automobile personal injury claim time demand statute, O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1.

The passage of this legislation known as HB 336, and the ultimate enactment of the statute
received a good deal of attention from the legal and business community. Pressure from the
insurance industry, businesses, chambers of commerce, and the defense bar and opposition

from the Georgia Trial Lawyers Association resulted in a group of plaintiff and defense

lawyers cooperating as a secret committee to draft a compromise bill. The bill was ultimately
drafted after much discussion which included testimony, which was filled with stories of
five-day time demands and unreasonable conditions. The plaintiff’s bar argued that the furor
over time demands was a perceived problem, and dismissed stories of five-day demands as

isolated incidents. However, the trial lawyers were willing to compromise and work towards
6
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formation of a bill.

Ultimately, O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 was enacted and signed into law by

Governor Nathan Deal.

However, O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 only established procedures for pre-suit time demands

in motor vehicle accident cases. The new code section only applies to “causes of action for
personal injury, bodily injury or death arising from the use of a motor vehicle after July 1,

2013.” The demand must be in writing, sent either by certified or statutory overnight return
receipt requested, and contain the following five material terms:
1.

A 30 day time demand period from the receipt of the offer in which the demand

2.

The specific amount of the payment;

4.

The type of release to be accepted in exchange for payment; and

must be accepted;
3.
5.

The specific party or parties to be released;
The claims to be released.

The code section also states that the insurance carrier “shall have the right to seek

clarification regarding the terms, liens, subrogation claims, standing to release claims,
medical bills and records, and other relevant facts with this attempt to seek “reasonable

clarification” without this effort being deemed to be a counter offer and a rejection of the
demand O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1(d). Last, the code section specifies forms of payment that are

acceptable.

The passage of this bill was welcomed by some as a first step in providing structure

to pre-suit automobile claim time demands, and it was hoped that the new statute would

curb the use of tricky and excessive tactics to remove limits and claims. However, and most

importantly, the new code section does not apply to cases that do not arise from car
7
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accidents. Moreover, after suit is filed, the statute does not apply and anything goes. The
code section was also characterized by many as flawed, and as a mere “Band-Aid on a sucking

chest wound,” since it did not provide any caps on penalties or attorney’s fees as is the case
for most insurance bad faith claims created by statute in Georgia.

The passage of this bill has bred a different type of time demand. The new time

demand follows the strict requirements of O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1, and goes to great lengths to

spell out the material terms, especially as to what release will be provided in exchange for

payment of policy limits. Thus, an examination of the acceptable release is where the focus

must be centered. Although, the typical time demand itself tracks the language of the new
statute, it will also state that in order to meet demand, the insurer must agree to an attached

limited release. The release itself may not contain the specific parties that the insurer needs

to be released, may exclude other claims, and often fails to address lien indemnification.
Thus, in addition to carefully reading the demand, the contents of the attached limited
release needs to be thoroughly examined.

The decision of the Supreme Court of Georgia in Grange Mut. Cas. Co. v. Woodard 300

Ga. 848, 797 SE 2nd 814 (2017) and the subsequent 11th Circuit Ruling by the United States

Court of Appeals, 861 F 3d 1224 (June 30, 2017) were in short game changers. Following
these rulings which examined the requirements of O.C.G.A.

§

9-11-67.1 and, most

importantly, ruled that conditions of performance must be met in order to have a binding

settlement agreement in the face of a time limited demand, the number of pre-suit time
limited demands utilized by counsel has again greatly increased and caused insurers to move
to handle demands differently and hopefully more intelligently. In addition, it appears that

anyone now can find a template of a acceptable O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 demand now sends a
8
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pre-suit demand letter for almost any type of claim involving personal injury, even if it does

not involve a motor vehicle accident. Frequently, in post-Grange demands, multiple terms of
performance are set forth that the insurer must meet to agree to a binding settlement to

protect their insured. These written demands frequently cite and discuss the Grange v.
Woodard decision, and also enclose a copy of that case for the insurer’s review.

The 11th Circuit Grange Decision sets forth the history of the Grange litigation in a

succinct and clear fashion. Grange’s 78 year old insured had been involved in a tragic motor

vehicle accident in which Mr. Woodard was seriously injured and his adult daughter was

killed. The Grange policy provided automobile bodily injury liability limits of $50,000.00 per
person and $100,000.00 for its insured. On June 19, 2014, the Woodard’s attorney sent

Grange a time limited demand offering a limited liability release of all claims against its
insured in exchange for the per-accident $100,000.00 policy limit. The letter was entitled

“Offer to Settle Tort Claims made pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 and O.C.G.A. § 51-12-14.”
The demand letter contained an eleven item list of requirements for Grange to comply with
in order to accept a settlement offer to protect its insured. Importantly, before the eleven

item list, the letter stated “the following items must be noted and fully and strictly
complied with in order to accept this order.”

The most relevant items required for acceptance on the list were as follows:
1. 30 day deadline from the receipt of the offer to accept it;

2. Acceptance of the offer must be made in writing to the address shown in counsel’s

letterhead;

3. Acceptance required affidavits from both Grange’s insureds and Grange swearing

to the applicable policy limits. All three affidavits must be received by claimant counsel’s
9
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office within ten days after written acceptance of the offer. “Timely compliance with this
paragraph is an essential element of acceptance”;

4. Payment of two separate $50,000.00 checks payable to the clients and the firm

must be made within ten days after the written acceptance of the offer to settle. “Timely
payment is an essential element of acceptance.”

Grange timely sent the Woodard’s attorney a written acceptance of the offer on July

22, 2014. On July 29, three days before the ten day deadline required by the demand for

payment (August 1), Grange accepted the offer in writing and emailed the Woodards’
attorneys the required insurance affidavits and stated that the checks were being issued that

day. Grange ordered the two settlement checks through its automated claims payment

system as was standard operating procedure. When ordering the checks, Grange used the
contact information that was in the automated claims payment system for the Woodard’s
attorney.

However, on August 12 Woodard’s attorney called Grange, and told them that the

settlement checks had not arrived and therefore the parties did not have a binding

settlement agreement. Grange immediately ordered new checks and mailed them to the

Woodard’s attorney the same day along with screen shots showing that the checks were
issued on July 29. Grange explained that the mailing address shown on the original screen

shots was accurate, but somehow the street address was dropped off when the checks were
printed and never reached his office. Woodard’s attorney rejected this as an untimely
settlement offer and returned the checks.

Grange then filed a complaint to enforce the settlement agreement in the United

States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia. The parties filed cross-motions for
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summary judgment and the District Court granted the Woodard’s motion, holding that the
parties never formed a settlement contract. The District Court concluded that O.C.G.A. §
9-11- 67.1 did not prohibit a party from requiring payment as a condition of

acceptance of a settlement offer. Since the Woodards made timely payment a condition of

acceptance of their offer and Grange failed to meet the timely payment requirement, there
was no binding settlement.

Grange then appealed to the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals

concluded that O.C.G.A.

§

9-11-67.1 was “arguably ambiguous” with respect to its

requirements. The Court reasoned that the statute could be interpreted to mean that once

the offer was accepted in writing, a binding contract was formed with payment being a term

of contract performance rather than a request for contract formation. However, the Court
also reasoned that if O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 allowed timely payment as a precondition to

acceptance, then Grange failed to make the timely payment and no contract was formed.

Because of this ambiguity, the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals certified four questions to the
Supreme Court of Georgia.

The certified questions were the following:

1. Under Georgia law and the facts of this case, did the parties enter into a binding
settlement when the insured Grange accepted the Woodard’s offer in writing?

2. Under Georgia law, does O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 permit unilateral contracts whereby

offerers may demand acceptance in the form of performance before there is a
binding, enforceable settlement contract?

3. Under Georgia law and the facts of this case, did O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 permit the
Woodard’s to demand timely payment as a condition of accepting their offer?
11
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4.

Under Georgia law and the facts of this case, if there was a binding settlement

agreement, did insurer Grange reach that agreement as to payment and what is
the remedy under Georgia law?

On March 6, 2017, the Supreme Court of Georgia issued its decision answering only

certified questions two and three. However, question three was only answered as a general

issue of law and not in the context of the facts of the Grange v. Woodard case. The Supreme
Court of Georgia answered yes to both questions.

In short, the Supreme Court of Georgia interpreted O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 based on the

large body of law regarding contract formation, generally, and settlement formation,
specifically. Once again, the Supreme Court of Georgia utilized a Contracts 101 approach as

it did in the Frickey decision which generated the first wave of time limited demands
requiring that certain conditions must be met for a binding settlement.

The Supreme Court concluded that while O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 sets forth certain terms

and conditions that must be included in every written offer of settlement, nothing in Georgia
law or the statute prevented the parties from requiring “some additional act to effectuate
acceptance.” The Supreme Court agreed that a pre-suit offer made pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-

11-67.1 must contain at least the five terms listed in subsection A of the statute. However,

this did not mean that a pre-suit offer could also require additional acts to enter into a

binding settlement. Based upon common law contract formation, the person sending the
demand policy limits is the master of the terms and an agreement requires a meeting of the
minds on all material terms to have a binding settlement agreement. Thus, even if the

insurer agrees to accept the terms of the settlement in writing, if it is asked to do
something more to accept, including terms of performance, and does not do so, the
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parties do not have a meeting of the minds and a binding settlement agreement. Thus,
the Supreme Court concluded that O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 permits unilateral contracts
whereby pre-suit offers may demand acceptance in the form of performance before there is

a binding and enforceable settlement contract. Specifically, the Court also held that O.C.G.A.

§ 9-11-67.1 does not preclude a demand from requiring a timely payment as condition as
acceptance.

The case then returned to the 11th Court of Appeals for a final decision. Given that the

Supreme Court of Georgia answered that acts of performance can be required under O.C.G.A.

§ 9-11-67.1, the Court of Appeals was then called upon to rule whether the Woodard’s
attorney and his demand made timely payment a pre-condition of acceptance, if so, whether

Grange complied with the payment requirement by issuing the checks on July 29 but to the
wrong address.

In short order, the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals held that the Woodards’ June 19

demand letter made timely payment an element of acceptance. The Court noted that several

times in the demand letter, Woodards’ attorney stated that the following items must be fully

and strictly complied with in order to accept the offer. Moreover, the letter clearly stated
that timely payment was an essential element of acceptance as well as the delivery of

executed affidavits concerning insurance limits. Due to this language, the Court of Appeals

held that timely payment was an absolutely necessary element of acceptance of the offer and
not simply “precatory words” concerning the terms of the demand.

The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals also held that Grange failed to comply with the

payment condition. The Court held that payment meant actual delivery of the settlement
funds and not merely mailing them in a timely fashion. The Court rejected Grange’s
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argument that mere mailing should be sufficient, stating that this was “an unreasonable and

unworkable standard because if the check simply could be written, the insurer could then sit

on them indefinitely, delaying the delivery of settlement funds.” Therefore, the Court of
Appeals affirmed the District Court’s ruling, holding that there was no binding settlement
agreement. Ultimately, Grange elected to settle the case in the amount of $6,750,000.00 just
before trial was about to begin.
IV.

Current Status of Time Demands in Georgia

Although Southern General v. Holt was decided in 1992, the use of Holt time limited

demands significantly increased in the last few years, and has become more prevalent and

early in the claims process. As evidenced by Grange, both Georgia and Federal Court
appellate court decisions have been very unfriendly to insurers in negligent/bad failure to

settle claims benefitted claimant’s counsel and helped to create cottage industry for suing
insurance companies for negligent failure to settle. The scope of damages claimed by both

wronged insureds and successful claimants who have been assigned bad faith claims has

greatly expanded to include not only the responsibility for underlying excess verdict, but

post judgment interest, punitive damages, attorneys fees and other consequential damages.
(See, Thomas v. Atlanta Cas. Co., 253 Ga. App. 199, 558 S.E. 2d 432 (2001), for an excellent
discussion of what consequential damages can be recovered as a result of the failure to

timely settle). Last, very aggressive and intelligent bad faith lawyers are now motivated to
educate others in the use of time limited policy limits demands and marketing to prosecute

negligent failure to settle claims against insurance companies.

Early in the claims process, more attorneys are now working to set insurers up with

time limits demands to remove policy limits. Early policy limits demands now almost always
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contain numerous conditions and the performance of acts, which the insurer must fully

comply with to meet the terms of the demand within the specified term based upon the
holding of Frickey v. Jones, supra. The demands frequently state that, any failure to comply
with the exact terms set forth in the demand is deemed to be a counter offer and a rejection

of a one and only opportunity to settle which results in an immediate and permanent

withdrawal of the demand and a lawsuit in which the plaintiff seeks an excess verdict. Last,

the “equal consideration rule“ has become the standard relied upon by the claimants
attorney in which the an insurer, when considering a policy limits time demand, must give
equal consideration to its insured in making a decision to settle. Stated differently, the
insurer must consider what effect an excess verdict will have against its insured when
responding to a time limited demand.

Prior to the filing of suit, the claimant’s attorney controls the flow of information

available for a claims professional and defense counsel to evaluate the claim. Frequently,

claims professionals are provided with a limited number of bills, medical records, and
supporting lost wage documentation when asked to meet a policy limits time demand. Of

course, counsel for the claimant has had an opportunity to meet with their client, speak with

their doctors and has personal knowledge of their clients injuries to allow them to predict
the eventual value of the claim before a jury as their client continues treatment. Although,

the insurer may not be provided with the most recent and informative medical records,

policy limits time demands frequently include allegations of future surgery and continuing
medical expenses which will “most certainly cause” special damages to exceed the
policyholders’ liability limits. There are also medical professionals who are happy to assist
counsel by performing a one-time examination of the claimant, and predict in writing that an
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expensive future surgery is needed. The doctors will outline exorbitant future medical costs
to support a policy limits time demand.

Another recent development in failure to settle cases is the growth of the first party

failure to settle a claim. Historically, an insured who had an excess verdict against him
assigned their right to file a bad faith suit against the insurer to a successful plaintiff, in

exchange for a release from personal liability. That plaintiff then stood in the shoes of the
injured policyholder and sought the full amount of the excess verdict, post judgment interest,
attorneys fees and costs associated with the litigation. However, the recent trend is for the

harmed policyholder to hire a bad faith lawyer to prosecute a first party failure to settle the

claim. This has serious ramifications for the insurer. The most serious is that a first party

claimant can recover punitive damages against the insurance company which a successful
plaintiff holding an assignment cannot do under Holt. The insured also argues that they are

entitled to recover consequential damages resulting from an excess verdict which include

damage to credit, ability to seek employment, and mental and emotional suffering. Last, the
harmed policyholder sitting at the plaintiff’s table, who was not protected from an excess

verdict by the defendant insurance company, provides a huge strategic and sympathetic
advantage before jurors that are not familiar with the claims process.
V.

Investigating a Case prior to a Pre-Suit Time Demand

Prior to the instigation of a lawsuit, and the ability of an insurance company to

conduct discovery, claimant’s counsel enjoys a very uneven playing field. Claimant’s counsel
controls the information provided to the insurance company, and frequently will refuse to

allow recorded statements, or give executed medical or lost wage authorizations.
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Discovery in failure to settle lawsuits typically centers upon whether the insurer

promptly and thoroughly investigated the liability case against the insured, and the damages

sought by the claimant. Therefore, claims professionals and defense counsel handling claims

must be proactive prior to the receipt of a time limited demand, Adjusters must send
correspondence to counsel, and specifically ask for all medical records, bills, and recorded

statements, and executed medical and lost wage authorizations. Claims professionals should
be advised to continually document their files showing their investigation and efforts to
secure information from counsel representing the claimant. Claimant’s counsel’s refusal to

provide this information must also be documented. Most importantly, the insurance carrier
as well as defense counsel should always keep their insured policyholder informed of the
investigation of the claim, and receipt of time limited demands.
VI.

Time Demands 101

The most frequent mistake I see made by claims professionals and attorneys handling

time demands is a failure to carefully and repeatedly read a written demand. If a claims

professional asks you to provide advice on a time demand, immediately ask them to provide
you with a copy of the demand, rather than simply reciting the contents. Many demands are

well written, full of conditions, or flat out tricky. My advice is to read the time demand
several times, bullet point all terms and conditions, especially as to when checks need to be

received determine and highlight deadlines, and list any items for which you need to seek

clarification from claimant’s counsel which are not clear from the body of the demand.

A time demand must be given number one priority. Waiting until the last minute to

review and respond to a time demand often leads to mistakes that cannot be corrected.
Moreover, late review and response to time limited demands will not appear to be
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reasonable. It is often confusing to determine exactly when written acceptance of the time
demand is due and when settlement checks must be delivered to counsel to enter into a
binding settlement. I have seen demands dated for a day, mailed or faxed two days later, and

then finally reviewed by the insurance adjuster 7 to 10 days later after it has been scanned

into their system. Although, O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 provides a set 30 day deadline from receipt

of the demand, a frequent problem is determining exactly when the 30 days begins to run.
To be safe, diary the number of days from which the date the demand is written, and then
clarify if there is a certain due date set in the body of the demand, or if the demand states

the offer to settle expires a certain number of days from its receipt. Always obtain and secure
proof of when the demand was received. If there is contradiction concerning a due date
within the demand, one should immediately seek clarification for plaintiff’s counsel, and then

document your conversation as to when written acceptance is required and checks must be
delivered.

Once the conditions contained within the time demand are determined, and the due

date established, one should immediately determine which conditions can be met before the

demand expires, and work to meet those conditions. Frequently, there are conditions which
the insurer cannot always meet, because they are dependent upon the cooperation of the
insured or other factors. However, in light of Grange, both the insurer and counsel must

absolutely guarantee and confirm that settlement checks are delivered and received by

claimant’s counsel. The best course of action is to generate the settlement check as soon as

the decision is made to pay policy limits and then have the insurer overnight the check at the
same time written acceptance is sent.
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Many demands require the receipt of executed no other insurance, and or financial

affidavits that must be received along with the settlement check to meet the terms of the
demand. Thus, one must contact the insured immediately, send them a copy of the demand,

explain its contents and ramifications, and strongly request cooperation in completing the

affidavits. Certainly, the affidavit conditions cannot always be met within the time deadline.

However, the insurer and defense counsel should at the very least send a copy of any

proposed no-other insurance affidavit or financial affidavit to the insured well before the

deadline expires. Another lesson from Cotton States v. Brightman is that an insurer must

meet those conditions over which it has control to create a “safe harbor” from bad faith.
VII.

Case Evaluation in the Face of a Policy Limits Time Demand

When faced with a time limits demand, the most important question and focus should

be on the amount of the policy limits. Obviously, if the policy limits are higher or an umbrella
policy is issued by the same insurer, a claims adjuster has more freedom to investigate a

claim, especially when investigation of prior medical conditions, injuries and collection of
past treatment records are essential to evaluate a claimant. On the other hand, if the policy
limits are low, the margin for error in meeting a demand is much greater.

Claims

professionals may not have the time to collect all the records they need to properly evaluate
the case, when limits are low.

Again, the standard in Georgia for responding to a time demand is negligence, as well

as bad faith. Essentially, a jury or factor finder will ultimately be called upon to decide

whether or not a claims professional’s actions in paying or not paying a claim, or requesting
additional medical and lost wage records were reasonable under the circumstances.
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Historically, the standard for deciding to pay a time demand relied upon by insurers

were factors discussed in Southern General v. Holt.

The Holt court stated that when the

liability of the insured is reasonably clear, and special damages will exceed the policy limits,

the insurer may be guilty of bad faith or negligence by failing to settle. However, the equal

consideration rule has been established as the applicable standard by both the appellate

courts and claimant’s counsel writing demands as to whether an insurer acted reasonably in
refusing to pay a time limited demand.

In cases with low limits where the margin for error is much greater, special

consideration must be given to immediate and thorough view of a time demand. Although,
insurance carriers may use computer generated case evaluation software to review claims,

manual reviews of all policy limits time demands are strongly advised, especially if a decision

is made not to settle for policy limits. Round table reviews of demands and consultation with
local defense counsel is also strongly advised.

When drafting an initial response to a demand a claims professional should

determine what conditions exist in the demand that can or cannot be met. Although, no
other insurance affidavits are frequently straightforward, financial affidavits can be quite

involved, and will ask for confidential and personal information concerning the insured’s
assets. The insured, who ultimately may have a claim for negligent failure to settle, may

refuse to provide this confidential information or simply not want to go through the process
of filing out a financial affidavit to comply with the terms of the demand. This presents a

problem to the insurer, since they do not have the ability to control the actions of the insured

to comply with the conditions set forth in the policy limits demand. Thus, the insurance
company must show it made an early and reasonable effort to secure these affidavits from
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the insured, and explain to them that plaintiff’s counsel has made this an express condition
of his agreement to protect them from excess exposure. Ultimately, if the insured fails to

provide these affidavits, documenting the file to show that a reasonable effort has been made
by the insurer to secure the affidavits may insulate the insurer from a bad faith claim.

When the terms of the demand are unclear, especially as to conditions set forth in the

demand, early verbal contact with plaintiff’s counsel seeking clarification of these conditions
is essential. In addition, a discussion of what conditions can be complied with by the insurer,
and which cannot such as securing financial affidavits is advisable. Last, if an extension of

time is needed to obtain additional information on prior medical records or further
investigate liability, one should verbally ask plaintiff’s counsel for an extension as soon as

possible. Last minute extensions will not be given, and will not appear to be reasonable. On
the other hand, if an early request for an extension of time to seek reasonable information to

evaluate the demand is rejected by counsel, confirming this rejection in writing will helps to
build to a defense for a bad faith case.
VIII.

Busting the Limits: Strategies for Avoiding Setups

Serious injury cases with large medical and lost wage special damages are ripe for

policy limits demands. In these cases, many claimants’ attorneys will attempt to bust the
limits, and set up the insurer for an excess claim to maximize their client’s recovery. In

fairness, plaintiff’s counsel, knowing that their client has suffered serious injuries and that
only a low limits policy is available to compensate them, contend that they have an ethical
duty to obtain as much insurance money as possible to compensate their client. O.C.G.A. §

9-11-67.1 and the Grange Decisions provide a blueprint to make a policy limits demand

which may remove the policy limits, and result in more compensation for their seriously
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injured clients. Thus, low limits serious injury claims frequently draw time limited demands
that contain numerous conditions, tricks and require a claims professional or defense
counsel to predict the ultimate outcome of claim. Most importantly, the insurer must ensure
that the policy limits check is delivered and received within 10 days of written acceptance.

Plaintiff’s counsel is most familiar with their client’s injuries and can more easily

predict future medical care or even surgery after meeting and speaking to their clients
and/or their medical providers. Defense counsel and claims professionals do not have access

to this important information, and frequently are only given vague details of the injuries,

while counsel hints at future medical care and future special damages. In short, plaintiff’s

counsel knows better what his case may be worth and will use this to his advantage in

drafting time demands. In “Crystal Ball Demands," the insurer is called upon to predict what

may happen to the claim from an exposure standpoint based upon limited information that
is provided by plaintiff’s counsel.

The Crystal Ball Demands are time limited demands which contains little or no

information prior to a demand being made, but allegations of a bad injury, and future medical
expenses. Counsel will not typically allow any statements or medical authorizations. The

written demand is then sent to the insurer with limited information, medical records and
bills, but allegations of continuing medical treatment and wage loss. Frequently, plaintiff’s

counsel baits the claims professional to ask for additional information rather than paying the
demand which will be deemed to be a counter offer and a rejection of a one and only
opportunity to settle case for policy limits to protect its insured.

In order to avoid the Crystal Ball set up, the insurer must respond to the demand as

early as possible, and contact plaintiff’s counsel to ask him for additional information
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concerning his allegations of future medical treatment and wage loss. The insurer must ask
for medical and lost wage authorizations to obtain that information on their own. If

plaintiff’s counsel refuses to provide this information, the claims professional should follow

up in writing to document the file in order to defend a potential bad faith claim. In addition,
as with all demands, the insurer should inform the insured of the demand, send them a copy
and ask for input.

A typical scenario is a policy limits demand which alleges future surgeries and

significant medical expenses which will greatly exceed low policy limits. The claimant may

have just started treatment and incurred only minimal medical bills after an emergency

room treatment, diagnostic testing and physical therapy which are not helping the injury.
Claimant’s counsel will often tell the insurance professional that physical therapy has failed,
and pain management, including epidural injections and all sorts of expensive treatment

including a two level fusion are forthcoming. Many times, this promised treatment has
already started, but the records are not provided. Claimant’s counsel will also have the

advantage of knowing whether or not the epidurals have resolved the pain, and whether it
is likely the claimant is heading for surgery. A time demand follows stating it is a one and
only opportunity to protect the insured by settling for policy limits.

The insurer is put into a tough position on whether or not to make offer based upon

the information they have, ask claimant’s counsel to provide them with an extension of time

to respond to the predicted demand until the treatment occurs, and all bills are provided to

determine whether payment of policy limits is warranted or just pay the policy limits. This

decision should be addressed on a case by case basis. In some instances, it may be better not
to offer anything based upon the information provided to avoid the appearance of low ball
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counter offer to the demand. The insurer may decide it is more reasonable want to evaluate
the case as policy limits case, once all the information alleged in the demand is provided. In

other claims, especially with those with low policy limits, the best decision may be to send
the check.

No brainer policy limits cases with serious injuries, deaths and low policy limits are

ripe for Conditional Demands. In these cases, the insurer knows that they will pay their

limits. Plaintiff’s counsel knows that the limits are low, and seeks an opportunity to remove

the policy limits with a time demand. These Conditional Demands are long detailed demands

with numerous conditions which the insurer must meet in addition to tendering policy limits
to meet the terms of the demand. Counsel dictates the form of releases, the parties and

claims that they will release and whether or not they will agree to satisfaction of liens.
Counsel also dictate that the check must be received in hand within 10 days of written

acceptance of the demand. Appellate cases hold that an insurer insisting upon payment of

medical or hospital liens as a part of the demand has rejected the demand. These cases also
hold that the response must mirror the terms of the demand to result in an enforceable policy
limits settlement.

To avoid a Conditional Demand set up, the claims professional and defense counsel

should read the demand thoroughly and repeatedly, and list all conditions. If conditions are
vague, one should contact the plaintiff’s counsel as early as possible to attempt to seek

clarification. Under Brightman v. Cotton States, an insurer must comply with all reasonable

conditions that they can meet that are listed in a time demand. Again, demands which insist
upon execution of no other insurance or financial affidavits, or any other conditions which
call for the cooperation of the insured, require that the insurer inform the insured, and ask
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for early assistance. Once again, make sure the check is delivered and received within 10
days.

Some time limited demands are just plain sneaky. These long detailed demands

contain vague or hidden conditions concerning the form of release, indemnification and
delivery of check in hand. Frequently, these terms often appear to contradict each other, and

are hidden within the body of the demand which can go unnoticed if not carefully read. The

sneaky setup often involves gamesmanship concerning when the demand is due. It is no
coincidence that December is the time demand season. Claims professionals will likely be
on vacation, and/or miss days from work due to Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, New Year’s

Eve and New Year’s Day. Many demands have deadlines that fall on weekends. Essentially,

these demands are timed to burn as many days as possible when the case can be reviewed.

Last, there has been much debate as to whether or not a written time demand is

required to support a failure to settle claim, or a verbal demand for policy limits within a
certain date is sufficient. In Kingsley v. State Farm, 353 F. Supp. 2d. 1242 (N.D.Ga. 2005), the

U.S. District Court stated that although the best and most certain determination of whether
there is an opportunity to settle is in a written time limited demand, it is not required.

However, there is no bad faith as a matter of law, even in a serious injury case, unless there
is an opportunity to settle communicated to the insurer.

Reviewing the sneaky demand early and often is always a good way to avoid being

setup for a bad faith claim. List the conditions and call the plaintiff’s counsel to clarify the
terms of demand, due dates and what conditions must be met to meet the demand. Always
contact the insured to discuss the demand, and the response. Typically, the sneaky set up
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involves a low limits and serious injury cased designed open the limits by setting up the
insured.

IX.

Time Demands and Liens

A problem often faced by a claims professional are time limited demands in serious

injury claims with low limits, in which a sizable hospital lien exists. In essence, the insurer
is called upon pick their poison by either paying a demand when plaintiff’s counsel insists

that no lien indemnification be given to avoid a potential bad faith claim, or to face a large
medical expense lien claim from a medical provider.

In Southern General v. Wellstar, 315 Ga. App. 26, 726 S.E.2d 488 (2012), the Georgia

Court of Appeals stated that insurers faced with a time demand, and a refusal to pay a lien by
claimant’s counsel may be able to create a safe harbor from a Holt bad faith claim. However,

the holding speaks in hypotheticals, and from the wording of the case, the insurer must be

extremely careful to ensure that the only reason that they cannot meet the demand is

counsel’s unreasonable refusal to honor the lien. This decision was further clarified in Torres

v. Elkins, 371 Ga. App. 135, 730 S.E.2d 518 (2012). In Torres, the insurer was also faced with

a time demand, but conditioned payment of policy limits on satisfaction of liens. The Court

held that the insurer did not have an enforceable settlement to prevent a lawsuit, and a
potential excess claim against their insured. The Court did mention, in a footnote, that the

insurer may have a defense to a bad faith claim based on the refusal to pay the lien by

claimant’s counsel.

Due to the uncertainty of Wellstar, and the fact that Torres v. Elkins, held no

enforceable settlement exists, if the insurer insists upon satisfaction of the lien, these

demands should be treated on a case-by-case basis. Most often, it may be better to resolve
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the injured party’s case, protect the insured from an excess verdict and then deal with a
capped lien and a much less sympathetic plaintiff at the end of the day. On the other hand, if

there is a large and sizeable lien, and the only reason for lack of policy limits settlement is
that plaintiff’s counsel refusal to satisfy the lien, the insurer may choose to not pay the claim
and defend a bad faith claim based upon Southern General v. Wellstar.

However, the trend now among medical providers is to enforce a lien by filing a direct

suit against the insurer who has known assets rather than insured who likely has none.

O.C.G.A. §44-14-473, expressly allows a direct claim against an insurer, to enforce the lien.
Thus, an insured, may argue that the insurer should have paid the time demand to protect
them, and in doing so, the insurer put its interest above the policyholder, in violation of the
equal consideration rule.”
X.

The Ramifications of Negligent Failure to Settle

First and foremost, if an insurer does not meet the terms of a time demand, there is

no agreement to protect the insured from an excess verdict and a suit in most cases will be

filed. The lawsuit will be prosecuted to its end, and the ultimate goal of counsel is obtain an
excess verdict. As stated above, in the past, the successful plaintiff’s attorney would then

approach the insured to seek assignment of his negligent failure/bad faith claims against the

insurer. However, it has become more common for the wronged insured to find his way to a

bad faith attorney in which the scope of damages is greatly expanded, and a more
sympathetic party will be suing the insurance company.

If a case is tried to verdict, and an excess verdict is reached, the policy limits and any

applicable interest must be paid and the insurer must advise the insured of the ramifications
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of the excess verdict, personal exposure and advise him of the need to personally consult
counsel. Prior to a verdict, if the case was a policy limits case, but for some reason the terms
of the demand could not be met, it is advisable to continue to offer policy limits to build your

file. If records that were not previously available to the insurer during the life of the demand
are produced or discovered, offer the policy limits and explain why you are now doing so.

Once a bad faith case is filed against the insurer, most of these cases are removed to

federal court. Typically, these claims will exceed the jurisdictional amount ($75,000), and

most often better judges will decide summary judgment motions in federal court, and a more
conservative and less hostile jury pool will be found. However, an insurance company as a
defendant, especially against a wronged insured does not enjoy the advantage of sympathy,
and may often find a hostile environment.

In bad faith litigation, discovery is broad and case law holds that the plaintiff will be

entitled to the claims notes, correspondence, as well as many other internal insurance

company documents that are not normally subject to discovery. Each entry in the claims

notes will be carefully examined, and questioned at depositions. The depositions will be long

and stressful, and at each step adjusters, supervisors and other insurance company’s
representatives will be called upon to explain their reasons for not paying limits in the face

of a time demand. In addition, the training qualifications and claims procedures will be
carefully examined, and most often, subject to discovery. When defending these claims,

immediately request the claims notes, and in preparing deponents, specific entries in the

claims notes become the focus of your preparation.
XI.

Conclusion
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Although, O.C.G.A. §9-11-67.1 provides some structure to addressing pre-suit

demands in motor vehicle accident claims, it has not slowed the use of the demands to
attempt to make the limits of the insurer disappear in serious injury cases. From this writer’s

experience, the statute has not stemmed the tide of time demands, or the fact that the
demands or attached releases can still contain many conditions and tricks. Since the Grange

decisions and the ability to easily obtain a template of an O.C.G.A. § 9-11-67.1 demand letter,
the use of time demands has increased exponentially. This writer has also seen the use of

time limited demands in other personal injury lawsuits not involving motor vehicles, where

none of the procedures in O.C.G.A. §9-11.67.1 apply.

However, I have found that defense and insurance professionals have now developed

better procedures for responding to time demands, and promptly and thoroughly evaluating

claims. Insurers now more carefully examine time demands, have better procedures in
place, and know to consult counsel when in doubt. Insurers now better engage their own

insured, who ultimately will have the initial claim for failure to settle, in the settlement
negotiation process and advise them to seek individual counsel to consult them if needed.

Since the Grange decision, insurers and counsel have put better procedure in place to ensue

direct and timely payment of settlement proceeds to counsel. However, lawyers by nature
are creative, and thus strategies for responding to time demands must continue to be fluid.
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I.

Introduction

This paper will summarize some of the significant cases decided during 2017 and 2018
involving liability insurance coverage under Georgia law. The first section discusses insurance
coverage cases, with the cases organized by type of coverage at issue (i.e., Commercial General
Liability or Automobile). The second section discusses miscellaneous issues that arise under all
types of insurance coverage. The third section discusses bad faith (arising from liability
coverage) cases. While the cases discussed are not the only cases decided during 2017 and 2018,
they represent some of the significant decisions and/or reflect common issues that arise.
II.

Insurance Coverage Cases
A.

Commercial General Liability
1.

“Employment” Exclusion

In Tyson v. Scottsdale Indemnity Co., 343 Ga. App. 370, 805 S.E.2d 138 (2017), the court
of appeals found a broadly worded “employment” exclusion in CGL policy applied regardless of
whether the injured party was actually an employee. The insured’s CGL policy excluded
coverage for injury to “‘an employee, leased worker, temporary worker, or volunteer worker of
any insured’ or ‘any contractor, subcontractor, or sub-subcontractor or anyone hired or retained
by or for any insured’ if the injury ‘arises out of and in the course of their employment or
retention.’” Id. at 371-72, 805 S.E.2d at 140.
The tort plaintiff worked for the insured (tree service), raking leaves, piling limbs, and
cleaning up job sites after trees were cut. His hours varied depending on how much work the
insured had, and he was paid hourly in cash with nothing withheld and never received any tax
documents from the insured. The tort plaintiff was at a jobsite one day to help remove limbs and
debris after trees were taken down. As the last tree was coming down, the plaintiff was standing
off to the side of the yard, “a safe distance away from the tree, as was a requirement of his job,”
talking on his phone when a large limb hit him in the neck, rendering him a quadriplegic. Tyson,
343 Ga. App. at 371-72, 805 S.E.2d at 139-40.
The tort plaintiff sued the insured, and the insured filed a third-party complaint against its
CGL insurer for wrongfully denying coverage. The trial court granted the insurer’s motion for
summary judgment, finding the exclusion precluded coverage.
On appeal, the court focused its analysis on whether the plaintiff’s injuries arose out of or
in the course of his employment or retention, given that it was undisputed that the plaintiff was
“hired or retained” by the insured even if he did not qualify as an employee. The court found the
plaintiff’s argument that he was not an employee – since he was paid cash with no withholdings
and never received tax documents – irrelevant since the exclusion was broader than just
“employees.” Tyson, 343 Ga. App. at 372-74, 805 S.E.2d at 140-41.
The court noted that the Supreme Court has held, with respect to the terms “in the course
of” and “arising out of” employment, the same reasoning used in worker’s compensation cases
applies to general liability cases. Tyson, 343 Ga. App. at 373, 805 S.E.2d at 140-41 (quoting SCI
1
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Liquidating Corp. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 272 Ga. 293, 294, 526 S.E.2d 555 (2000)).
According to the court, “arising out of” means “‘a causal connection between the conditions
under which the work is required to be performed and the resulting injury,’” and “[i]n the course
of’ employment [means] ‘relating to the time, place and circumstances under which injury takes
place.’” Id., 805 S.E.2d at 141.
Applying that standard, the court concluded that the plaintiff’s injuries did arise in the
course of his employment or retention with the insured. Although the plaintiff was using his
phone and otherwise on a break at the time of the injury, “under workers’ compensation law, ‘an
injury to an employee occurring during working hours and on the employer’s premises ordinarily
and presumptively will be considered as arising out of and in the course of employment.’”
Tyson, 343 Ga. App. at 373, 805 S.E.2d at 141 (quoting Miles v. Brown Transp. Corp., 163 Ga.
App. 563, 564, 294 S.E.2d 734 (1982)). The court found there was a causal connection between
the conditions under which the work was required to be performed and the injury (i.e., “arising
out of”), because the plaintiff was in the yard, waiting a safe distance away, “as he was required
to do,” when the limb fell and struck him. And, the injury was “in the course of” the plaintiff’s
employment or retention, as the injury occurred in the yard where the plaintiff and others were
working, during working hours, while the plaintiff was waiting to complete his clean-up duties.
Id. at 373-74, 805 S.E.2d at 141.
The court also rejected an argument that the insured was not bound by the exclusion
because it may not have received a copy of the policy. The court reiterated that a party is bound
by the terms of a policy even if they do not have physical possession of it, and an insured is
charged with knowledge of the contents of their policy. Further, it was undisputed that the
policy was delivered to the insured’s retail agent (who was an independent insurance agent),
which constituted actual notice to the insured, since independent insurance agents are considered
the agent of the insured. Tyson, 343 Ga. App. at 374-75, 805 S.E.2d at 141-42.
2.

Advertising Injury

In Allstate Insurance Co. v. Airport Mini Mall, LLC, 265 F. Supp. 3d 1356 (N.D. Ga.
2017), the district court entered summary judgment for the insurer, finding underlying claims of
contributory trademark infringement not covered by a CGL policy.
The insureds owned and operated a discount mall. Officers from the Department of
Homeland Security and a local police department raided the mall and seized several thousand
counterfeit items, including counterfeit Ray-Bans and Oakley products. After sending multiple
cease and desist letters, the claimant sued the insureds for contributory trademark infringement
based on their tenants selling counterfeit products. Allstate, 265 F. Supp. 3d at 1362.
The insureds had standard CGL policy that contained standard Coverage B (Personal
Injury and Advertising Injury) terms and provisions. Of relevance, the policies provided
coverage for “advertising injury” arising out of one or more enumerated offenses, including “the
use of another’s advertising idea in your advertisement” and “infringing upon another’s
copyright, trade dress or slogan in your advertisement.” The policies also contained an exclusion
for advertising injury “arising out of the infringement of copyright, patent, trademark, trade
secret or other intellectual property rights. . . . . However, this exclusion does not apply to
2
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infringement in your advertisement, of copyright, trade dress or slogan.” Allstate, 265 F. Supp.
3d at 1361.
In ruling on the insurer’s motion for summary judgment, the district court noted that no
Georgia case had directly addressed the issue in the case: whether the insureds’ liability for
contributory trademark infringement is covered “advertising injury” under standard CGL
policies. As such, the court conducted a thorough analysis of the history and evolution of
Coverage B in CGL policies. Then, construing the policies as a whole (including the intellectual
property exclusion), the court concluded that the policies “cover advertising injury arising out of
trade dress infringement but not injury arising out of trademark infringement.” Allstate, 265 F.
Supp. 3d at 1366-68.
The court noted that Georgia law recognizes a distinction between trademark and trade
dress and emphasized that the distinction was “material” in the case:
A trademark is “any word, name, symbol, or device, or any
combination thereof” that is used by a person “to identify and
distinguish his or her goods and to indicate the source of the
goods” and serves “the function of distinguishing one business’s
goods or services by prohibiting others from using a similar mark
in a way that is ‘likely to cause confusion’ among consumers.”
Corps. Grp. v. Afterburner, Inc., 335 Ga. App. 138, 779 S.E.2d
383, 389 (Ga. Ct. App. 2015). . . .
Trade dress, on the other hand, is defined as “the total image of a
product and may include features such as size, shape, color or
color combinations, texture, graphics, or even particular sales
techniques.” Afterburner, 779 S.E.2d at 395 . . . .
Allstate, 265 F. Supp. 3d at 1369. Because neither Georgia courts nor the Eleventh Circuit had
“expressly addressed whether ‘the use of another’s advertising idea’ encompasses a claim for
trademark infringement for the purpose of determining coverage for an ‘advertising injury,’” the
court surveyed cases from other jurisdictions and found varying results. Id. at 1369-72.
However, the court ultimately granted the insurer’s motion for summary judgment based
on the rules of interpretation. The court emphasized that Georgia law requires the policies to be
construed as a whole, to give effect to each provision and, doing so, lead to the conclusion that
the underlying claims for contributory trademark infringement were not covered. According to
the court, if it “were to construe trademark and trade dress infringement as one and the same,
such an interpretation would nullify the Policies’ trademark exclusion.” Allstate, 265 F. Supp.
3d at 1372.
The court also found that, even assuming contributory trademark infringement fell within
“advertising injury,” there still would not be coverage because such injury must be caused by
advertising, and “the Eleventh Circuit [has] expressly held that ‘simply selling an infringing
product is not sufficient to satisfy the causal connection requirement,’ . . ‘[t]he infringement
3
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must be committed in an advertisement rather than in the sale of a product in order to be
covered.’” Allstate, 265 F. Supp. 3d at 1372-73 (quoting Hyman v. Nationwide Mut. Fire Ins.
Co., 304 F.3d 1179, 1191-92 (11th Cir. 2002)). According to the court, the claimant’s alleged
injuries were the result of the sale of counterfeit merchandise by the insureds’ tenants, not from
any advertisement by the insureds. Id. at 1374-75.
3.

Additional Insured Coverage

In Employers Mutual Casualty Co. v. Shivam Trading, Inc., 709 F. App’x 663 (11th Cir.
2018) (per curiam), the court affirmed a summary judgment ruling that the insurer did not owe
any coverage to an additional insured for an underlying premises liability claim based on the
unambiguous language in the policy. The named insured owned a convenience store that it
leased to another company. An endorsement on the named insured’s policy added the lessee of
the convenience store as an additional insured, but only for injuries/damages “caused, in whole
or in part, by your acts or omissions or the acts or omissions of those acting on your behalf in the
performance of your ongoing operations or in connection with your premises owned by or rented
to you.” Id. at 664.
The named insured and the lessee were sued for an injury suffered in a slip and fall at the
convenience store. In the tort suit, summary judgment was entered for the named insured.
In the insurer’s declaratory judgment action, the district court granted the insurer’s
motion for summary judgment, holding that the insurer had no duty to defend or indemnify the
additional insured-lessee. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit rejected the argument that the
additional insured endorsement was ambiguous because it was unclear who “you” and “your” in
the endorsement referred to. The court emphasized that the policy’s preamble provided that
“throughout the policy ‘you’ and ‘your’ refer to the Named Insured,” and there was nothing in
the additional insured endorsement to modify or contravene the preamble. Thus, the court
concluded that the policy “unambiguously only covers wrongdoing by [the named insured],”
and, because the named insured was found not liable in the tort suit, the insurer owed no
coverage to the additional insured. Shivam, 709 F. App’x at 664-65.
The court also rejected the argument that the insurer was estopped from denying
coverage because of representations made by the insured’s independent insurance agent.
According to the court, “under Georgia law, while an insurance company can be estopped as to
the existen[ce] of an insurance contract, estoppel cannot be used to extend the unambiguous
meaning of a contract.” Shivam, 709 F. App’x at 665.
B.

Automobile
1.

“Livestock” Exclusion

In Georgia Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co. v. Claxton, 345 Ga. App. 539, 812
S.E.2d 167 (2018), the court of appeals affirmed denial of the insurer’s motion for summary
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judgment, finding two questions of fact regarding application of a liability exclusion.1 The
policy excluded coverage for “‘the use of any livestock or other animal, with or without an
accessory vehicle, for providing rides to any person for a fee or in connection with or during a
fair, charitable function, or similar type of event.’” Id. at 541, 812 S.E.2d at 169.
The insured was operating a mule-drawn carriage in a Christmas parade organized by the
City of McRae. After the parade ended, the insured and another person were riding in the
carriage back to the insured’s vehicle when the carriage was hit in the back by a motor vehicle.
The passenger in the carriage sustained injuries and sued the insured. Claxton, 345 Ga. App. at
539-40, 812 S.E.2d at 168.
The liability insurer filed a declaratory judgment action, contending that there was no
liability coverage based on the “livestock” exclusion. The trial court denied the insurer’s motion
for summary judgment, and the court of appeals affirmed. According to the court of appeals,
there was two genuine issues of fact: (1) “whether the parade at which the accident occurred was
a “‘similar type of event’ to a fair or charitable function”; and (2) “whether, because the parade
had concluded at the time of the accident, [the insured] was providing a ride to [the passenger] in
the carriage ‘in connection with’ the event.” Claxton, 345 Ga. App. at 541, 812 S.E.2d at 169.
Regarding the first issue, the court rejected the insurer’s argument that the parade was
within the broad range of activities encompassed by the words “fair, charitable function, or
similar type of event.” The court focused its analysis on the phrase “similar type of event.”
Because the phrase was not defined in the policy, the court referred to dictionaries for the usual
and common meaning of “similar,” which means “‘having characteristics in common’ and ‘alike
in substance or essentials.’” According to the court, “[w]hether one thing is similar to another
thing is necessarily a multi-faceted, qualitative, and subjective determination,” and “whether
something is similar to something else is almost inherently ambiguous.” Claxton, 345 Ga. App.
at 542, 812 S.E.2d at 169-70 (emphasis added). Invoking the rules of interpretation –
ambiguities are strictly construed against the insurer and exclusions are strictly construed against
the insurer – the court concluded that it could not say, as a matter of law, that the Christmas
parade was an event similar to a fair or charitable function. Id., 812 S.E.2d at 170.
Regarding the second issue, because the parade had ended at the time of the accident, and
the insured and the passenger were riding in the carriage back to the insured’s vehicle, a jury
would need to resolve whether those facts constituted the insured “providing a ride in connection
with” the parade. Claxton, 345 Ga. App. at 542-43, 812 S.E.2d at 170.
2.

“Public or Livery Conveyance” Exclusion

In Haulers Insurance Co. v. Davenport, 344 Ga. App. 444, 810 S.E.2d 617 (2018), the
court of appeals interpreted an exclusion precluding coverage when the insured’s vehicle “is
being used as a public or livery conveyance.” The court affirmed the denial of the insurer’s
motion for summary judgment, finding the exclusion did not apply as a matter of law.
1

The case also addresses whether a mule-drawn carriage qualifies as an “uninsured motor
vehicle,” but that issue is not addressed in this paper.
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The insured saw his neighbor walking to town and offered her a ride. Occasionally, in
the past, the neighbor has asked the insured to drive her to town, which the insured would agree
to do if he felt like it, but did not always do. When the insured would drive her to town, the
neighbor would pay the insured $7 for the three-mile ride. On the day of the accident, the
neighbor did not ask for a ride; instead, the insured offered to drive her. And, although the
neighbor expected to pay the insured, there was no evidence she actually did pay him.
Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at 444, 810 S.E.2d at 618.
The trial court denied the insurer’s motion for summary judgment, finding a genuine
issue regarding whether the insured was operating his vehicle for hire at the time of the accident.
The court of appeals affirmed, finding the exclusion did not apply as a matter of law. The court
noted that “the question of whether the . . . exclusion applies is a legal determination.”
Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at 445, 810 S.E.2d at 619.
The court explained that, because the terms “public or livery conveyance” were not
defined in the policy, they were given their usual and common meaning as found in dictionaries.2
The court also noted that Georgia courts have not addressed such exclusions much, if at all, and
referenced a Supreme Court of Georgia case from 1983, which “stated in dicta that the phrase
‘public livery conveyance’ is interpreted as a taxicab.’” Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at 446, 810
S.E.2d at 619 (citing Anderson v. Se. Fidelity Ins. Co., 251 Ga. 556, 557, 307 S.E.2d 499
(1983)).
After surveying case law from around the country, the court concluded that the phrase
was unambiguous. According to the court, “[t]o fall within the exclusion, the insured must
present his services indiscriminately to the general public for hire.” Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at
447, 810 S.E.2d at 620.
Based on the facts, the court found the exclusion did not apply. To that end, there was no
evidence that the insured “held himself out indiscriminately to the public, or operated a business
for hire”; rather, the evidence showed that the insured occasionally offered a specific friend and
neighbor a ride for a fee. Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at 447, 810 S.E.2d at 620. Thus, “absent
evidence that [the insured] used the vehicle indiscriminately to transport members of the general
public for hire, or regularly rented out his vehicle for hire, [the insured] was not operating his
vehicle either as a livery or a public conveyance at the time of the accident.” Id. at 448, 810
S.E.2d at 620.
3.

Direct Action Statutes

In Reis v. OOIDA Risk Retention Group, Inc., 309 Ga. 659, 814 S.E.2d 338 (2018), the
Supreme Court of Georgia held that the federal Liability Risk Retention Act of 1986 (“LRRA”),
15 U.S.C. § 3901, et seq., preempts Georgia’s direct action statutes, O.C.G.A. §§ 40-1-112(c)
and 40-2-140(d)(4), as applied to risk retention groups.
2

“‘Public’ is defined as ‘of, relating to, or affecting all the people,’ or ‘accessible to or shared by
all members of the community.’ . . . . ‘Livery’ is defined as ‘a business that rents vehicles.’ . . .
. ‘Conveyance’ is defined as ‘a means of transport.’” Davenport, 344 Ga. App. at 446, 810
S.E.2d at 619 (internal citations omitted).
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Plaintiffs sued the driver of a tractor-trailer, the motor carrier, and the insurer under the
direction action statute. The insurer was a liability risk retention group not chartered or
domiciled in Georgia and created pursuant to the LRRA. The trial court granted the insurer’s
motion for summary judgment, finding the LRRA preempted Georgia’s direct action statutes
and, therefore, the insurer was not subject to suit. Reis, 303 Ga. at 660, 814 S.E.2d at 339-40.
The Supreme Court’s analysis started with a brief overview of federal preemption
doctrine and the LRRA. The quick overview is that the LRRA preempts State law (other than
the State where the risk retention group is chartered) to the extent such law would make
unlawful, or regulate, directly or indirectly, the operation of a risk retention group, but permits
non-charter states to govern certain specific things, such as coverage requirements of any motor
vehicle financial responsibility insurance law and acceptance means of demonstrating financial
responsibility as required to obtain a license or permit or to engage in specified activities. Reis,
309 Ga. at 661-62, 814 S.E.2d at 341 (discussing 15 U.S.C. §§ 3902 and 3905).
Because the insurer was a risk retention group not chartered or domiciled in Georgia, the
court found that the LRRA governed the ability of Georgia to regulate the insurer’s operations in
Georgia. The plaintiffs argued that the direct action statutes do not regulate the operation of risk
retention groups, but were “financial responsibility laws,” as permitted by 15 U.S.C. § 3905(a)
and (d). In support, the plaintiffs contended that the direct action statutes qualify as financial
responsibility laws because they require an indemnity insurance policy to evidence the financial
responsibility of a motor carrier. The court, however, rejected the argument, explaining that the
“direct action statutes are not financial responsibility laws as they in no manner assure the
financial soundness or solvency of a risk retention group. Rather, the direct action statutes
provide a vehicle for directly naming a risk retention group as a party in a lawsuit.” Reis, 303
Ga. at 663-64, 814 S.E.2d at 341-42.
Citing a decision from the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, the court found that the
direct action statutes do, both directly and indirectly, regulate the operations of risk retention
groups by subjecting them to unanticipated lawsuits in which they are directly named as parties,
which increases litigation costs and exposes the risk retention groups directly to liability and any
consequent damages. Reis, 303 Ga. at 664-66, 814 S.E.2d at 342-43 (discussing Wadsworth v.
Allied Professional Ins. Co., 748 F.3d 100, 107 (2d Cir. 2014)).
In RLI Insurance Co. v. Duncan, 345 Ga. App. 876, 815 S.E.2d 558 (2018), the court of
appeals reversed the denial of the insurer’s motion to dismiss because excess insurers are not
proper parties under Georgia’s direct action statute, O.C.G.A. § 40-1-112. The plaintiff sued the
driver of the tractor-trailer, the driver’s employer-trucking company, and the trucking company’s
insurer. The claim against the insurer was based on the direct action statute, O.C.G.A. § 40-1112. The insurer had issued an excess indemnity policy to the trucking company, which made
clear that the insured had a self-insured retention of $750,000 and that the insurer’s obligation to
pay arose only after the insured paid its SIR. The trucking company also had a surety bond from
the insurer for $1,000,000. Id. at 877.
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The insurer moved to be dismissed from the case, arguing that an excess insurer is not a
proper party under the direct action statute. The trial court denied the motion, finding that the
trucking company’s failure to register as a self-insured rendered the insurer a proper party.
The court of appeals, however, reversed, finding that the insurer was not a proper party
based on the terms of the policy. The court noted that, under the federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations, there are three ways for an interstate motor carrier to satisfy the financial
responsibility requirements: (1) obtaining a primary insurance policy, (2) posting a surety bond,
or (3) becoming a self-insured under the regulations. Because the trucking company had
satisfied the federal financial responsibility requirements by obtaining the $1,000,000 bond from
the insurer, the question, according to the court, was whether Georgia law allows a direct action
claim against an excess insurer. Duncan, 345 Ga. App. at 877-78.
The court noted that the statute containing the direct action provision, O.C.G.A. § 40-1112, requires motor carrier to file a certificate of insurance, but allows a motor carrier to qualify
as a self-insurer if the Department of Insurance approves. The court reiterated that it has often
held that the direct action statute does not authorize actions against excess carriers. Duncan, 345
Ga. App. at 877-78 (collecting cases). Based on the plain language of the policy – that the
insurer’s duty to pay was not triggered until after the insured’s SIR was exhausted – the Court
concluded that the insurer was not a proper party under the direct action statute. Id. at 878-79.
III.

Miscellaneous Issues
A.

Choice of Law

Insurance policies are simply contracts and, as such, when choice-of-law issues arise in
cases involving insurance policies, Georgia’s choice-of-law rule – lex loci contractus – applies.
E.g., Lima Delta Co. v. Global Aero, Inc., 338 Ga. App. 40, 45, 789 S.E.2d 230, 235 (2016). As
applied to insurance policies, the law of the state where the policy was delivered applies. Id. at
45-46, 789 S.E.2d at 235.
However, the Supreme Court of Georgia recently clarified the extent that another state’s
law will be applied under the choice-of-law rules. In Coon v. Medical Center, Inc., 300 Ga. 722,
797 S.E.2d 828 (2017), the court clarified that, under Georgia’s choice-of-law rules, Georgia
courts defer to another state’s statutes, as well as its judicial decisions interpreting those statutes,
but does not defer to another state’s common law. In other words, “[i]n the absence of a statute. .
. a Georgia court will apply the common law as expounded by the courts of Georgia.” Id. at 729,
797 S.E.2d at 834.
Although Coon involved choice-of-law issues for tort claims, the court explicitly noted
that this approach applies to contract claims as well as tort claims. 300 Ga. at 733, 797 S.E.2d at
836. In rejecting an argument that the approach was “archaic” and had “outlived its usefulness,”
the court noted that “significant reliance interests” were implicated since the approach applies to
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contract claims as well as tort claims based on common law. Id., 797 S.E.2d at 836 (citing
Savage v. State of Ga., 297 Ga. 627, 641-42, 774 S.E.2d 624 (2015)).3
The impact of this limitation on Georgia’s choice-of-law rules can be seen from a case
out of the Middle District of Georgia. In Massachusetts Bay Insurance Co. v. Fort Benning
Family Communities, LLC, No. 4:15-CV-75-CDL, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 187699 (M.D. Ga.
Sept. 27, 2016), a case decided before Coon, the court refused to apply the limitation to interpret
a pollution exclusion in a CGL policy (delivered to the insured in Maryland) to a claim involving
injuries from ingesting lead paint. The court noted that the pollution exclusion would apply
under Georgia law, but would not apply under Maryland law. Id. at *9. As such, the insurer
argued that, because there was no Maryland statute involved, Georgia common law should apply.
In rejecting the insurer’s argument, the court described the limitation as “an antiquated theory
espoused by some Georgia courts in the distant past.” Id. at *11. The court also found that the
limitation (or exception) “swallows the rule”: “In any case involving contract interpretation
where a statute is not involved, this theory would require Georgia courts always to apply Georgia
law no matter where the contract was made.” Id. at *12. Thus, the court applied Maryland law
and concluded that coverage was not excluded by the pollution exclusion.
The insurer, however, filed a motion for reconsideration, after the Coon decision was
issued, based solely on the choice-of-law issue and Coon. The court granted the motion for
reconsideration, finding that, under Coon, Georgia common law applied, and, therefore, the
pollution exclusion applied. Mass. Bay, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 76913 (M.D. Ga. May 15,
2017). The court explained, “[i]n Coon, the Georgia Supreme Court expressly embraced the
presumption of identity, finding that in the absence of a foreign statute on point, ‘at least with
respect to a state where the common law is in force, a Georgia court will apply the common law
as expounded by the courts of Georgia.” Id. at *2.
B.

Declaratory Judgment Action Regarding Duty to Defend and Indemnify

In Owners Insurance Co. v. Remodeling Depot, Inc., CV417-021, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
54028 (S.D. Ga. Mar. 29, 2018), the court denied a motion to dismiss an insurer’s declaratory
judgment action on ripeness grounds, but stayed the insurer’s claim regarding its duty to
indemnify. The court noted that an insurer’s duty to defend and duty to indemnify are separate
and distinct obligations, and “[t]he question of whether an insurer has a duty to indemnify is
unripe until the insured has been held liable in the underlying proceeding.” Id. at *5 (citing, e.g.,
Edwards v. Sharkey, 747 F.2d 684, 686 (11th Cir. 1984)). The court decided to stay, rather than
dismiss, the claim regarding the duty to indemnify because, although the duties are separate, the
duty to defend is broader than the duty to indemnify, and, therefore, “‘if there is no duty to
defend there is no duty to indemnify.’” Id. According to the court, staying the claim regarding
the duty to indemnify was more appropriate “because a determination that [the insurer] has no
duty to defend will necessarily resolve whether it has a duty to indemnify.” Id. at *7.

3

In Savage, the court explained that “stare decisis is especially important where judicial
decisions create substantial reliance interests, as is most common with rulings involving contract
and property rights.” 297 Ga. at 641, 774 S.E.2d at 636.
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Notably, in Allstate Ins. Co. v. Airport Mini Mall, LLC, supra, the court expressly
rejected the argument that it should only rule on the narrow issue of the insurer’s duty to defend
because the underlying lawsuit remained pending. 265 F. Supp. 3d at 1365. According to the
court, “the Georgia Court of Appeals has expressly rejected the argument that the issue of an
insured’s [sic.] duty to indemnify is not ripe for determination prior to a finding of liability in an
underlying action.” Id. (citing ALEA London Ltd. v. Woodcock, 286 Ga. App. 572, 649 S.E.2d
740, 746 (2007)).
C.

Reservation of Rights, Waiver/Estoppel, and Misrepresentations/Rescission

In American Safety Indemnity Co. v. STO Corp., 342 Ga. App. 263, 802 S.E.2d 448
(2017), the court of appeals affirmed summary judgment rulings that the insurer was estopped
from raising coverage defenses and had waived its rescission claim as a matter of law.
The insured had been sued in two separate liability lawsuits. With respect to the first, the
insured notified the insurer of a potential claim before the suit was filed. The insurer responded,
asking for additional information and asserting that its “investigation and evaluation” would be
under reservation of rights. A few months later, the first underlying suit was filed. Five months
later, the insurer sent a letter denying coverage. The claims adjuster testified that, a few months
after denying coverage, the insurer re-evaluated its position and agreed to defend the suit;
however, the adjuster had no recollection of whether he issued a reservation of rights letter and
did not recall ever telling anyone with the insured that the defense was subject to a reservation of
rights. The adjuster’s file contained a reservation of rights letter, which was dated a week before
the date the adjuster testified the insurer agreed to defend, but the insured had no record of ever
receiving the letter. The insurer continued to defend the first underlying suit for about a yearand-a-half, when it ultimately withdrew coverage, asserting that the insured had misrepresented
when it first received notice of the claim in the suit. STO, 342 Ga. App. at 264-65, 802 S.E.2d at
451.
With respect to the second underlying suit, the insured tendered the suit to the insurer,
and the insurer responded with a letter, asking for more information and stating that its
“investigation and evaluation” was under reservation of rights. After the insured provided
additional information and documents, the insurer denied coverage. After the insured pushed
back, the insurer eventually reversed its denial and agreed to take over the defense of the second
suit. While there was an e-mail in the adjuster’s file indicating that the reversal of the denial was
conveyed orally to the insured and its personal counsel, the adjuster testified that he could not
recall the specifics or timing of the conversations. Several months later, the adjuster drafted a
detailed reservation of rights letter, but the insured had no record of ever receiving it. Further,
the adjuster testified that someone else in the company would have actually mailed the letter and
he had no way of knowing who that person was or whether they actually mailed the letter. The
insurer continued to defend the second underlying suit through a jury verdict, and two weeks
later notified the insured that it was denying coverage for the second suit. STO, 342 Ga. App. at
265-66, 802 S.E.2d at 451-52.
The insured then sued the insurer for breach of contract, declaratory judgment, and bad
faith under O.C.G.A. § 33-4-6. The insurer counterclaimed for rescission based on alleged
misrepresentations in the insured’s application for the policies. The trial court granted the
10
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insured’s motion for summary judgment on the coverage claims (breach of contract and
declaratory judgment), finding the insured was estopped from denying coverage for failing to
properly reserve its rights. Summary judgment was entered for the insured on the rescission
counterclaim as well, based on waiver. The trial court, however, denied summary judgment to
the insurer on the bad faith claim, finding questions of fact regarding the insurer’s alleged bad
faith.
The court of appeals affirmed except as to the bad faith claim, finding the insurer was
entitled to summary judgment on that claim. In affirming that the insurer was estopped from
raising coverage defenses, the court focused its analysis on the timing and content of the various
communications that the insurer argued were reservation of rights. To that end, the court
emphasized that the insurer denied coverage and refused to defend both suits and, under Hoover
v. Maxum Indemnity Co., 291 Ga. 402, 730 S.E.2d 413 (2012), a reservation of rights is only
available to an insurer who defends its insured in a liability suit. The court also reiterated the
standard for reservation of rights letters, as set forth in World Harvest Church, Inc. v. GuideOne
Mutual Insurance Co., 287 Ga. 149, 695 S.E.2d 6 (2010): (1) at a minimum, they must fairly
inform the insured that, notwithstanding the insurer’s defense, it disclaims liability and does not
waive defenses available; (2) they should also inform the insured of the specific basis for the
coverage issue; and (3) any ambiguities will be construed against the insurer. The court rejected
the insurer’s argument based on the reservation of rights provided before the insurer denied
coverage and refused to defend, explaining that a prior reservation of rights issued while the
insurer was still investigating the claims does not remain effective post-denial. The court also
found the adjuster’s testimony that he could not recall the specifics or timing of his conversations
regarding coverage “insufficient to have unambiguously conveyed a reservation of rights to [the
insured] following [the insurer]’s denial of coverage.” STO, 342 Ga. App. 268-69, 802 S.E.2d at
453-54. Id. at 269 n.8, 802 S.E.2d at 454 n.8 (noting that an oral reservation of rights can be
sufficient if it otherwise meets the standard).
The court also rejected the insurer’s argument that a question of fact existed regarding
whether the insurer later reserved its rights via the purported reservation of rights letters. First,
the court found that, even if the insurer had actually mailed the reservation of rights letter for the
first suit, that attempt was not timely because it was made several months after reversing its
denial of coverage. Second, the court found no question of fact regarding whether the insurer
sent the reservation of rights letter for the second suit, because the adjuster’s testimony was
insufficient as a matter of law to give rise to the mailbox presumption. STO, 342 Ga. App. at
269-70, 802 S.E.2d at 454-55.
In affirming that the insurer waived its claim for rescission, the court highlighted that the
insurer had no explanation for its delay in raising the misrepresentation issue and seeking
rescission.
The insurer became fully aware of the extent and significance of the
misrepresentations in June 2013, but did not do anything to raise a potential rescission issue until
after the insured sued the insurer six months later. The court also noted that the adjuster testified
(over a year-and-a-half after the rescission counterclaim was filed) that the insurer continued to
treat the policies as if they remained in force with respect to other claims being handled under
the policies. Thus, the court affirmed that the insurer waived its misrepresentation defense as a
matter of law. STO, 342 Ga. App. at 272, 802 S.E.2d at 456.
11
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The court, however, did reverse as to the insured’s bad faith claim under O.C.G.A. § 334-6, finding the insurer was entitled to summary judgment on that claim. According to the court,
the insurer had raised a reasonable ground to contest the claim because “[t]he question of
whether the previous reservation of rights were still effective had not been squarely answered in
Georgia, and it may have appeared from a review of [the insurer]’s records that reservation of
rights letters had been subsequently sent out once [the insurer] agreed to cover the litigation.”
STO, 342 Ga. App. at 273-74, 802 S.E.2d at 456-57.
IV.

Bad Faith
A.

Insured’s Bankruptcy

In Flanders v. Jackson, 344 Ga. App. 493, 810 S.E.2d 656 (2018), the court of appeals
addressed an issue of first impression: whether an insured’s Chapter 7 bankruptcy discharge
precludes a tort plaintiff from seeking a judgment in excess of the insured’s coverage limits
solely for the purpose of pursuing a bad faith failure to settle claim against the insurer. The court
held that the tort plaintiff could seek an excess judgment to pursue a failure to settle claim.
The insured was in a motor vehicle accident that resulted in the death of the other driver.
The insured had minimum liability coverage ($25,000). After the insurer rejected a policy limits
demand from the tort claimant, the claimant sued the insured for wrongful death (and estate
claims). A few months later, the insured filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. One of the
dischargeable debts listed in the petition was the tort claimant’s lawsuit. The bankruptcy
trustee’s report of possible assets included a “Possible Bad Faith Claim.” Flanders, 344 Ga.
App. at 493-94, 810 S.E.2d at 657.
The bankruptcy court eventually entered a consent order modifying the automatic stay
and permitting the tort suit to proceed. The order provided that it did not prejudice, impair or
affect in any way rights relating to any bad faith claim or judgment against the insured’s insurer
arising in connection with the underlying tort claim. Thereafter, the bankruptcy court entered an
order of discharge as to the insured’s bankruptcy, which provided that most of his debts were
discharged and, thus, creditors could not collect such debts, but the order noted that the discharge
would not stop creditors from collecting from anyone else who is also liable on the debt, such as
an insurance company. Flanders, 344 Ga. App. at 494, 810 S.E.2d at 657.
Following the bankruptcy discharge, the insured filed a motion for summary judgment in
the tort case, contending that the discharge limited his personal liability to the $25,000 liability
coverage under his policy. The tort plaintiff opposed the motion, arguing that the discharge did
not preclude her from seeking a judgment in excess of the policy limits as a precursor to
establishing the insurer’s liability for potential bad faith failure to settle. The trial court granted
the insured’s motion for summary judgment, ruling that any judgment would be limited to
$25,000.
The court of appeals, however, reversed, agreeing with the tort plaintiff that the
bankruptcy discharge did not precluding her from seeking a judgment in excess of the policy
limits. The court noted that the relevant statutory provision in the bankruptcy code provides that
12
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the “discharge of a debt of the debtor does not affect the liability of any other entity on, or the
property of any other entity for, such debt.” In other words, “‘a discharge in bankruptcy does not
extinguish the debt itself, but merely releases the debtor from personal liability for the debt’” and
following a bankruptcy discharge “the debt still exists and can be collected from any other entity
that might be liable.” Flanders, 344 Ga. App. at 495-97, 810 S.E.2d at 657-59. Thus, according
to the court, “a creditor may establish the debtor’s nominal liability for a claim ‘solely for the
purpose of collecting the debt from a third party, such as an insurer or guarantor.’” Id. at 497,
810 S.E.2d at 659.
The court emphasized that the bankruptcy court’s discharge order provided that creditors
could not collect a discharged debt from the insured personally, but that the order would not
prejudice, impair or affect in any way rights relating to any bad faith claim or judgment against
the insured’s insurer arising out of the tort claim. The court rejected the insured’s argument that
because any debt he may be found liable for in the tort suit had been discharged, the tort plaintiff
could not seek an excess judgment and was limited to seeking the policy limits, finding the
argument conflated the tort plaintiff’s ability to “seek” an excess judgment with her ability to
“collect” such a judgment from the insured personally. Flanders, 344 Ga. App. at 497-98, 810
S.E.2d at 497-98.
The court found decisions from Florida courts, holding that a defendant’s discharge in
bankruptcy cannot be a legal basis to compel a plaintiff to accept the liability insurance limits,
persuasive. “‘[I]f such were the case, every insurance carrier would instruct its insured to
declare bankruptcy in order to limit recovery to the policy limits.’” Flanders, 344 Ga. App. at
398, 810 S.E.2d at 660 (quoting Whritenour v. Thompson, 145 So.3d 870, 874 (Fla. 2d DCA
2014)). Accordingly, the court reversed partial summary judgment in favor of the insured so that
the tort plaintiff could pursue a judgment in excess of the policy limits.
B.

Failure to Settle and Subsequent Coverage Issue

In Whiteside v. GEICO Indemnity Co., No. 4:16-CV-313 (CDL), 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
203617 (M.D. Ga. Dec. 12, 2017), the court made clear that there is a material difference
between cases concerning coverage under a policy and cases concerning failure to settle. The
opening line from the district court’s decision sets the stage: “This is a bad faith failure to settle
tort case which the parties confusingly treat as a breach of contract coverage case.” Id. at *1.
The court denied motions for summary judgment, finding genuine issues of material fact.
The district court’s initial overview of the facts is sufficient to understand the issues:
Simply put, [insurer] had an opportunity to settle a liability claim
against its insured within its insured’s policy limits but failed to do
so. When it made the decision not to accept the policy limits
demand, no coverage dispute existed. Subsequently, a judgment
was entered against its insured in excess of the policy limits.
Because the insured failed to notify [the insurer] that she had been
served with the lawsuit and a default judgment was entered against
her, [insurer] arguably has no contractual liability to pay the
judgment under its policy. The issue presented by the parties’
13
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motions for summary judgment is whether either party is entitled
to judgment as a matter of law on Plaintiff’s bad faith failure to
settle claim under these circumstances.
Whiteside, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 203617 at *1-2.
The court initially found a genuine issue of fact regarding whether the insurer breached
its duty to settle within policy limits. The big issue in the court’s ruling, however, was whether
there was a genuine issue of fact regarding whether the insurer’s potential breach of the duty to
settle within policy limits proximately caused the insured damages. The insurer argued that the
insured’s failure to notify the insurer of the liability lawsuit precluded any liability. According to
the court, “an insurance company cannot be considered to have acted negligently or in bad faith
in failing to settle a claim if it had reasonable grounds to contest the claim – such as if there was
undisputedly no coverage for the claim at the time the settlement demand was made.” Whiteside,
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 203617 at *13-14 (emphasis in original). Id. at *14 n.4 (noting that cases
cited by insurer all involved bad faith under O.C.G.A. § 33-4-6). However, the court
emphasized that there was no coverage dispute at the time the insurer rejected the pre-suit policy
limits demand. Id. at *14.
In rejecting the insurer’s argument, the court distinguished all of the cases cited by the
insurer on the ground that they involved the issue of whether an insurer owed coverage for a
judgment against its insured where the insured breached notice provisions requiring notice of
lawsuit. None , the cases involved the tort claim for failure to settle. Whiteside, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 203617 at *14-15.
The court also rejected the insurer’s argument based on O.C.G.A. § 33-7-15. First, the
court explained that the statute addresses an insurer’s coverage obligation and notice of suit
provisions; “[t]he statute does not address an insurer’s duty to act reasonably in deciding whether
to accept or reject a policy limits settlement demand.” Whiteside, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
203617 at *15 n.6. The court, however, found the insured’s failure to notify the insurer of the
suit may be relevant to whether the insurer’s breach proximately caused the insured’s damages.
According to the court, the insured’s failure to notify the insurer of the suit before the default
judgment was entered denied the insurer the opportunity to defend the suit. Because a
reasonable juror could conclude that the excess judgment was the result of the insured’s failure
to provide the insurer with notice of the suit, a genuine issue of fact existed regarding the amount
of damages proximately caused by the insurer’s failure to settle. Id. at *16-17.
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Slip and Falls:
“people fall on the best of sidewalks and floors”
Under O.C.G.A. § 51-3-1, “an owner or occupier of land has a duty of
exercising ordinary care to keep the premises and approaches safe for any invitee’s
safety.” For more than twenty years, the “reminder” given by the Georgia Supreme
Court to the judiciary in Robinson v. Kroger, 268 Ga. 735 (1997), has been in place.
In Robinson, the Supreme Court: “remind[ed] members of the judiciary that
the ‘routine’ issues of premises liability, i.e., the negligence of the defendant and the
plaintiff, and the plaintiff’s lack of ordinary care for personal safety are generally
not susceptible of summary adjudication, and that summary judgment is granted only
when the evidence is plain, palpable, and undisputed.” 268 Ga. At 748.
In order to recover for injuries sustained in a slip-and-fall action, an invitee
must prove (1) that the defendant had actual or constructive knowledge of the hazard;
and (2) that the plaintiff lacked knowledge of the hazard despite the exercise of
ordinary care due to actions or conditions within the control of the owner/occupier.
Season All Flower Shop, Inc. v. Rorie, 323 Ga. App. 529, 533, (2013)1 (citations

1

Distinguished in Duff v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. Sys. of Georgia, 341 Ga. App.

458, 461 (2017).

2
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omitted). “Whether a hazardous condition exists is the threshold question in a slip
and fall case.” Id.
In assessing slip and fall cases, from both a plaintiff and defense perspective,
it is useful to review several issues that frequently arise. Those common issues,
which are discussed in more detail below, are be summarized by the following
questions:
• Did a foreign substance cause the fall?
• Did cracked or missing pavement cause the fall?
• Had the Plaintiff walked over the same area before?
• How long did the Defendant know of the alleged hazard?
• Was the fall related to the weather?
• Were there any wet floor signs?
Of course, there are many other common issues in slip and fall cases. Those
discussed below, in the author’s experience, occur again and again.
Did a foreign substance cause the fall?
Proof of a fall, without more, does not create liability on the part of a
proprietor. Flagstar Enterprises v. Burch, 267 Ga. App. 856 (2004). A plaintiff
cannot rely on speculation to establish what caused her to fall. Id. “A plaintiff who
alleges she slipped on a foreign substance must present some evidence of a foreign
substance on the ground where she slipped.” Hudson v. J.H. Harvey Co., 244 Ga.
3
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App. 47. “It is common knowledge that people fall on the best of sidewalks and
floors.” Flagstar, 267 Ga. App. at 856–857, 600 S.E.2d 834. “Indeed, to presume
that because a customer falls in a store that the proprietor has somehow been
negligent would make the proprietor an insurer of his customer's safety which he is
not in this state.” Belk Dep't Store of Charleston, S.C., Inc. v. Cato, 267 Ga. App.
793 (2004).2
When the plaintiff cannot show the existence of a hazardous condition, she
cannot prove the cause of her injuries and “there can be no recovery because an
essential element of negligence cannot be proven.” Pinckney v. Covington Athletic
Club & Fitness Center, 288 Ga. App. 891, 893 (2007). Additionally, speculation as
to the cause of a fall based on evidence of a substance on the plaintiff’s clothes or
body after the fall may not create a question of fact as to the existence of a hazardous
condition. Season All Flower Shop, Inc. v. Rorie, 323 Ga. App. 529 (2013).

2

In Cato, the trial court’s denial of the store’s motion for summary judgment was

reversed where the plaintiff could not present evidence of any foreign substance that
was the cause of his fall. “[T]he mere fact that Cato fell does not give rise to liability
for the defendant, and absent some evidence that a foreign substance was present,
Cato's cause of action must fail.” 267 Ga. App. at 794.
4
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In Hudson, the Court of Appeals affirmed a summary judgment ruling in favor
of the defendant when a woman slipped and fell in a grocery store. 244 Ga. App.
479. The plaintiff went into the store where a rug had been placed just inside the
entranceway. Id. The plaintiff took several steps on the rug and then slipped and fell
when her right foot stepped off the rug. She fell onto her hands and knees. The
plaintiff’s pants did not get wet when she fell, nor did she see water on the floor. The
plaintiff testified that she believed the rug was wet but had no direct knowledge of
it. The Court of Appeals held that the plaintiff could not show why she slipped and
that her speculation could establish causation as a matter of law. Id. at 480.
Additionally, in Season All Flower Shop, the plaintiff slipped and fell while
walking into a chapel for a wedding. 323 Ga. App. 529 (2013). The plaintiff did not
know why she had fallen. After she fell, moisture on her clothes led her to believe
there was moisture on the floor. However, the Court of Appeals held, “to create a
question of fact as to the existence of a hazardous condition, a plaintiff cannot rely
upon speculation and she must prove more than the existence of a slick or wet
floor.... Rather, the plaintiff must produce evidence of what foreign substance,
condition, or hazard caused her to slip and fall.” Id.
Likewise, in H.J. Wings & Things v. Goodman, the trial court’s denial of the
defendant restaurant’s motion for summary judgment was reversed where the
plaintiff presented no evidence of any hazardous condition that caused her fall. 320
5
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Ga. App. 54 (2013). The plaintiff claimed the floor she slipped on appeared “heavily
waxed.” She could not, however, see any foreign substance that caused her fall. Her
speculation that wax on the floor caused her fall could not overcome the defendant’s
unrefuted evidence showing the restaurant did not use wax on its floors and,
therefore, summary judgment was proper.
Did cracked or missing pavement cause the fall?
Irregularities and trifling defects in sidewalks that can be observed cannot
serve as a basis for recovery in a slip and fall action under Georgia law. Occupiers
of premises whereon the public is invited to come are not required to keep their
parking lots and other such areas free from “irregularities and trifling defects….”
Piggly Wiggly S., Inc. v. Bennett, 217 Ga. App. 496, 497 (1995). See also Long John
Silver's, Inc. v. Coleman, 223 Ga. App. 864 (1996) (reversing trial court’s denial of
restaurant’s motion for summary judgment where plaintiff claimed her shoe heel
became caught in an inch-wide hole in a concrete ramp, which the Court of Appeals
deemed a “small, trifling defect”).
Small cracks, holes and uneven spots often develop in pavement and it has
been held that where there is nothing to obstruct or interfere with one’s ability to see
such a static defect, the owner or occupier of the premises is justified in assuming
that a visitor will see it and realize the risk involved. Bennett, 217 Ga. App. at 497
(1995) (affirming summary judgment proper when the uneven pavement upon which
6
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the plaintiff tripped was a static, trifling defect and nothing obstructed her view). See
also Wright v. JDN Structured Finance, Inc., 239 Ga. App. 685, 686 (1999)
(“[o]ccupiers of premises whereon the public is invited to come are not required to
keep their parking lots and other such areas free from irregularities and trifling
defects. One coming upon such premises is not entitled to an absolutely smooth or
level way of travel.”) and Crenshaw v. Hogan, 203 Ga. App. 104 (1992) (finding
that it is common knowledge that small cracks, holes and uneven spots often develop
in pavement, and such defects are easily recognizable static conditions when
plaintiff’s view is unobstructed).
“A static condition is one that does not change and is dangerous only if
someone fails to see it and walks into it.” LeCroy v. Bragg, 319 Ga. App. 884, 886
(2013). Georgia courts have held that “where there is nothing to obstruct or interfere
with one’s ability to see such a static defect, the owner or occupier of the premises
is justified in assuming that a visitor will see it and realize the risk involved.” Tanner
v. Larango, 232 Ga. App. 599, 600 (1998). See also Nemeth v. RREEF Am., L.L.C.,
283 Ga. App. 795 (2007).
In James v. Sirmans, the trial court’s grant of summary judgment in favor of
the defendant shop owner was affirmed when the plaintiff tripped and fell on a crack
in the pavement outside of the beauty shop owned by the defendant. 299 Ga. App.
262 (2009). In finding that the alleged defect was open and obvious, the James Court
7
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noted that the fall occurred outdoors in broad daylight and that the parking lot was
dry. Id. at 263. Further, the plaintiff’s own testimony showed that there was nothing
obstructing her ability to see the crack. Id.
Had the Plaintiff walked over the same area before?
Where a plaintiff has safely traversed the area in which she fell shortly before
her fall, the plaintiff has equal knowledge and cannot recover for a slip and fall as a
matter of law. El Ranchero Mexican Restaurant No. 10 v. Hiner, 316 Ga. App. 115
(2012); Flagstar Enterprises, Inc. v. Burch, 267 Ga. App. 856, 858 (2004); Houston
v. Wal-Mart Stores E., L.P., 324 Ga. App. 105 (2013); and Ballard v. Burnham, 256
Ga. App. 531 (2002).
“When a person successfully negotiates a dangerous condition, she is
presumed to have knowledge of that condition and cannot recover for a subsequent
injury resulting from the hazard.” El Ranchero, 316 Ga. App. 115.
In El Ranchero, a plaintiff walked across a tile floor in a restaurant on her way
to the bathroom. On her way back from the bathroom, the plaintiff slipped and fell
only minutes after safely walking across the floor initially. The plaintiff could not
identify why she fell, and she could not identify any substance on the tile that caused
her to fall. She simply stated that the tile was “slippery.” In El Ranchero, the trial
court’s denial of the defendant-restaurant’s motion for summary judgment was

8
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reversed because the plaintiff had walked over the same area she fell minutes before
her fall.
How long did the Defendant know of the alleged hazard?
A plaintiff injured in a slip and fall may show knowledge of injury-producing
hazard by three methods: (1) proof that an employee was in the immediate area of
the spill and could have easily seen and removed it prior to the slip and fall; (2) proof
that liquid had been there for a sufficient length of time that it should have been
discovered and removed during reasonable inspection; or (3) there had been prior
accidents that should have informed the Defendant of a hazard. Warner v. Hobby
Lobby Stores, Inc., 321 Ga. App. 121 (2013).
The length of time that the hazard is required to remain undiscovered to
establish knowledge varies based on the facts of the case. CFUS Properties, Inc. v.
Thornton, 246 Ga. App. 75 (2000). See Brown v. Host/Taco Joint Venture, 305 Ga.
App. 248 (2010). It cannot be disputed that a proprietor is generally permitted a
reasonable time after notice of a hazardous condition to exercise care in correcting
it. Warner v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 321 Ga. App 121 (2013) and Pickering
Corp. v. Goodwin, 243 Ga. App. 831 (2000).
In Goodwin, the trial court’s denial of the defendant’s motion for summary
judgment was reversed. The plaintiff in Goodwin fell in spilled water at a mall. The
water spilled 90 seconds before the plaintiff fell. The Goodwin Court held that the
9
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defendant-proprietor breached no duty to the plaintiff as Georgia law affords a
proprietor “a reasonable time after notice of a hazard to exercise care in correcting
such condition.” 243 Ga. App. at 832 (citations omitted).
Was the fall related to the weather?
Under well-settled Georgia law, businesses are not liable for slip and falls
during rainy conditions unless there has been an unusual accumulation of water.
Diaz v. Wild Adventures, Inc., 289 Ga. App. 889, 892-893 (2008) (citing Walker v.
Sears Roebuck & Co., 278 Ga. App. 677, 680 (2006)). The well-established law
applicable to cases like the present, involving a slip and fall due to weather
conditions is that:
business proprietors are not liable to patrons who slip and fall on floors
made wet by rain conditions unless there has been an unusual
accumulation of water and the proprietor has failed to follow reasonable
inspection and cleaning procedures. The risk of harm imposed by some
accumulation of water on the floor of business premises during rainy
days is not unusual or unreasonable in itself, but is one to which all who
go out on a rainy day may be exposed and which all may expect or
anticipate.
Id. A proprietor cannot be liable to a plaintiff for a slip and fall on an alleged water
accumulation where the plaintiff cannot show that the alleged water accumulation
10
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was a hazardous condition that exposed her to an unreasonable risk of harm. Drew
v. Istar Financial, Inc., 291 Ga. App. 323, 325 (2008). If a slip and fall is caused by
a natural occurrence, the risk of which the invitee should appreciate, the premises
owner may be held liable only if the risk has become “unreasonable.” Roberts v.
Outback Steakhouse of Florida, Inc., 283 Ga. App. 269, 270 (2007). The “normal
accumulation of water at the entrance of a business during a rainy day is not an
unreasonable hazard.” Id.
The location of the weather-related water may matter. In Duff v. Board of
Regents, 341 Ga. App. 438 (2017), the Court of Appeals reversed the trial court’s
grant of summary judgment to the University after a student slipped and fell in
rainwater tracked in by other students. The Duff Court noted that the fall occurred
“more than three classrooms away from” the nearest entrance. It was also note that
the plaintiff did not know it had been raining as the building had no windows and it
had not been raining when she entered hours earlier. 341 Ga. App. At 461.
Were there any wet floor signs?
In Alterman Foods, Inc. v. Munford, the Court of Appeals held that a
defendant owner/occupier may establish reasonable and ordinary care by taking
precautionary matters, such as placing a wet floor sign approximately six feet away
from the entrance of a premises. 178 Ga. App. 214, 215 (1986). The Munford Court
held such precautionary matters may establish “reasonable and ordinary care on
11
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[defendant’s] part, even assuming [plaintiff] did not have equal knowledge of the
hazard. To say otherwise would render [defendant] an insurer of its customers’
safety.” Id.
In Taylor v. Mathis, the Court of Appeals held an owner/occupier may be
entitled to summary judgment even where a plaintiff claims to have not seen a wet
floor sign anywhere on the premises. 219 Ga. App. 445, 465 (1995). In Taylor, the
plaintiff slipped and fell while walking across the lobby toward the exit of her office
building after getting off an elevator. The lobby floor had been mopped, and a wet
floor sign had been placed by the elevator bank, although the plaintiff denied seeing
that sign or any other signs in the area across the lobby where she fell. Id. at 445-46.
The Court of Appeals reversed the denial of the defendant’s motion for summary
judgment. The Court held that:
[t]he fact that the [plaintiff] did not see the warning sign near the
elevator bank does not create a material issue of fact. [Plaintiff] stated
that she was not distracted by anything as she walked from the
elevators; [plaintiff] merely did not see the sign. Such a sign, even if
the only one, when placed near the bank of elevators from which users
of the building exit into the lobby, constituted reasonable and ordinary
care on the proprietor’s part.

12
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Id. at 447 (citations omitted). Moreover, the Court further held the fact that “there
was no sign in the immediate vicinity of her fall is not enough, in itself, to create a
material issue of fact necessitating a jury trial.” Id. (emphasis added).
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Biomechanics In Litigation

Applications and Case Examples

2017-05-11

Kelly B. Kennett, M.S.

1

About Momentum PMV, Inc.
• Our Mission

“To provide insightful,
objective, and rigorous
answers to challenging
scientific questions, at good
value to our clients, in the
fields of biomechanics,
accident reconstruction, and
medical devices”

• What does PMV Stand For?
Momentum (P) = Object Mass (M) x Object Velocity (V)
-Sir Isaac Newton, 1686
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2

2
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A General Definition of Biomechanics

Application of the
principles of physics
and engineering to
biological systems

2017-05-11

3

3

Injury Biomechanics
Application of the principles of physics and engineering to study the
movement, forces, and material failures (injuries) of the human body in
response to interaction with the mechanical environment
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What is an Injury?
• Micro-level engineering definition:
– “Excessive applied stress which leads to unrecoverable
material strain.”

• Macro-level engineering definition:
– “A material failure which renders a part less effective or
unsuitable for its intended use.”

• Real World:
– “Something is broken.”

2017-05-11
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A Legal Injury?
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Excessive Strain – The True Injury
• All injuries begin as local tissue failures
– Local failures grow to organic level & manifest symptoms

• “My neck hurts!” Is not an injury, it’s a symptom
• Neck injury example:
–
–
–
–

Initial head translation leads to neck S-curve
Curvature exceeds local range of motion
Facet joint capsular ligaments torn & articular surface damaged
“My neck hurts”

2017-05-11
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The Fit Between Litigation and Biomechanics
Claim
Evaluation

Environment
Mechanism
Severity
Tolerance

•
•
•
•

Event
Reconstruction

Injury
Mitigation

2017-05-11

•
•
•
•

Event Sequence
Causation
Magnitude
Who or How

• Safety
• Alternate Design
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Biomechanics Role in Litigation
Understand the

Determine

Elements of the Accident

Event

Environment

Injury

Mechanism
Magnitude
Tolerance
Causation
Mitigation

2017-05-11

9

9

Two Major Methods in Litigation
• When the Environment and Event are Known
– Did the event provide a mechanism for injury?
– Was the event of sufficient magnitude to cause injury?
– Would specific changes have mitigated those injuries?

• When the Environment and/or Event are Unknown
– Use injuries as primary/major evidence for accident
reconstruction
– Determine relevant physical variables from the injury and body
movement evidence.

2017-05-11
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The Fit Between Litigation and Biomechanics
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Example Claim Evaluations
• Alleged Injuries from
– Vehicle Accidents
• Low speed rear ends

– Product Malfunction
– Slip and Falls
– Overexertion

2017-05-11
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Claim Evaluation
• Plaintiff alleges
– While riding within an elevator, the elevator suddenly
fell, stopped, and fell again; resulting in a lower back
injury

• Biomechanics Role in Claim Evaluation
–
–
–
–

Environment: Elevator emergency stop
Mechanism: Spinal compression from vertical load
Magnitude: How much acceleration/load?
Tolerance: How does that load compare? Is it enough?

2017-05-11

13

13

Claim Evaluation

In the course of the
investigation
The elevator’s control board
was found to be operating
incorrectly.

2017-05-11
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14
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Claim Evaluation
Measure the elevator’s acceleration with old and new board

2017-05-11

15

15

16

16

Claim Evaluation
Acceleration as the Elevator
proceeded upwards
(Faulty Control Board)

Acceleration as the Elevator
proceeded upwards
(Replacement Control Board)

2017-05-11
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Claim Evaluation

Max Magnitude: 0.7 g
Max Change: 1 g

2017-05-11

17

17

Claim Evaluation
• Allegation
– The elevator suddenly fell, stopped, and fell again; resulting in a lower
back injury

• Mechanism
– Vertical accelerations imposed on the body during emergency stop

• Magnitude/Severity
– 0.7g peak loading applied to occupant

• Tolerance
– Less vertical acceleration loading than in many typical activities
2017-05-11
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Claim Evaluation
• Severity
– With the measured data, can compare 0.7g to loads the body undergoes
and sustains in daily activity
• Ordinary gait, stair climbing, jumping, load carrying
• Postural and carried loads

2017-05-11

19

19

Claim Evaluation
• Tolerance
– Assess Plaintiff’s tolerance to the loading magnitude based on work and
life activities and medical history

No Prior Symptoms

2017-05-11

Symptomatic

20

20
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Claim Evaluation
•

Two distinct types of engineering material failures, which can be
differentiated
– Degeneration ≅ wear, creep, fatigue, corrosion
– Trauma ≅ overload, crack propagation, rupture

•

What are the surrounding symptoms?
– Ruptures? Localized bleeding? Dysfunction?

•

Traumatic injuries generally create step changes (e.g., immediate
symptoms)

•

Ask your doctors to be specific

•

Degeneration can affect performance and tolerance

2017-05-11
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22

Claim Evaluation

2017-05-11
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Claim Evaluation

2017-05-11
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23
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The Fit Between Litigation and Biomechanics
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25

26

26

Example Event Reconstructions
• Accidents involving
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•

Motor vehicles
Motorcycles
Bicycles
Pedestrians

Heavy equipment accidents
Occupational and workplace accidents
Helmets and protective equipment
Falls from height
Many More!!!

2017-05-11
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Event Reconstruction
• Event
– 36’ Center Console boat struck a seawall, launching
from the water canal, and coming to rest on dry land
– All three boat occupants were injured
– One of the occupants died as a result of their injuries

• Reconstruction
– Who was at the helm of the boat at the time of the
collision?

2017-05-11
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28

28

Event Reconstruction

2017-05-11
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Event Reconstruction
No seatbelts , No restraints

2017-05-11

29

29

Event Reconstruction
What happens in an unrestrained frontal impact

2017-05-11

30

30
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Event Reconstruction

2017-05-11

31

31

Event Reconstruction
Biomechanical Simulation

Abdominal…then head impact
2017-05-11

32

32
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Event Reconstruction

2017-05-11
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Event Reconstruction
A game of Clue, matching realized and anticipated injuries
Colonel Mustard
•Unconscious, unresponsive, posterior head
bleeding, lockjaw, abrasion to left upper
abdominal quadrant, right skull fracture,
contrecoup left subdural, death.

Mr. Green
•Unconscious, bilateral upper extremity fractures,
ruptured spleen, left clavicle fracture,
comminuted right humeral shaft fracture, simple
fracture of right radius.

Professor Plum
•Laceration above left eye, abdominal injuries to
his mesentery and bowel, two large rents in the
mid jejunum, devitalized bowel, large mesenteric
tears and hematoma
2017-05-11
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Event Reconstruction
A game of Clue, matching realized and anticipated injuries
Colonel Mustard
•Unconscious, unresponsive, posterior head
bleeding, lockjaw, abrasion to left upper
abdominal quadrant, right skull fracture,
contrecoup left subdural, death.

Mr. Green
•Unconscious, bilateral upper extremity fractures,
ruptured spleen, left clavicle fracture,
comminuted right humeral shaft fracture, simple
fracture of right radius.

Defense counsel for
Prof. Plum claimed
Colonel Mustard was
at the helm, noting his
severe head injuries
were most consistent
with the anticipated
injuries

Professor Plum
•Laceration above left eye, abdominal injuries to
his mesentery and bowel, two large rents in the
mid jejunum, devitalized bowel, large mesenteric
tears and hematoma
2017-05-11
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Event Reconstruction
A game of Clue, matching realized and anticipated injuries
Colonel Mustard
• Found on the floor in the bow of the boat
• Unconscious, unresponsive, posterior head bleeding,
lockjaw, abrasion to left upper abdominal quadrant, right
skull fracture, contrecoup left subdural, death.

Colonel Mustard Had
No Abdominal Injuries?
Abdominal…then head impact

Mr. Green
• Found on top of Colonel Mustard in bow of boat
• Unconscious, bilateral upper extremity fractures, ruptured
spleen, left clavicle fracture, comminuted right humeral
shaft fracture, simple fracture of right radius.

Professor Plum
• Found between the operator’s seat and center console
• Laceration above left eye, abdominal injuries to his
mesentery and bowel, two large rents in the mid jejunum,
devitalized bowel, large mesenteric tears and hematoma

2017-05-11

Professor Plum Had Severe
Abdominal Injuries

36

36
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Event Reconstruction
Professor Plum was at the Helm
Professor Plum
• Found between the operator’s seat and center
console
• Laceration above left eye, abdominal injuries to his
mesentery and bowel, two large rents in the mid
jejunum, devitalized bowel, large mesenteric tears
and hematoma

2017-05-11

37

37

The Fit Between Litigation and Biomechanics
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Example Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle accidents
Heavy equipment accidents
Occupational and workplace accidents
Safety equipment
Unmarked hazards
Many others

2017-05-11

39

39

Injury Mitigation
• Event
– Vehicle with 4 passengers was slowing for traffic and was rear-ended
by a SUV
– Post impact the vehicle rotated counter-clockwise and struck a
concrete barrier with the front bumper
– The vehicle continued to rotate and overturn one time, driver’s side
leading

• Injury of Right Front Passenger
– Quadriplegia
•
•
•
•

C5 and C6 vertebral body fracture
C5 pedicle and left lamina
C4 articular processes
Minimally displaced anteroinferior manubrium fracture

– No other injuries
2017-05-11

40

40
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Injury Mitigation

2017-05-11

41

41

Injury Mitigation
• Direct Inspection of the Vehicle’s Safety Equipment
– Driver and Right Front Passengers were belted
–
–
–
–

Seat pre-tensioners were commanded
Both frontal airbags were deployed
Right curtain airbag was deployed
Side thorax airbags were deployed

• Key questions relative to the crash sequence
– When were the seat belt pre-tensioner’s commanded?
– When were the frontal airbags deployed?
– When was the right curtain airbag deployed?

2017-05-11

42

42
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Injury Mitigation
Vehicle SRS Download

Event 1: Rear Impact
Late in the rear impact sequence:
• Front passenger seatbelt pre-tensioner
was commanded
• Right curtain airbag was deployed
• Side thorax bag deployed

Event 2: Frontal Impact
•

Frontal airbags deployed

•

Driver side seatbelt pretensioner was
commanded

2017-05-11

43

43

Injury Mitigation
Rear impact with right preference

…Rang the right C-pillar crash sensor

…Thus commanding the right curtain
airbag during the rear impact
But Why Would the Right Front Passenger Suffer Significant Spinal Injury?
2017-05-11
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Injury Mitigation
Look at the Injury Pattern first…
Observed Injuries

2017-05-11

Hyperflexion / Compression

45

45

Injury Mitigation
Look at what most likely caused the mechanism of injury

2017-05-11
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Injury Mitigation
Look at what most likely caused the mechanism of injury
Subject Vehicle Side Curtain Airbag Inspection

2017-05-11
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47

48

48

Injury Mitigation
Exemplar Side Curtain Airbag Inspection

2017-05-11
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Injury Mitigation

2017-05-11

49

49

Injury Mitigation

Force Applied by the Airbag to the neck

2,750 N of Peak
Compression
Exceeds load/time duration
cumulative injury criteria

2017-05-11
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Injury Mitigation
The late deployed side curtain airbag
caused the Plaintiff’s paralyzing injuries
Deploy airbags either timely or not at all
Change fold/deployment pattern to
reduce vertical loading (done in later
models)
Manage/route inflator charge to improve
deployment pattern

2017-05-11
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The Fit Between Litigation and Biomechanics
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Applicability of Injury Biomechanics to Areas of Litigation

2017-05-11
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Sometimes the Answers are Simple…

2017-05-11
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Sometimes the Answers are Complex…

2017-05-11
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55

But These Answers Are Only Useful If They Are
Claim
Evaluation

Event
Reconstruction

• Objective
• Rigorous
• Clear

Injury
Mitigation

2017-05-11
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Thank you.
Kelly B. Kennett, M.S.
kkennett@momentumpmv.com
6205 Shiloh Crossing Rd.
Suite C
Alpharetta, GA 30005
www.momentumpmv.com
(770) 886-3207
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COVERAGE
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I.

Introduction
On May 22, 2018, the American Law Institute ("ALI") approved the final draft of its

Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance ("RLLI"). This is ALI's first venture into the field
of liability insurance. It took eight years and 29 drafts to ultimately come up with the nearly 500page final product. The debate was rigorous and the final product controversial.

ALI's

Restatements of the Law, in general, have been cited in over 200,000 published cases around the
country; at least nine courts have cited to this particular Restatement while it was still in draft
form.1 In this presentation, we will look at some of the more controversial sections of the RLLI
and how these may shape insurance coverage law going forward.
II.

Background on the ALI and the development of the RLLI
ALI's stated mission is to produce scholarly work to "clarify, modernize, and improve the

law." To do this, ALI publishes three types of work: Restatements of the Law, Principles of Law
and Model or Uniform Codes. According to ALI, these each have a different purpose. Principles
are "primarily addressed to legislatures, administrative agencies, or private actors."2 That is, they
are somewhat aspirational, explaining what ALI believes the law should be in a given area. In
contrast, Restatements are "primarily addressed to courts and aim at clear formulations of common
law and its statutory elements and reflect the law as it presently stands or might appropriately be
stated by a court."3 Although Restatements aspire toward the precision of statutory language, they
are also intended to reflect the flexibility and capacity for development and growth of the common

1

2018.
2
3

Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance approved, but controversy remains, Kennedyslaw.com, May 25,
The American Law Institute Website at www.ali.org.
Id.

1
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law. That is why they are phrased in the descriptive terms of a judge announcing the law to be
applied in a given case rather than in the mandatory terms of a statute.4
This project was begun by the ALI in 2010 and started out to formulate "Principles of the
Law of Liability Insurance." For over 4 years, multiple drafts were approved under the Principles
of the Law standards. However, in 2014, ALI took the unprecedented step of transforming the
project into a Restatement of the Law. Many argue that the committee essentially adopted the
Principles as if they were the majority law, rather than merely aspirational points of view from the
perspective of the ALI.5
Various insurance industry groups came out publically with significant concerns, if not
outright objections, to various provisions in the drafts of the RLLI. A proposed final draft in 2017
was sent back for more revisions. Changes were made that ultimately resulted in the second
proposed final draft of the RLLI, that was ultimately approved in May of this year. The controversy
has not stopped there. Ohio recently passed legislation declaring that the RLLI does not constitute
the public policy of Ohio. However, as noted above, this has not stopped courts across the country
from citing to the RLLI before it even obtained final approval from ALI.

4

2018.

Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance approved, but controversy remains, Kennedyslaw.com, May 25,

Restate or Rewrite?: Stark Choice Faces ALI Leaders on Liability Insurance Law Project, Forbes.com, January
16, 2018.
5

2
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III.

The Ten Most Controversial Sections of the RLLI
1. The Plain-Meaning Rule

§ 3. The Plain-Meaning Rule
(1) The plain meaning of an insurance policy term is the single meaning to which the
language of the term is reasonably susceptible when applied to facts of the claim at
issue in the context of the entire insurance policy.
(2) If an insurance policy term has a plain meaning when applied to the facts of the
claim at issue, the term is interpreted according to that meaning.
(3) An insurance policy term is ambiguous if there is more than one meaning to which
the language of the term is reasonably susceptible when applied to the facts of the
claim at issue in the context of the entire insurance policy. An ambiguous term is
interpreted as specified in § 4.
This has always been the foundation of insurance coverage law and the basic rule for policy
interpretation. All the way through the first proposed final draft of the RLLI, the committee
adopted a "strong presumption" in favor of applying the plain meaning of policy terms were
possible, and against courts referring to extrinsic evidence to determine whether policy terms were
ambiguous.6 However, in response to mounting criticism, this was the biggest change between
the first proposed final draft and the second proposed final draft (which was approved). As for the
final version of the Restatement itself, it left the plain-meaning rule in tact.
However, it went on to address it further in the comments:
c. Custom, practice, and usage. Many courts that follow a strict plain-meaning rule
also consider custom, practice, and usage when determining the plain meaning of

6

5 Controversial Rules In the ALI's Insurance Law Project, Law 360, May 18, 2018.

3
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insurance policies entered into between parties who can reasonably be expected to
have transacted with knowledge of that custom, practice, or usage. When such sources
of meaning can be discerned from public sources and with only limited discovery
(such as through an affidavit of an expert in the trade or business, who is subject to
deposition, but without the need for extensive document requests), this is the better
approach.
The authors of the RLLI believe considering custom, practice and usage is not going
outside the plain meaning of the policy wording. However, Judges may now allow for and hear
evidence (and possibly allow for discovery on) these issues of custom, practice and usage in the
industry.
2. Materiality Requirement for Misrepresentations
§ 8. Materiality Requirement
A misrepresentation by an insured during the application for, or renewal of, an
insurance policy is material only if, but for the misrepresentation, a reasonable
insurer in this insurer's position would not have issued the policy or would have issued
the policy only under substantially different terms.
As stated, this looks at what an objectively reasonable insurer in this situation would have
done. It does not look at what this particular insurer would have done had it known of the correct
information. In addition, it requires “substantially” different terms. If the evidence is that the
insurer would have charged a higher premium but for the misrepresentation, who much higher
does it need to be to be “substantial”?

4
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3. Confidentiality In Communications With Defense Counsel
§ 11. Confidentiality
(1) An insurer or insured does not waive rights of confidentiality with respect to third
parties by providing to the insured or the insurer, within the context of the
investigation and defense of a legal action, information protected by attorney-client
privilege, work-product immunity, or other confidentiality protections.
(2) An insurer does not have the right to receive any information of the insured that
is protected by attorney-client privilege, work-product immunity, or a defense
lawyer's duty of confidentiality under rules of professional conduct, if that
information could be used to benefit the insurer at the expense of the insured.
An effective defense of the insured requires the insurer, the insured and defense lawyer to
share information on a confidential basis. This rule allows for that sharing without wavier of
applicable privileges. In the comments, this is extended to non-defending insurers as well, as they
may be called upon to pay for a settlement or judgment on behalf of the insured. However, the
authors provide a clear word of caution in comment c: “The rule stated in this Section is not
universally followed.”
Section (2) could be of particular interest to the insurance defense lawyers in the audience.
Ordinarily, insurance defense counsel intentionally avoid any and all involvement in coverage
issues. However, this rule arguably puts a burden on defense counsel to evaluate whether
information is potentially detrimental to the insured’s coverage position. If it is, defense counsel
should not report it to the carrier under this rule. To do that, defense counsel has to have a fairly
in-depth knowledge of the coverage issues in order to make this decision as to what information
should be withheld.

5
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4. Insurer Liability for Defense Counsel
§ 12. Liability of Insurer for Conduct of Defense
(1) If an insurer undertakes to select counsel to defend a legal action against the
insured and fails to take reasonable care in so doing, the insurer is subject to liability
for the harm caused by any subsequent negligent act or omission of the selected
counsel that is within the scope of the risk that made the selection of counsel
unreasonable.
(2) An insurer is subject to liability for the harm caused by the negligent act or
omission of counsel provided by the insurer to defend a legal action when the insurer
directs the conduct of the counsel with respect to the negligent act or omission in a
manner that overrides the duty of the counsel to exercise independent professional
judgment.
This section creates insurer liability for the conduct of retained defense counsel in two
limited sets of circumstances. First is based on negligent selection. The insurer is required to use
reasonable care in selecting defense counsel it retains. This would include such factors as whether
they had adequate skill and experience to handle the type of claim being assigned and whether
they had adequate professional liability insurance. The insurer is not subject to vicarious liability
for all negligent acts of retained defense counsel, but only those that are causally related to the
reason their retention in this case was not reasonable.
The second set of circumstances that can generate insurer liability for conduct of retained
defense counsel is if it directs their actions in a manner that overrides their exercise of independent
professional judgment. An example listed would be refusing to authorize an independent medical
examination in a case that results in an excess verdict. The same rationale could apply to most any

6
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cost limitation a carrier puts on the defense (i.e., not authorizing motions, out of town travel to
personally attend a deposition, or certain experts because of cost).
5. When an Insurer Must Defend
§ 13. Conditions Under Which the Insurer Must Defend
(1) An insurer that has issued an insurance policy that includes a duty to defend must
defend any legal action brought against an insured that is based in whole or in part
on any allegations that, if proved, would be covered by the policy, without regard to
the merits of those allegations.
(2) For the purpose of determining whether an insurer must defend, the legal action
is deemed to be based on:
(a) Any allegation contained in the complaint or comparable document stating the
legal action; and
(b) Any additional allegation known to the insurer, not contained in the complaint or
comparable document stating the legal action, that a reasonable insurer would regard
as an actual or potential basis for all or part of the action.
(3) An insurer that has the duty to defend under subsections (1) and (2) must defend
until its duty to defend is terminated under § 18 by declaratory judgment or
otherwise, unless facts not at issue in the legal action for which coverage is sought and
as to which there is no genuine dispute establish that:
(a) The defendant in the action is not an insured under the insurance policy pursuant
to which the duty to defend is asserted;

7
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(b) The vehicle or other property involved in the accident is not covered property
under a liability insurance policy pursuant to which the duty to defend is asserted and
the defendant is not otherwise entitled to a defense;
(c) The claim was reported late under a claims-made-and-reported policy such that
the insurer's performance is excused under the rule stated in § 35(2);
(d) The action is subject to a prior and pending litigation exclusion or a related claim
exclusion in a claims-made policy;
(e) There is no duty to defend because the insurance policy has been properly
cancelled; or
(f) There is no duty to defend under a similar, narrowly defined exception to the
complaint-allegation rule recognized by the courts in the applicable jurisdiction.
Sub-section (2) (b) is the portion of this Section that has drawn the most attention. The
determination of an insurer’s duty to defend is not governed solely by the allegations in the
complaint (i.e., the “four corners” or “eight corners” rule). This subsection requires that the insurer
look not only at the allegations in the complaint, but also any additional allegations known to the
insurer that a reasonable insurer would regard as “an actual or potential basis for all or part of the
action.” The authors go further in the comments to state that: “If the insurer knows of an allegation
that, under existing pleading rules, could reasonably be expected in the circumstances to be added
as an allegation in the legal action, and that, if so added, would require the insurer to defend the
action, then the insurer has a duty to defend that action.” This requires the insurer to look outside
the complaint, but it is limited to those allegations the insurer has knowledge of.

6. Reservation of Rights

8
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§ 15. Reserving the Right to Contest Coverage
(1) An insurer may reserve the right to contest coverage for an action before
undertaking the defense of the action if it gives timely notice to the insured of any
ground for contesting coverage of which it knows or should know.
(2) If an insurer already defending a legal action learns of information, which it did
not have constructive notice of under subsection (1), that provides a ground for
contesting coverage for that action, the insurer must give notice of that ground to the
insured within a reasonable time to reserve the right to contest coverage for the action
on that ground.
(3) Notice to the insured of a ground for contesting coverage must include a written
explanation of the ground, including the specific insurance policy terms and facts
upon which the potential ground for contesting coverage is based, in language that is
understandable by a reasonable person in the position of the insured.
(4) When an insurer reasonably cannot complete its investigation before undertaking
the defense of a legal action, the insurer may temporarily reserve its right to contest
coverage for the action by providing to the insured an initial, general notice of
reservation of rights, in language that is understandable by a reasonable person in
the position of the insured, but to preserve that reservation of rights the insurer must
pursue that investigation with reasonable diligence and must provide the detailed
notice stated in subsection (3) within a reasonable time.

9
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One commentator called Section 15(2) a potential “sleeping giant.”7 This is because it puts
the burden on the insurer of updating its reservation of rights letter if it obtains new information
that provides an additional basis to contest coverage or risk waiving the right to rely on the new
defense. Insurers may arguably be required to review every filing, deposition transcript, discovery
responses or any other information it receives to determine whether it constitutes any new grounds
for contesting coverage.
7. Recoupment of Defense Costs
§ 21. Insurer Recoupment of the Costs of Defense
Unless otherwise stated in the insurance policy or otherwise agreed to by the insured,
an insurer may not seek recoupment of defense costs from the insured, even when it
is subsequently determined that the insurer did not have a duty to defend or pay
defense costs.
This is an unsettled area of insurance coverage law, with many states (like Georgia) not
having clear direction as to whether these are recoverable. This provides a rather bright-line rule
that they are not recoverable without specific policy language. Without controlling precedent in
many areas, this Section has the potential to be one of the more widely adopted provisions of the
RLLI. This is a particularly harsh rule when considering long-tail claims, which can trigger
coverage under policies issued many years ago and long before carriers started including this
language.

7

Randy Maniloff
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8. Reasonable Settlement Decisions
§ 24. The Insurer's Duty to Make Reasonable Settlement Decisions
(1) When an insurer has the authority to settle a legal action brought against the
insured, or the insurer's prior consent is required for any settlement by the insured
to be payable by the insurer, and there is a potential for a judgment in excess of the
applicable policy limit, the insurer has a duty to the insured to make reasonable
settlement decisions.
(2) A reasonable settlement decision is one that would be made by a reasonable
insurer that bears the sole financial responsibility for the full amount of the potential
judgment.
(3) An insurer's duty to make reasonable settlement decisions includes the duty to
make its policy limits available to the insured for the settlement of a covered legal
action that exceeds those policy limits if a reasonable insurer would do so in the
circumstances.
The insurer is required to make “reasonable settlement decisions.” It goes on to define
what is meant by that, and it uses the standard of what a reasonable insurer would do if it bears the
sole financial responsibility for the loss. Furthermore, it goes on to provide that it must also make
the policy limits available to the insured (if a reasonable insurer would) for losses that exceed the
policy limits.
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9. The Effect of a Reservation of Rights on Settlement Rights and Duties
§ 25. The Effect of a Reservation of Rights on Settlement Rights and Duties
(1) A reservation of the right to contest coverage does not relieve an insurer of the
duty to make reasonable settlement decisions stated in § 24, but the insurer is not
required to cover a judgment on a non-covered claim.
(2) Unless otherwise stated in an insurance policy or agreed to by the insured, insurer
may not settle a legal action and thereafter demand recoupment of the settlement
amount from the insured on the ground that the action was not covered.
(3) When an insurer has reserved the right to contest coverage for a legal action, the
insured may settle the action without the insurer's consent and without violating the
duty to cooperate or other restrictions on the insured's settlement rights contained in
the policy if:
(a) The insurer is given a reasonable opportunity to participate and is kept reasonably
informed of developments in the settlement process;
(b) The insured makes a reasonable effort to obtain the insurer's consent or approval
of the settlement;
(c) The insurer declines to withdraw its reservation of rights after receiving prior
notice of the proposed settlement; and
(d) The settlement agreed to by the insured is one that a reasonable person who bears
the sole financial responsibility for the full amount of the potential covered judgment
would make.
Defending under a reservation of rights does not relieve the insurer of the obligation to
make reasonable settlement decisions. An insurer who defends the case under a reservation of
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rights and voluntarily settles it cannot recoup the settlement from the insured on the basis that it
was not covered. However, an insured can settle a case without the insurer’s consent (even when
the insurer is defending the case) under certain conditions.
10. Bad Faith Standards and Remedies
§ 49. Liability for Insurance Bad Faith
An insurer is subject to liability to the insured for insurance bad faith when it fails to
perform under a liability insurance policy:
(a) Without a reasonable basis for its conduct; and
(b) With knowledge of its obligation to perform or in reckless disregard of whether it
had an obligation to perform.
§ 50. Remedies for Liability Insurance Bad Faith
The remedies for liability insurance bad faith include:
(1) Compensatory damages, including the reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs
incurred by the insured in the legal action establishing the insurer's breach of the
liability insurance policy and any other loss to the insured proximately caused by the
insurer's bad-faith conduct;
(2) Other remedies as justice requires; and
(3) Punitive damages when the insurer's conduct meets the applicable state-law
standard.
Most states have already adopted bad faith standards, so this may not have tremendous
impact. However, this standard initially adopts the amorphous “reasonable basis” for the conduct.
It also adds both an actual knowledge and a reckless disregard standard of whether it had an
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obligation to perform. As for Remedies, the RLLI includes attorneys fees for the insured if it
prevails in the coverage action, which is contrary to the prevailing law in many states.

14
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The Georgia General Assembly commenced its 2018 Session on the second Monday of 2018,
January 8th, as constitutionally required, and concluded its 40 days on Thursday, March 29th.
This was an extraordinarily active session both for the Insurance industry, as well as from the
perspective of it being an election year.
This was the last Session for Lt. Governor Casey Cagle who launched an unsuccessful bid for
Governor. It also marked the end of former Senate President Pro Tem David Shafer’s Senate
Career after he lost his bid to be Lt. Governor. In addition, Commissioner Ralph Hudgens
decided not to run for another term, and he will be replaced by either Jim Beck (R) or Janice
Laws (D). After the General election in November of 2018, Georgia will have a new Governor,
Lt. Governor, Secretary of State, and Insurance Commissioner.
The following is a synopsis of bills of interest to the Insurance Industry.

NEW LAWS
GA HB 673 – Distracted Driving
This law was championed by Rep. John Carson who was inspired to act after he heard testimony
from Dr. Robert Hartwig, who the insurance industry arranged to present to the House and
Senate Insurance Committees. Dr. Hartwig spoke to both the State of the auto insurance market,
as well as the crisis of distracted driving, and how that was a factor in the amount of highway
fatalities in Georgia. The bill prevents a person from texting while driving, watching a video or
videoing while driving, accessing the internet while driving, or interacting with the phone in any
way if the phone is being held, or on any part of the body of the driver. This was a very
controversial bill, which gained momentum after the Governor came out in support towards the
end of the session. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.
GA HB 760 – Notice of Reduction of Coverage
This law changes the current requirement to non-renew a policy when there is a reduction in
coverage, to a requirement that the insurer provide notice to an insured when there is a reduction
in the coverage the policy provides. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.
GA HB 878 – Cancellation of Insurance by Insured
This law amends the former requirement that a cancellation of an insurance policy, at the request
of the insured, be done in writing. The law now allows an insurer to accept an insured’s request
for cancellation in writing, orally, or by electronic means. A verbal cancellation requires a
confirmation by the insurer to the insured within 10 days. An insurer or Agent can opt to require
the insured’s cancellation to be in writing. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.
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GA HB 592 – Self-Evaluative Privilege
This law removes the sunset provision of the Self-evaluative privilege law. This law provides
that an “insurance compliance self-evaluative audit document”, when created by an insurer
voluntarily, is not discoverable or admissible as evidence in a lawsuit or administrative
proceeding against the Company. When this law originally passed in 2015, the DOI wanted a
three year sunset provision so they could determine the law met its intended purpose. That
sunset provision was removed this year.
GA SB 381 – Surplus Lines
This law allows a non-admitted insurer, who is domiciled in Georgia, to sell surplus lines
insurance in Georgia if it meets certain requirements. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.
GA SB 350 – Privacy Notice
This law codifies a Bulletin issued by the Department of Insurance, which requires a privacy
notice to be sent, only when there has been a change in the information collection or sharing
practices of the insurer. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.
GA HB 938 – Limited Credit Insurance License
This law creates a limited license which allows a business entity that sells credit insurance, to
obtain a license if certain criteria are met. This entity license is in lieu of individual licenses for
each employee. The law went into effect on July 1, 2018.

VETOED BILLS
GA HB 754 – Division of Domestic Insurers
The following is the Governor’s veto message:
VETO NUMBER 10 - HB 754
House Bill 754 would allow insurers, domiciled in Georgia, to divide into two or more insurers.
Any plan of division must be submitted to and approved by the Commissioner of Insurance,
giving the Commissioner broad discretion to decide on a case by case basis if the company meets
the requirements to divide. If a company was deemed acceptable by the Commissioner to divide
and one of the resulting insurers stopped turning a profit, issues could arise as to how to
distribute the liability. I am unaware of the need for the division process provided for in HB 754
and am unconvinced that the appropriate safeguards are provided for in the proposed legislation.
For the foregoing reasons, I VETO HB 754.
3
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BILLS THAT DID NOT PASS
GA HB 605/SB 335 – Childhood Sexual Abuse
GA SB 372 – Insurance Rating
GA HB 705 – Increase Magistrate Jurisdictional Limit
GA HB 734 – Department Clean Up Bill
GA HB 678/SB 8 – Health Surprise Billing
GA SB 248 – Policy Locator Service
GA HB 939 – Captive Bill
OTHER ISSUES OF INTEREST
HR 993 – Statewide Business Court
HR 993 would amend the Georgia Constitution to provide for the creation of a business court
with statewide jurisdiction. A business court is a specialized court dedicated to expediting the
resolution of certain complex commercial cases. Business courts provide a number of benefits
including enhanced predictability, increased speed, improved case management, reduced
litigation costs and judicial expertise in complex commercial litigation. A “pilot project”
business court currently exists in Fulton and Gwinnett Counties, but a number of states have a
statewide business court, including North Carolina and South Carolina. Georgia voters will have
the opportunity to vote to create a statewide business court in November. Future legislation
would provide additional details for the operation of the business court.
NAIC Insurance Data Security Model Law
The NAIC Model law was adopted on October 24, 2017. The law applies to Companies and
Individuals required to be licensed under the State’s insurance laws. The model law requires
licensees, with certain exemptions, to:
•
•
•

Implement an Information Security program to protect non-public information against
unauthorized access;
Develop a risk assessment program, and identify employees who are responsible for
implementing and running the program;
Provide Board oversight of the Program;
4
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•
•

Provide an annual certification to the Domestic Regulator; and
Comply with rules dealing with the Investigation and Notification of a Cybersecurity
event.

Potential Issues:
•
•
•
•

Overlapping of Insurance Data Security Model Law with existing State breach/privacy
laws
The definition of a “Cybersecurity event” which would trigger reporting is very broad
and includes any unauthorized access to information stored in information systems. It is
not limited to Nonpublic Information.
Short time frame to report (72 hours)
Applies to Third Party Service Providers. Defined as a person that contracts with a
licensee to store, process or maintain, or otherwise is permitted access to Nonpublic
Information through its provision of services to the Licensee. So does this law apply to a
Defense Counsel firm that has access to the Nonpublic information of an insurer.

SC H 4655 – SC Insurance Data Security Act
This SC Act was signed into law on May 9, 2018, and was the first and only State to adopt the
NAIC Model.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
The GDPR sets forth a baseline set of standards for companies that handle the data of EU
citizens (and meet other specified requirements) that are consistent across the EU. The focus of
the GDPR is the consumer, and the privacy protections that are afforded citizens of the EU. The
GDPR protects data including basic identity information; web data; health and genetic data;
biometric data; racial or ethnic data; political opinions and sexual orientation. The protection of
this data extends not only to EU Companies, but to companies that process the personal data of
EU residents on behalf of other companies which are subject to the GDPR.
The basic tenets of the GDPR include:
• The right to personal privacy – with the individual being in control of their data to do
things such as access data, erase data; correct errors in their data and consent to the use of
the data;
• The right to the portability of their data – including the individual receiving their own
data from a company, and requesting that their data be sent to others;
• The requirement that privacy notices be clear and concise, and that any data collection is
limited to the stated purpose;
• The requirement that Companies include the concept of data privacy in the building of
their systems in order to protect the rights of EU residents and establish an ongoing
monitoring system;
• The requirement that companies have a Data Protection Officer; and
5
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•

Breach Notification within 72 hours of becoming aware of the breach.

The GDPR also includes strict enforcement provisions with substantial fines and litigation
exposure.
CA Assembly Bill 375 – Privacy Law
Establishes a consumer’s right, upon verifiable request, to:
•
•
•
•

have a business disclose what categories of personal information it gathers relative to the
consumer;
the categories of sources from which that information is collected;
the business purpose for collecting or selling that information; and
to whom the business disclosed or sold that information in the previous twelve months.

Once the business receives a verifiable request, the business has 45 days to comply.
Further, the bill gives consumers the right to opt out of the sale of their personal information; and
it includes provisions prohibiting businesses from discriminating against individuals or offering
them differing services based on their decision to opt out, unless the difference is reasonably
related to the value provided to the consumer by the consumer’s data. A business may offer
financial incentives for the collection of personal information.
Finally, the bill gives consumers the right to request deletion of their personal information from
the business’s records and that of service providers to the business. “Personal information” is
broadly defined to include any information that “relates to” a particular consumer or household.
Data is to be protected, even if it does not relate to a single individual, since households are
covered, even if the data does not contain a name.
Penalties for violations of this new law include private rights of action with statutorily defined
damages and enforcement by public regulatory bodies, including the California Attorney
General’s Office. A Consumer Privacy Fund is being established and 20 percent of the penalties
collected help fund enforcement. The bill forces business to expend considerable resources in
order to timely comply with consumer requests and may create large potential exposures for
businesses given its enforcement mechanisms. Businesses are actively engaging in efforts to
influence amendments in the legislature prior to the January 1, 2020, effective date.

6
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GEORGIANS FOR LAWSUIT REFORM
Georgia’s legal environment is becoming increasingly more
expensive and unpredictable. Georgia’s national legal ranking
has fallen from 24th to 40th over a five-year period and
continues to trend downward. It will be difficult for Georgia to
remain the number one state in which to do business if its
civil justice climate continues to erode.
Georgians for Lawsuit Reform will ensure a fair, balanced, and
efficient civil justice system for all citizens and improve
Georgia's competitiveness for small businesses, expanding
companies, and new industries. Through a combination of
legislative advocacy, participation in legislative and judicial
elections and grassroots engagement, GLR strives to
eliminate frivolous claims and lawsuit abuse from
Georgia’s civil justice system.

WWW.GALAWSUITREFORM.COM I @GALAWSUITREFORM
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THE USE AND ABUSE OF OFFERS OF SETTLEMENT
UNDER O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68
(AND A SECRET WAY TO COLLECT FEES AND EXPENSES FOR
FRIVOLOUS CLAIMS OR DEFENSES)
I.

The “Basics” of Offers Made Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68

OCGA § 9-11-68 was enacted in 2005 as part of sweeping tort reform legislation
proposed to bring under control the purported rampant and over-burdened tort system
that had caused clogged court dockets and out of control litigation costs. Most of the
proposed legislation never became law and what did was either watered down or so
bastardized by the legislative process that the laws enacted became predictably fruitful
fodder for trial court motions, conflicting rulings and ultimately appellate decisions.
The premise of O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68 is to encourage parties to resolve their disputes
without requiring cases to proceed to judgment through motions or trials. Essentially, if
an offer is made and rejected, then the rejecting party is at risk to owe the other side’s
attorney’s fees and expenses incurred after the rejection of the offer.
Here are the basics of what was ultimately enacted with amendments effective in
2006:
(1) O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68 only applies to TORT claims. Lots of stuff are tort claims
so more on this later;
(2) Neither party can make the offer until 30 days has passed since service of the
suit. Potential pitfall here if the service comes late in the game;
(3) Offer must be made at least 30 days before trial commences;
(4) Statute says either party may serve a written offer but shall not file the
offer with the court. Statute is strictly construed so does this mean if the offer is filed
with the court it is invalid?
1
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(5) Offer must remain open for 30 days in order to entitle offeror to fee’s and
costs
(6) If a defendant rejects a plaintiff’s offer and the plaintiff recovers a final
judgment of at least 125% of the offer, the plaintiff shall be entitled to recover fees
and expenses incurred after the rejection and through the entry of judgment;
(7) If a plaintiff rejects a defendant’ offer and the final judgment is one of no
liability or the plaintiff recovers a final judgment (not verdict) of less than 75% of the
offer, the defendant shall be entitled to recover fees and expenses incurred after the
rejection and through the entry of judgment;
(8) The trial court shall order the payment of fees and costs upon proof
submitted that there was a valid offer and rejection under the statute unless the trial
court makes a specific finding (through written order) that the offer was not made in
good faith.
If you thought that covered it, you are wrong as here is the bunch of other stuff in
the statute setting forth requirements of how the offer must be made and my random
thoughts as to each requirement:
Any offer under this Code section must:
(1)

Be in writing and state that it is being made pursuant to this
Code section

I have not seen any party attempt to enforce and offer that was not in writing, but
I have seen several claims that a written offer not specifying that it was made pursuant
to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68 could later be a basis for a recovery of fees and expenses. My
suggestion is that attorneys prepare an offer made pursuant to the statute in the form of
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a pleading with the pleading with the style of the case and reference the statute both in
the title of the document and in the body.
(2)

Identify the party or parties making the proposal and the party
or parties to whom the proposal is being made

This one is WAY more complicated than it sounds. Complications exist in even
the most basic of case. For instance, where both the at fault driver AND owner of the
vehicle are named as co-defendants, where there are multiple defendants named as joint
tortfeasors with the potential for allocations of fault, careful consideration must be given
to which defendant or defendants should make the offer and whether an single offer
from multiple defendants is likely to be more persuasive than individual offers coming
from separate defendants.
As an example, my firm recently defended multiple defendants in a negligent
security premises rape case. The property was a downtown condominium complex that
had been essentially been operating as an apartment complex after a single corporation
bought 95% of the units and ran a leasing office and management office on the
premises. We represented (through separate counsel) both the property owners
association and the purported property management company, neither of which had
been in charge of security for the complex for years. Neither defendant was a “target” of
the case as the 95% owner and operator of the complex was solvent, had insurance and
acknowledged having been in charge of security issues for years.
Both defendants represented by my firm wanted to make offers of settlement
under O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68. Both had pending motions for summary judgment. One
defendant wanted to make a joint offer from the two defendants to make a more
attractive (still low) offer to the plaintiff. The other defendant felt that it had a better
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chance of prevailing on summary judgment (and at trial if the case went that far) and
did not want the “risk” of losing the impact of a separate offer. The analysis really
turned on trying to determine which form of an offer (joint or separate) would be more
worrisome to the plaintiff who had another target defendant not making an offer of
settlement. Ultimately, by not agreeing to make a joint offer, both defendants made
their own ($17,500 and $2,500) offers, which were rejected/ignored, but ultimately had
a hand in resolving the case at mediation.
Further complications arise for a defendant where there are multiple plaintiffs
and careful consideration must be given to situations where one plaintiff has only
asserted a loss of consortium claim or if a plaintiff has asserted claims in both an
individual and representative capacity.
For plaintiff’s making offers to settle with multiple defendants, similar concerns
arise, particularly where the plaintiff seeks a verdict apportioned among several
defendants and offers are being made both to legitimately attempt to resolve claims and
to recover attorney’s fees and expenses for offers that are likely to be rejected. The
recovery of fees and expenses against 1-2 defendants of six sued can be difficult where
time and expense are incurred to prosecute the case against ALL defendants, not just
the 1-2 defendants against whom fees are being sought.
(3)

Identify generally the claim or claims the proposal is attempting
to resolve

In most instances, this will be ALL claims asserted in the case, but must be
specified in the offer.

4
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(4)

State with particularity any relevant conditions

This is your chance to “speak now or forever hold your peace” as to important
considerations, such as how liens are going to be handled, etc. Although offers of
settlement are being upheld without specificity in the offer, if you are requiring/offering
a general versus limited liability release, this also needs to be stated. Many attorneys are
attaching the requested release and all other documents to the offer as exhibits to reduce
issues down the road. However, if known liens exceed the amount of an offer, it may be
difficult to secure an enforceable settlement through an offer requiring the payment and
full satisfaction of liens from the settlement amount.
(5)

State the total amount of the proposal

Easy – right?
(6)

State with particularity the amount proposed to settle a claim
for punitive damages

Apparently, this needs to be included even when there is no claim for punitive
damages asserted or permitted under the law.
(7)

State whether the proposal includes attorney's fees or other
expenses and whether attorney's fees or other expenses are part
of the legal claim

Same deal as punitives
(8)

Include a certificate of service and be served by certified mail or
statutory overnight delivery in the form required by Code
Section 9-11-5.

Practice pointer – you do NOT want to be “that guy” who has just win the case,
beaten the 125% or 75% threshold and then realize that you have failed to send the offer
via certified mail.

5
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II.

Appellate Review of O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68

Since its enactment, there have been 73 appellate decisions related to O.C.G.A. §
9-11-68. A few of the more interesting decisions are as follows:
Smith v. Baptiste, 287 Ga. 23, 694 S.E.2d 83 (2010) – the Georgia
Supreme Court held that the statute does not violate state constitutional right to
prosecute or defend causes in court as there is no constitutional right of access to courts.
Defendants in Baptiste had offered to settle case for $5,000.00 and after rejection of
offer prevailed on a motion for summary judgment.

Plaintiffs challenged the

constitutionality of the state and the trial court agreed, holding that the statute impeded
access to the courts and thus violates Art. I, Sec. I, Par. XII of the Georgia Constitution
of 1983, which provides that “[n]o person shall be deprived of the right to prosecute or
defend, either in person or by an attorney, that person's own cause in any of the courts
of this state.”
The Georgia Supreme Court reversed the trial court, holding that this Court has
held that Art. I, Sec. I, Par. XII was not intended to provide a right of access to the
courts, but was intended to provide only a right of choice between self-representation
and representation by counsel. Id. citing, Couch v. Parker, 280 Ga. 580, 581, 630 S.E.2d
364 (2006); State of Ga. v. Moseley, 263 Ga. 680, 682, 436 S.E.2d 632 (1993); Nelms v.
Georgian Manor Condo. Assn., 253 Ga. 410, 412–413, 321 S.E.2d 330 (1984). The Court
further held that even if there were such a constitutional right of access to the courts,
“OCGA § 9–11–68(b)(1) does not deny litigants access to the courts, but simply sets
forth certain circumstances under which attorney's fees may be recoverable.” Id. at 28.

6
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The Court held that the trial court had also erred in finding the statute
unconstitutional as a “special law” violating the uniformity clause of the Georgia
Constitution because it applies only to tort claims and not all civil claims. The Court
ruled that because the statute applies uniformly throughout the State to all tort cases, it
is a general law and not a special law. The clear purpose of the law to encourage the
settlement of tort cases and the acceptance of good faith settlement proposals to avoid
unnecessary litigation is a “legitimate legislative purpose” and thus is not in violation of
Ga. Const. of 1983, Art. III, Sec. VI, Par. IV(a). Id. at 29.
Notably, the Court in Baptiste was not tasked with determining whether O.C.G.A.
§ 9-11-68 violates constitutional rights of due process or equal protection because these
issues were not raised on appeal by the plaintiffs. However, Justice Nahmias used a
special concurrence to express his own opinion that such a challenge was not made as it
would have clearly failed, thus serving as a warning to litigants (and perhaps trial
courts) not to bother with such challenges as his Court would certainly reject such
arguments.
Cohen v. Alfred and Adele Davis Academy, Inc., 310 Ga.App. 761, 714
S.E.2d 350 (2011), reconsideration denied, certiorari denied, certiorari
denied 132 S.Ct. 2106, 566 U.S. 974, 182 L.Ed.2d 869, rehearing denied 132
S.Ct. 2792, 567 U.S. 929, 183 L.Ed.2d 657
In this case, a student’s mother sued her daughter’s school and headmaster
alleging slander, tortious interference, fraud, misrepresentation, undue influence, RICO,
and intentional infliction of emotional distress. Four months after suit was filed, the
school made an offer of settlement of $750 to settle all claims, which offer was rejected
by way of expiration. The trial court granted the school’s motion for summary judgment
7
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and granted the school’s request for fees and expenses in the amount of $84,000.00.
The plaintiff argued that the offer was not made in good faith in part because of
the amount of the offer ($750.00) in comparison to the fees incurred ($84,000.00).
The trial court rejected this claim and the Court of Appeals agreed, finding that the
granting of summary judgment, that the plaintiff ultimately dismissed her appeal of
summary judgment order, supported school's position that mother's claims were
without merit and/or evidentiary support. Because the school “. . . . reasonably and
correctly anticipated that its exposure was minimal, the fact that it was willing to settle
mother's claims for a nominal value did not demand a finding that its offer was made in
bad faith.” Id. at 763. The Cohen case provides a solid basis to make a nominal offer in
a case of unlikely liability.
Great West Cas. Co. v. Bloomfield, 313 Ga.App. 180, 721 S.E.2d 173
(2011)
However, appellate courts are likely to give deference to the trial court findings
that an offer was NOT made in good faith. Here, the trial court held and the Court of
Appeals agreed that a defense verdict alone is not sufficient to establish that a
defendant's offer of settlement was made in good faith. In this wrongful death case, the
defendant trucking company (insurer) made an initial offer to settle for $25,000, which
was rejected. The case proceeded to trial during which the defendant offered to settle
for its policy limits of $1 million. The trial resulted in a defense verdict for the offeree,
but a verdict in favor of the plaintiff in the amount of $54.42 million against the codefendant. The offering defendant then sought to recover $69,000 in fees and costs
incurred after the plaintiff’s rejection of the first offer.

8
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The trial court denied the motion finding that the offer was not made in good
faith, in part because: (1) the offer of settlement was made without interviewing key
witness; (2) the offer was a nominal amount; and (3) the defendant made much larger
offer to settle for policy limits at trial without having new information to justify second
offer. In a 5-2 decision, the Court of Appeals agreed, holding the trial court was within
its discretion under these circumstances. While the case does not break new ground as
to the discretion that will be given to the trial courts, it is notable that the first and third
factors cited are even relevant to the consideration.
First, the notion that the initial offer was made without interviewing key
witnesses refers to the offer being made without defense counsel having interviewed the
investigating police officer. The officer did not witness the accident and had prepared a
police report which was in the possession of all parties and contained the relevant facts
and opinions of her investigation. Unfortunately, the consideration of questioning the
good faith of an offer based upon such a banal claim of improper or inadequate
investigation of the prevailing party at the time of the offer clearly opens a Pandora’s
box in which every aspect of the winning party’s insurer and counsel’s investigation
and strategy can be explored and attacked.
The consideration of a subsequent much larger offer is even more troubling.
O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68 clearly permits multiple offers and a later offer does not invalidate
the right to recover fees based on a previously rejected offer. In Great West Cas. Co.,
the approval of using a subsequent offer (not made under the statute) will clearly
undermine the legislative purpose behind the statute – encouraging parties to settle tort
claims. Now, once an offer is made under the statute, the decision to make future offers
will be tainted by consideration of whether making such an offer will infect the ability to
9
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collect fees and expenses based upon an earlier less attractive offer. Essentially, the
Court of Appeals has stated that Great West could not recover $69,000 in fees and
expenses after a defense verdict, in part, because they, in good faith, offered policy limits
to settle the case during the trial. In hindsight, perhaps Great West should not have
made such a generous offer as it cost them the opportunity to collect $69,000 in fees
and expenses. Certainly, this is not what the legislature had in mind.
III.

O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(e) – How in The World Did THAT Get in
There?

The title of O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68 does not contain language to alert one that the
statute is not limited to situations where an offer to settle has been made under the
statute and that it contains a completely distinct subsection breathing life into claims to
recover by either party for frivolous litigation. The entire title of the code section reads
as follows:

“Written offers to settle tort claims; liability of refusing party
for attorney's fees and expenses”
With the hoopla of the enactment of sections (a) – (d) and the constitutional and
other challenges to those provisions, the passage and impact of section (e) has somehow
been lost among many litigants. Historically, there has been a tremendous threshold
established by trial judges reluctant to grant motions for fees and expenses under
O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14 and appellate courts give great deference to trial court decisions on
such matters. Additionally, in many instances of claims for frivolous litigation, the
making of such a claim is seen to be an unseemly personal attack on the ethics of a
fellow member of the State Bar and filing a motion under O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14 would
routinely lead to a counter-motion for frivolous claims or defenses and a protracted
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series of motions, counter-motions, replies, surreplies, and hearings with end result
being a lot of hours and dollars spent with an unlikely recovery. Thus, in only a small
fraction of cases have litigants chosen to pursue fee claims under O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14.
O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(e) completely eliminates most of these impediments to
seeking fees and costs to the prevailing party in the event of a possibly frivolous claim or
defense.
The statute allows for the presentation of the claim immediately after the return
of a successful verdict. The motion is not contingent upon having made a prior offer of
settlement under O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68. The motion is presented to a jury who just decided
in favor of the moving party and is possibly not constrained by concern over hurt
feelings or the likelihood of dealing in the future with non-prevailing counsel. Losing
counsel is likely not prepared to fully respond with all applicable law and factual
arguments on the spur of the moment because very few attorneys seem to be familiar
with this subsection. Thus, O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(e) can be a very powerful tool and
counsel should be prepared in every trial to defend a claim presented to the jury after
losing and, if warranted, to be prepared in advance to fully present the arguments and
evidence in favor of making such a claim. Note, however, that the party making such a
claim may be precluded from making the motion if not presented in the pretrial order as
a claim to be decided by the jury and fees and expenses set forth in the pretrial order as
damages being sought.
O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(e) provides:
(e) Upon motion by the prevailing party at the time that the verdict
or judgment is rendered, the moving party may request that the finder of
fact determine whether the opposing party presented a frivolous claim or
11
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defense. In such event, the court shall hold a separate bifurcated hearing
at which the finder of fact shall make a determination of whether such
frivolous claims or defenses were asserted and to award damages, if any,
against the party presenting such frivolous claims or defenses. Under this
subsection:
(1) Frivolous claims shall include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(A) A claim, defense, or other position that lacks substantial
justification or that is not made in good faith or that is made with malice
or a wrongful purpose, as those terms are defined in Code Section 51-7-80;
(B) A claim, defense, or other position with respect to which there
existed such a complete absence of any justiciable issue of law or fact that
it could not be reasonably believed that a court would accept the asserted
claim, defense, or other position; and
(C) A claim, defense, or other position that was interposed for delay
or harassment;
(2) Damages awarded may include reasonable and necessary
attorney's fees and expenses of litigation; and
(3) A party may elect to pursue either the procedure specified in
this subsection or the procedure specified in Code Section 9-15-14, but not
both.
Note (again) that this section makes no reference to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(a)
– (d) and there is no requirement to have made an Offer of Settlement in order to
pursue a claim under (e). Further, the section provides that a party may elect to
12
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pursue this claim under either this section or O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14, but not both. As
a defensive tactic to this section, counsel (for any litigant at trial) should be
prepared to move for directed verdict on the claim/motion when made and to
recite case law decided under O.C.G.A. § 9-15-14 to put the decision back in the
hands of the trial judge and not the jury. Thus far, there is no appellate case law
on O.C.G.A. § 9-11-68(e) and the fact that the statute puts the decision ultimately
in the hands of the jury could make it difficult to convince a trial judge to take it
back. However, a properly presented directed verdict motion will at least
preserve the issue on appeal for the losing litigant.
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Introduction
One of the bedrocks of our profession is the ability to help those who are most in need,
without regard to race, gender, socio-economic status or the like. In fact, the Supreme Court of
Georgia has included as part of the Aspirational Statements of the Code of Professional
Responsibility the following:
As a lawyer, I will aspire...[t]o avoid all forms of wrongful discrimination in all of my activities
including discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex, age, handicap, veteran status, or
national origin. The social goals of equality and fairness will be personal goals for me.

As attorneys and as productive, thoughtful members of society, we should all aim to avoid
discrimination in all forms. Nevertheless, as humans we harbor biases, prejudgments and
assumptions developed over time that inform how we conduct ourselves in various situations.
Some are crafted early. Babies, for example, prefer their mother’s voice over others a few days
after birth and their native language before they are a year old.1 These types of preferences make
sense from an evolutionary perspective: babies are quite vulnerable. Gravitating toward familiar
sounds increases the likelihood of safety.
Development of Bias – Good and Bad
As we age and are exposed to innumerable stimuli, we have to find a way to make sense
of it all. We all categorize and make judgments about people whom we do not know. As an
attorney, I have been mistaken for a court reporter, an administrative assistant and an office
manager on numerous occasions. On most of these occasions, the judgments other people made
about me happened before I said a word. Looking back at these incidents on a case-by-case basis,
it is impossible to say what motivated people to believe I was not an attorney. Could it have been
my age? My gender? My race? Perhaps a combination of all three? No matter the motivation, the
1

Banaji, Mahzarin & Anthony G. Greenwald. (2013) Blind Spot: Hidden Biases of Good People. New York, NY:
Bantam, pp. 128-130.
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outcome was the same - a misunderstanding of an individual.
Research has shown this level of otherness extends well past the legal profession. When
asked to picture an American, most people will reflexively picture a white male, despite the fact
they comprise only thirty-one percent of the U.S. population.2 In an increasingly diverse nation,
this would on its surface seem somewhat surprising. Upon reflection and in daily interaction, it is
clear our communities are filled with all kinds of different people. However, scientists who have
used the Implicit Association Test for nearly twenty-five years would not be shocked by these
results. They know there is often dissonance between our reflective versus our intuitive selves.3
For instance, while intuition might tell us an approaching leashed pit bull walking with its owner
is dangerous, reflection may yield a different result, incorporating our experiences with friends
or family who may have this type of dog as a pet.
In the context of litigation, our past experiences often make us better attorneys. This is at
the very heart of practice. If we are not careful, though, we can be lulled into thinking we know
the person on the other side of the conflict before we have done any work to see an individual.
Internationally renowned mediator Ken Cloke noted:
As Umberto Eco accurately pointed out, “Trying to understand other people means destroying the
stereotype without denying or ignoring the otherness.” It helps in doing so if we acknowledge that
everyone forms prejudices; that stereotyping is a common element in all conflict communications;
that it shapes the stories we tell about our opponents and ourselves; that everyone can learn to
overcome prejudices and stereotyping through awareness, empathy and open communication; that
everyone can become more skillful in communicating across stereotypes and the subtle lines of
separation created by our fear of differences; and that doing so requires us to dismantle what gives
rise to them at a deep, subconscious level in our hearts and minds, or systems and institutions.4

In mediation, the parties who acknowledge, understand and actively work to address their biases
2

Id. at 83. Lardieri, Alexa. (October 24, 2017) Despite Diverse Demographics, Most Politicians Are Still White
Men. Retrieved from https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2017-10-24/despite-diverse-demographics
-most-politicians-are-still-white-men
3
Banaji & Greenwald at 57-58.
4
Cloke, Kenneth. (2018) Politics, Dialogue and the Evolution of Democracy: How to Discuss Race, Abortion,
Immigration Gun Control, Climate Change, Same Sex Marriage and Other Hot Topics. Dallas, TX: GoodMedia
Press.
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consistently have the best results. An open mind is often the best tool any attorney has to
facilitate a resolution. With preconceived ideas about a particular entity or person, the mediation
process is hampered and often takes a great deal longer.
The Shortcomings of Assumption
In a mediation in which I participated several years ago as defense counsel, the mediator
did a number of things that put the proceedings on shaky ground. First, despite the fact I had the
settlement authority in the room, he never faced me. He turned his chair toward my male
colleagues who were present and spent time talking about football. When I attempted to interject,
he brushed me aside. He assumed I had little to add in a conversation about football, when the
opposite was true. One of my colleagues in the room noticed the behavior as well and we
discussed it after the session. Much like the earlier examples in which I was mistaken for various
other people, it served to make me feel as if I was not wanted in the mediation. The mediator’s
actions also did not encourage me to go the extra mile to resolve the matter. Ultimately the case
did not settle. I cannot say it would have settled if he had treated me differently, but one of the
key components of a successful mediation is the parties feeling comfortable with the process.
The likelihood of success was greatly diminished by my feeling of exclusion.
Recently I mediated a case where an adjuster was physically present. During opening
statements, the Plaintiff discussed her injuries as a result of the subject collision, some of which
were of a sensitive nature. The adjuster was quite moved by the Plaintiff’s account, and began to
see her as more than the narrative constructed via her medical records. She began to relate to the
Plaintiff as an individual with a family to support, a woman who volunteered in her community
and someone who had been adversely impacted by this accident. The more the adjuster got to
know the Plaintiff throughout the course of the mediation, the more she wanted to work to
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resolve the case. Before the parties met for the opening statements, the adjuster was convinced
she knew everything necessary to evaluate this matter; it became clear she just understood the tip
of the iceberg.
I mediated a case several months ago in which Plaintiff’s counsel thought she had all of
the information she needed about her client. As I talked with the Plaintiff about the incident that
led to the mediation, counsel learned enough to completely change the strategy of her case. She
thought he knew who he was: a married, middle-aged man with children. That was only part of
the picture. Plaintiff’s counsel had had plenty of clients like him before, so she had not done the
extra work to truly understand the individual and his motivations. This Plaintiff had been
involved in an accident with his minor son; his well-being was paramount. He was terrified the
child would have to relive the incident on the stand and the Plaintiff wanted to avoid that
scenario at all costs. Counsel underestimated the importance of that element of the case,
assuming maximizing his award was the most important factor for her client.
Strategies for Success
There are myriad examples to highlight the negative effects of bias, prejudgment, and
assumptions on mediation. The challenge is how to combat it from your seat. The following
points from Kenneth Cloke can be useful to keep in mind:
1.

In every culture, people want to be accepted, listened to, acknowledged and

respected. The manner in which people communicate these values may be different; it is worth
the time and energy to determine what shows a person they are receiving that respect. I’ve found
for some litigants, hearing the other side is sorry for the circumstances leading to this point starts
a mediation off on the right foot.
2.

Most of the time, there are no absolute “right” responses - only relatively

4
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“right” or “wrong” ones within a given culture. I mediated a case earlier this year involving
an elderly African-American male who claimed he was injured due to the negligence of a large
grocery chain. Although he said he was still dealing with injuries from the incident, he said his
doctor told him there was nothing else he could do, and the Plaintiff did not seek a second
opinion. This, as one could imagine, was a big sticking point for the defense. Within the
Plaintiff’s culture, however, this was not an unusual response. I have witnessed the same
phenomenon in my own family.
Five years ago, an elderly relative had a spontaneous episode affecting her eyesight at a
holiday gathering at my home. She was visiting from out-of-town at the time. We rushed her to
the emergency room at the closest hospital where a doctor informed her there was nothing to be
done. Because it was a holiday, there were no specialists available. She was instructed to go
home and wait to see if her eyesight returned. It was only after younger members of the family
prodded her to seek treatment beyond the emergency room that she consulted with a specialist,
who was able to reverse some of the damage. For some older people, the word of a doctor is
incontrovertible. Before the internet allowed laymen to diagnose every itch, sneeze and cough,
people relied on the advice of their physicians much more. Taking the time to attempt to
understand the norms of a party’s culture can serve to improve mediation outcomes.
3.

There is no set of universal problem-solving, mediation or conflict resolution

methodology applicable to every case. Just as every party is an individual, so is every case.
What works well within the confines of a case to move it toward resolution is more art than
science. Patience for that process and an open mind help to facilitate an environment for success.
4.

Cultural conflicts do not disappear when we ignore them. A young, unmarried

minority Plaintiff with six children participated in a mediation last year. She felt everyone else
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involved in the process - including her own attorneys - was judging her for some of the decisions
she’d made in her life. She had no trust in the process, because she did not feel as if anyone
related to her, or even tried to do so. She was relying heavily on the advice of her mother whom
she was calling frequently during the proceedings. Until she could sit down and discuss her
concerns with the mediator, she did not feel open enough to fully participate in the process. They
were able to connect on several levels. Once that happened, she started to engage and the case
ultimately settled, allowing her to move forward with her family.
5.

Bias influences what and how we see, hear, think and feel.

Whatever

conflicts with that may not be received or understood. For individuals not aware of their
implicit assumptions, reaching them may take extra effort and creativity. As a mediator,
presenting information in different ways, i.e., reality testing of parties rather than giving straight
assessments is one way to combat this issue. It is more effective for most people to work toward
an answer rather than being told what to think.
6.

People communicate because they want to be understood. It is incumbent upon

those who are present to make sure they understand what a person is actually trying to convey.
As a mediator, I often repeat what I’ve heard a party or an attorney say to me to make sure I
comprehend their statement. Differences in communications styles are a given in any mediation;
an attempt to deepen understanding by speaking more is always welcome. By the time a dispute
reaches mediation, it is clear there is a breakdown of some sort between the parties. A great deal
of the time, that breakdown is in communication. Mediation offers parties the chance to be heard
and understood in ways not supported by the traditional litigation process.
7.

Do not assume anything. Mediation is the opportunity to break down barriers

and assumptions, not maintain them. Take the time to find out the priorities of the other side.
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Even if a case does not settle at mediation, the parties should be able to walk away with a greater
understanding of the matter. If the lines of communication are left open, there is also a better
chance of settlement down the line.
8.

Put yourself in everyone’s shoes. As attorneys, it’s commonplace for us to view

an argument from the viewpoint of opposing counsel. Within the context of a mediation,
however, going the extra mile in the parties’ shoes can make the difference. The business
partners whose friendship is in tatters along with their venture can need a very different approach
compared to a personal injury plaintiff or a former employee alleging discrimination. The
successful mediation is often achieved by understanding the complex interpersonal dynamics not
present in any pleading.
9.

Get physical. There are a number of ways in which a party in a mediation can

show his or her engagement with the process:
●
●
●
●
●
10.

Engage in comfortable eye contact with the speaker
Avoid slouching
Avoid fidgeting
Give a speaker undivided attention (i.e., no checking e-mail, etc.)
Maintain an open body position (i.e., avoid crossed arms)
Talk less; listen more. Use your silent time to observe non-verbal cues of the

speaker.
Conclusion
By employing these techniques during mediation, parties can not only face their own
biases and assumptions, but also be better positioned to resolve their cases. Allowing all
participants in the mediation process the ability to be heard, respected and participate effectively
restores control to those who need it the most while improving efficiency in our court system.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

Mediation Strategies to Overcome Bias, Prejudgments and Assumptions
Bianca Motley Broom, Esq.

Aspirational Statement, Code of Professional Responsibility

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

As a lawyer, I will aspire...[t]o avoid all forms of
wrongful discrimination in all of my activities
including discrimination on the basis of race,
religion, sex, age, handicap, veteran status, or
national origin. The social goals of equality and
fairness will be personal goals for me.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

At various points in my career,
I’ve been confused for a:
• Court Reporter
• Administrative Assistant
• Office Manager

Who is American?

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

• White
• Male
• 31% of
population
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Do You Really Know the Other People in the Room?

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

Men = Sports?
Women = Homemaking?
Elderly = Feeble?
Millennials = Me, me, me?

Connections Matter

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

• Meeting face-to-face can be
a game-changer
• Putting a face to stacks of
documents
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Money is important – but it’s not everything

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

How Do We Do It?
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

1.
In every culture, people want to be accepted,
listened to, acknowledged and respected.

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

2.
Most of the time, there are no absolute “right” responses –
only relatively “right” or “wrong” ones within a given culture.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

3.
There is no set of universal problem-solving,
mediation or conflict resolution
methodology applicable to every case.

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

4.
Cultural conflicts do not disappear when we ignore them.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

5.
Bias influences what and how we see, hear, think and feel.
Whatever conflicts with that may not be received or understood.

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

6.
People communicate because they want to be understood.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

7.
Do not assume anything.

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

8.
Put yourself in everyone’s shoes.
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

9.
Get physical.

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

10.
Talk less; listen more.
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Resolution is within reach

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION
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THE FUTURE OF RESOLUTION

Mediation Strategies to Overcome Bias, Prejudgments and Assumptions
Bianca Motley Broom, Esq.
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of
“approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Oﬃcial
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at
the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688

Follow ICLE on social media:
http://www.facebook.com/iclega
bit.ly/ICLELinkedIn
#iclega
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